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ABSTRACT

Multiphysics model of a cardiac myocyte:
A voltage-clamp study

by

Abhilash Krishna

We develop a composite multiphysics model of excitation-contraction coupling for
a rat ventricular myocyte under voltage clamp (VC) conditions to: (1) probe mechanisms underlying the response to Ca2+ -perturbation; (2) investigate the factors influencing its electromechanical response; and (3) examine its rate-dependent behavior
(particularly the force-frequency response (FFR)). Motivation for the study was to
pinpoint key control variables influencing calcium-induced calcium-release (CICR)
and examine its role in the context of a physiological control system regulating cytosolic Ca2+ concentration and hence the cardiac contractile response.
Our cell model consists of an electrical-equivalent model for the cell membrane
and a fluid-compartment model describing the flux of ionic species between the extracellular and several intracellular compartments. The model incorporates frequencydependent calmodulin (CaM) mediated spatially heterogenous interaction of calcineurin (CaN) and Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase-II (CaMKII) with
their principal targets and accounts for rate-dependent, cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-mediated up-regulation. We also incorporate a biophysical model for
cardiac contractile mechanics to study the factors influencing force response.
The model reproduces measured VC data published by several laboratories, and

generates graded Ca2+ -release with high Ca2+ gain by achieving negative feedback
control and Ca2+ -homeostasis. We examine the dependence of cellular contractile
response on: (1) the amount of activator Ca2+ available; (2) the type of mechanical
load applied; (3) temperature (22 to 38◦ C); and (4) myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity.
We demonstrate contraction-relaxation coupling over a wide range of physiological
perturbations. Our model reproduces positive peak FFR observed in rat ventricular
myocytes and provides quantitative insight into the underlying rate-dependence of
CICR.
The role of Ca2+ regulating mechanisms are examined in handling induced Ca2+ perturbations using a rigorous cellular Ca2+ balance. Extensive testing of the composite model elucidates the importance of various direct and indirect modulatory influences on the cellular twitch-response with wide agreement with measured data on
all accounts. We identify cAMP-mediated stimulation, and rate-dependent CaMKIImediated up-regulation of Ca2+ -trigger current (ICa,L ) as the key mechanisms underlying the aforementioned positive FFR. Our model provides biophysically-based
explanations of phenomena associated with CICR and provides mechanistic insights
into whole-cell responses to a wide variety of testing approaches used in studies of
cardiac myofilament contractility.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The heart’s pumping action depends on the rhythmic, coordinated contraction of
the ventricles and the proper functioning of the valves. Each mechanical heartbeat
is triggered by an action potential which originates from a rhythmic, pacemaker cell
within the heart. The impulse is then conducted rapidly throughout the organ in order
to produce coordinated contraction. Disturbances in the heart’s electrical activity
may cause significant abnormalities in its mechanical function, and are the basis of
much cardiac morbidity and mortality. In fact, malfunction of the heart’s electrical
behavior is the principal cause of sudden cardiac death. One way to characterize this
electrical activity is via the electrocardiogram (ECG), which measures the integrated
electrical activity of the heart by means of electrodes placed on the surface of the
body. Although, an important tool in cardiac research, the ECG itself does not
provide insight into the quantitative mechanisms responsible for preserving intact
electrical activity in the heart. To better understand these fundamental mechanisms,
it is necessary to focus on sub-cellular biophysical processes in individual cardiac
cells. This chapter will discuss cardiac electrophysiology leading to a description of
the genesis of cardiac contraction beginning at the cellular level.

2

1.1

Electrophysiology of Myocardial Cells

Living cells are enclosed by a cell membrane or sarcolemma, which separates the
outside or extracellular space from the inside of the cell, known as the intracellular
space. The cell membrane controls what enters or leaves the cell. Embedded in the
cell membrane are proteins known as ion channels which allow certain types of ions,
such as N a+ , K + , Ca2+ , and Cl− , to pass through the cell membrane. Because the
phospholipid bilayer, of which the cell membrane is composed, separates charge, an
electrical potential develops across the cell membrane as a result of the movement
of the ions. This membrane potential can regulate the conductance of some ion
channels, so that these ion channels open and close both with time and voltage. Ions
are driven through these ion channels as a result of ion concentration gradients and
electric potential differences across the cell membrane.
Normally, the membrane potential is at a steady state called the resting potential,
and the cell is said to be quiescent. At this rest state, the membrane potential is
negative inside the cell relative to the outside. In an excitable cell, the opening and
closing of ion channels can lead to a sequence of changes in the membrane currents
which can result in a fast spike in the membrane potential, known as an action
potential. An action potential can occur when an excitatory stimulus (a brief inward
current pulse) depolarizes (increases) the membrane potential past a certain threshold
voltage.

1.1.1

The Cardiac Action Potential

Cardiac transmembrane potentials may be recorded by means of microelectrodes. A
typical resting potential in a ventricular muscle fiber is -80 to-90 millivolts with respect to surrounding extracellular fluid, similar to that found in nerve and skeletal
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muscle. The shape of the cardiac action potential, however, is quite distinctive primarily because of its long duration. A typical action potential from a mid-cardial rat
ventricular cell is diagrammed in Fig. 1.1. Its total duration may be 50-80 milliseconds (epicardial cells have shorter action potential duration (APD) while endocardial
cells have longer APD), and it consists of 5 distinct phases. The initial rapid upstroke
(phase 0) from the resting potential to a positive value of about +20 millivolts is similar to the spikes of other cells. Early repolarization (phase 1) brings the potential
down to a plateau level (not prominent in midcardial rat ventricular myocytes) over
2 to 3 milliseconds. The plateau itself (phase 2) follows, and accounts for most of the
action potential duration. Repolarization (phase 3) brings the potential back to the
resting level. The period between action potentials (phase 4) is stable except in cells
which have the property of autorhythmicity, the ability to spontaneously generate
propagated action potentials, and function as pacemaker cells. A cardiac action potential, once started in a cell, propagates by local current spread as in other excitable
cells.
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Figure 1.1 : A typical action potential from a rat ventricular myocardial cell.
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1.1.2

The Ionic Basis for Cellular Potentials

The ionic basis for the cardiac action potential has features which are similar to
those of nerve and skeletal muscle [2], but there are important differences as well [3].
Cardiac cells maintain gradients of various ions across their membranes by energyrequiring pumps. The cell membrane is semi-permeable, and contains a number of
functionally independent channels through which different ions flow. Fig. 1.2 is a
circuit representation of a cell membrane showing channels for multiple ionic species
configured in parallel. Each channel has a specific ionic conductance (which may
vary with membrane potential or time) and an equilibrium potential for the relevant
ion. The membrane capacitance is represented by Cm . The total current density
flowing across the membrane is øm , and in general is carried by a mixture of several
ionic species. The overall net transmembrane potential is Vm . The flow of the ith
ionic species is determined by the conductivity of its channel, gi , and its equilibrium
potential, Ei which is given by the Nernst equilibrium equation:
RT
ηiextra
Ei =
ln intra
Zi F
ηi
where
R

= the gas constant, 8.314 joules/mole degree K

T

= the absolute temperature, degrees K

F

= Faraday’s constant, 9.6485 × 104 coul./mole

Zi

= Valence of the ith ion

ηiintra

= intracellular concentration of the ith ion, moles·m−3

ηiextra = extracellular concentration of the ith ion, moles·m−3
At room temperature, Eq. 1.1 becomes approximately

(1.1)
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Figure 1.2 : Electrical equivalent circuit model of a cell membrane
Individual ions pass through the cell membrane through discrete ionselective channels. The permeability of the channels may be quite different for different ionic species,
and in addition the permeability may change dramatically as a function of the potential difference across the membrane, or as a result of the activation of membrane
receptors.
The GoldmanHodgkinKatz flux equation (or GHK flux equation) describes the
ionic flux carried by an ionic species across a cell membrane as a function of the
transmembrane potential and the concentrations of the ion inside and outside of the
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cell. The formulation of the GHK flux equation makes the assumptions: (1) The
membrane is a homogeneous substance; (2) The electrical field is constant so that the
transmembrane potential varies linearly across the membrane; (3) The ions access
the membrane instantaneously from the intra- and extracellular solutions; (4) The
permeant ions do not interact; and (5) The movement of ions is affected by both
concentration and voltage differences.

The GHK flux equation [4] for an ion species ‘i’:

øi =

s Vm F
ηiintra − ηiextra exp( −ZRT
)
−Zs Vm F
RT
1 − exp( RT )

Vm F
Pi Zi2

2

(1.3)

where
øi

= current density across the membrane carried by ion ‘i’, A·m−2

Pi

= permeability of the membrane to ion ‘i’, m·s−1

Vm = Transmembrane potential in volts
An implicit definition of the reversal/equilibrium potential is contained in the
GHK flux equation [5]. The Nernst equilibrium potential in Eq. 1.1 can be obtained
from the GHK formulation in Eq. 1.3 by solving for Vm with øi = 0.
1.1.3

Voltage-Clamp Protocol

The voltage clamp is used by electrophysiologists to measure the ion currents across
the membrane of excitable cells, such as cardiac myocytes, while holding the membrane voltage at a set level. Cell membranes of excitable cells contain many different
kinds of ion channels, some of which are voltage gated. The voltage clamp allows the
membrane voltage to be manipulated independently of the ionic currents, allowing
the current-voltage relationships of membrane channels to be studied. Advances in
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voltage clamp recording techniques and experimental procedures for isolating single
cells have fueled the development of many different types of quantitative cell models.
Specifically, the development of the patch clamp technique [6] and the enzymatic dispersion technique [7] enabled the recording of reliable voltage clamp data from single
cell preparations. The suction-type patch clamp technique fuses a glass pipette with
the cell membrane forming a seal with a high resistance on the order of a gigaohm
[6]. The enzymatic dispersion technique isolates single cell preparations, eliminating
the source of clamp error that previously occurred in multicellular preparations. The
improved recording and preparation techniques provide the opportunity to study the
gating kinetics of individual ionic membrane currents in single cell preparations, and
the accompanying improvement in the quality of measured data has also fostered
an improvement in the quality of single cell models developed for the purpose of
providing explanations for sub-cellular biophysical phenomena.

1.1.4

Cellular Ca2+ Dynamics

As shown in Fig. 1.3, sarcolemmal membrane depolarization triggers Ca2+ influx
from the extracellular medium by opening dihydropyridine (DHP)-sensitive L-type
Ca2+ channels (LCCs) predominantly located in sarcolemmal invaginations called
transverse tubules. Following diffusion across a small sub-membrane dyadic space,
this influx activates ryanodine receptors (RyRs) controlling ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+
release channels (RyR) in the junctional portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR).
Fabiato and Fabiato [8] named the process Ca2+ -induced Ca2+ release (CICR). Ca2+
subsequently diffuses from the dyadic space into the cytoplasm. Contraction of cardiac muscle is triggered by this transient rise in intracellular Ca2+ concentration
[Ca2+ ]myo . Ultimately, cytosolic Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+ ]myo is returned to rest-
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ing levels by combination of: (a) sequestration of Ca2+ by sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic
reticulum Ca2+ -ATPase (SERCA)-type calcium pumps lining the longitudinal portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR); (b) Ca2+ extrusion from the cytosol by
N a+ /Ca2+ exchangers (NCX) and Ca2+ -ATPase pumps on the sarcolemmal membrane (IP M CA ); and (c) Ca2+ buffering in the dyadic space and cytosol. CICR in
cardiac muscle exhibits both graded behavior and a high gain. Graded behavior
refers to the observation that SR Ca2+ release is proportional to the influx of trigger
Ca2+ [9], whereas high gain indicates that the sarcolemmal trigger current elicits a
high SR Ca2+ release flux.
This study of a rat ventricular myocyte is limited to Ca2+ related channel, exchanger and pumps (LCC/ICa,L , NCX/IN aCa , IP M CA and SERCA pump), while lacking exclusive N a+ or K + related channels and transporters. It is aimed at investigating voltage clamp conditions where channels other than Ca2+ are blocked. Its
focus on the Ca2+ dynamics allows one to comprehend more clearly the important
role of Ca2+ signalling pathways and feedback control systems in maintaining whole
cell homeostasis over a prolonged period of time and examine in detail the genesis of
cardiac contraction.

1.2

Cardiac Contractile Mechanism

A sarcomere is the basic unit of a cardiac contractile system. Cardiac tissue is composed of tubular muscle cells called myocytes which in turn comprise of tubular
myofibrils. These myofibrils are composed of repeating sections of sarcomeres, which
appear under the microscope as dark and light bands.
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Figure 1.3 : A schematic for intracellular Ca2+ flow as a result of Ca2+ -induced Ca2+
release.

1.2.1

The Sliding Filament Theory

It is well known [10, 11] that one zone of the repeated sarcomere arrangement, the
“A band,” remains relatively constant in length during contraction (Fig. 1.4). The
A band contains thick filaments of myosin, which suggests that the myosin filaments
remained central and relatively constant in length while other regions of the sarcomere
shortens. The “I band,” rich in thinner filaments made of actin, changes its length
along with the sarcomere. The sliding filament theory, states that the sliding of
the long fibrous proteins actin and myosin past each other generates muscle tension.
Because actin is tethered to structures located at the lateral ends of each sarcomere
called z discs, any shortening of the actin filament length would result in a shortening
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of the sarcomere and thus the muscle. Myosin has a long, fibrous tail and a globular
head, which binds to actin when the binding sites on actin are exposed by Ca2+ ions.

RELAXED

A band

Thick myosin filament
I band

CONTRACTED

I band
shortens

Z disc

Thin actin
filament

H zone

A band constant

H zone shortens

Figure 1.4 : The basic organization of a sarcomere subregion, showing the centralized
location of myosin (A band). Actin and the z discs are shown in red.

Calcium and ATP are cofactors (nonprotein components of enzymes) required
for the contraction of muscle cells. While ATP supplies the energy, Ca2+ is required by two proteins, troponin and tropomyosin, that regulate muscle contraction
by blocking the binding of myosin to filamentous actin (Fig. 1.5). In a resting sarcomere, tropomyosin blocks the binding of myosin to actin. For myosin to bind actin,
tropomyosin must rotate around the actin filaments to expose the myosin-binding
sites. In 1994, William Lehman and his colleagues demonstrated how tropomyosin
rotates by studying the shape of actin and myosin in either Ca2+ -rich solutions or solu-
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tions containing low Ca2+ [12]. By comparing the action of troponin and tropomyosin
under these two conditions, the authors found that the presence of Ca2+ is essential
for the contraction mechanism. Specifically, when Ca2+ binds to troponin C (TnC;
subunit of troponin), it produces a conformational change in troponin I (TnI; subunit
of troponin that binds to actin holding the troponin-tropomyosin complex in place)
which subsequently detaches from actin allowing a shift in the position of tropomyosin.
As the tropomyosin moves away from the myosin-binding sites on actin, it effectively
unblocks these binding sites. Once the myosin-binding sites are exposed, and if sufficient ATP is present, myosin binds to actin to begin crossbridge cycling, a process
that facilitates the sliding motion of actin and myosin past each other. Then the
sarcomere shortens and the muscle contracts. In the absence of Ca2+ , this binding
does not occur, so the presence of free Ca2+ is an important regulator of myofilament
contraction.
As stated above, crossbridge cycling forms the basis for movement and force production in muscle cells. Each cycle of myosin binding to actin and the subsequent
movement of the thin filament involves the hydrolysis of one ATP molecule. Figure
1.6 outlines the different stages involved in crossbridge cycling. The illustration starts
the cycle with a myosin crossbridge attached to actin. This is followed by the binding
of ATP which causes the dissociation of myosin from actin. In the absence of ATP,
myosin cannot dissociate from actin which causes the muscle to become stiff (rigor
mortis). The state where the low-energy myosin head is bound to actin is known
as the rigor configuration. ATP hydrolysis causes a change in shape allowing the
myosin head to be cocked while the products of ATP hydrolysis (ADP and inorganic
phosphate) remain bound to the myosin head. Cocking of the myosin head aligns it
with a new binding site on the actin filament. Myosin binds to actin and the power
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Actin

TnT

Tropomyosin
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Troponin binds Ca2+
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TnC Ca2+

Actin
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TnT
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allowing myosin to bind

TM – Tropomyosin
TnI – Troponin-I (binds to actin)
TnC – Troponin-C (binds Ca2+)
TnT – Troponin-T (binds to tropomyosin)

Figure 1.5 : Simplified schematic of actin backbones, shown as blue chains of actin
molecules (balls), covered with smooth tropomyosin filaments. Troponin is shown
in orange (subunits not distinguished). Upon binding calcium, troponin moves
tropomyosin away from the myosin-binding sites on actin (bottom), effectively unblocking it. Troponin C (TnC) binds Ca2+ , which stabilizes the activated state, where
troponin I (TnI) is no longer bound to actin. Troponin T (TnT) anchors the complex
on tropomyosin.

stroke follows. Initial weak binding releases inorganic phosphate and the subsequent
stronger binding triggers the power stroke and the release of ADP. The power stroke
not only results in the return of the myosin head to its low-energy conformation, it
generates force, pulling the thin filament toward the center of the sarcomere. This
is followed by binding of another ATP molecule causing dissociation of myosin from
actin and a repeat of the cycle. The crossbridges cycle independently from one another and as a result of the large number of independent instantaneous crossbridges
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formed, muscle contraction is smooth and not ratchet-like.
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3
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Figure 1.6 : Illustration of the different stages involved in a crossbridge cycle.

1.2.2

Excitation-Contraction Coupling

Excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) is the process whereby a cellular membrane
depolarization triggers a myocyte to contract. When a myocyte is depolarized, Ca2+
ions enter the cell through LCCs (ICa,L ) located on the sarcolemma (Fig. 2.3). This
Ca2+ triggers a subsequent release of Ca2+ that is stored in the sarcoplasmic reticulum
(SR) through Ca2+ -release channels called ryanodine receptors (RyR in Fig. 2.3).
Calcium released by the SR increases the intracellular Ca2+ concentration from about
0.1 to 1.0 µM. The free Ca2+ binds to troponin C (TnC) which is part of the regulatory
complex attached to the thin filaments. When Ca2+ binds to TnC, this induces a
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conformational change in the regulatory complex such that troponin I (TnI) exposes
a site on the actin molecule that is able to bind to the myosin ATPase located on
the myosin head. This binding results in ATP hydrolysis that supplies energy for
a conformational change to occur in the actin-myosin complex. The result of these
changes is a movement (ratcheting) between the myosin heads and the actin, such that
the actin and myosin filaments slide past each other hence shortening the sarcomere
length. Ratcheting cycles occur as long as the cytosolic Ca2+ remains elevated. As
the Ca2+ entry into the cell decreases and Ca2+ is resequestered back into the SR
by an ATP-dependent Ca2+ pump (SERCA, sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ -ATPase)
as shown in Fig. 2.3, thus lowering the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration and removing
Ca2+ bound to TnC. To a quantitatively smaller extent, cytosolic Ca2+ is transported
out of the cell by the sodium-Ca2+ -exchanger (NCX). The reduced intracellular Ca2+
induces a conformational change in the troponin complex leading, once again, to TnImediated inhibition of the actin binding site. At the end of the cycle, a new ATP
binds to the myosin head, displacing the ADP, and the initial sarcomere length is
restored.
Mechanisms that enhance the concentration of cytosolic Ca2+ increase the amount
of ATP hydrolyzed and the force generated by the actin and myosin interactions,
as well as the velocity of shortening. Physiologically, cytosolic Ca2+ concentration
is influenced primarily by beta-adrenoceptor-coupled mechanisms. Beta-adrenergic
stimulation, as occurs when sympathetic nerves are activated, increases cAMP which
in turn activates protein kinase-A to increase Ca2+ entry into the cell through Ltype Ca2+ channels. Furthermore, activation of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase
phosphorylates a protein (phospholamban (PLB)) on the SR that normally inhibits
Ca2+ uptake. This decrease in inhibition by phospholamban leads to an increased
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rate of Ca2+ uptake by the SR. Therefore, beta-adrenergic stimulation increases the
force and shortening velocity of contraction (positive inotropy), and increases the rate
of relaxation (positive lusitropy).
Another potential regulatory mechanism for ECC involves altering the sensitivity
of TnC for Ca2+ . There are investigational drugs that enhance TnC Ca2+ sensitivity
and thereby exert a positive inotropic influence on the heart. One potential downside
with these drugs, however, is that enhanced TnC binding to Ca2+ can reduce the
rate of relaxation, thereby causing diastolic dysfunction.
In systolic heart failure, ECC can be impaired at several different sites. First, there
can be decreased influx of Ca2+ into the cell through L-type Ca2+ channels (resulting
from impaired signal transduction), which decreases subsequent Ca2+ release by the
SR. There can also be a decrease in TnC affinity for Ca2+ , so that a given increase
in Ca2+ in the vicinity of the troponin complex has less of an activating effect on
cardiac contraction. In some forms of diastolic heart failure, there is evidence that
the function of the SR ATP-dependent Ca2+ pump is impaired. This defect would
retard the rate of Ca2+ uptake by the SR and reduce the rate of relaxation, leading
to diastolic dysfunction.

1.3
1.3.1

Modeling Cardiac Myocytes: A Historical Review
Voltage-Gated Ionic Currents

For many years, HodgkinHuxley (HH) models have been the standard for describing
voltage-dependent membrane ion current dynamics [13]. These models introduced
the concept of activation and inactivation gates, and related the current through
an ensemble of channels to the state of these gates. More recent studies of single-
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channel dynamics have shown that HH models have significant limitations, often due
to the assumption that channel gates behave independently. This assumption has
been relaxed in recent models by using continuous time Markov chains [14] to describe channel gating and ionic currents. Markov chain models are comprised of a
number of different states, loosely corresponding to different conformations of channel
protein(s) as they undergo activation and inactivation, with transition rates between
certain states being voltage and Ca2+ dependent. Markov models are parameterized
by the state transition rates. These rates reflect the free energy profile between two
protein conformations [4] and are determined experimentally. This is done through
application of various voltage-clamp protocols, recording current responses, and adjusting the transition rates using minimization algorithms to yield a best fit to the
data. Markov models of ion currents are now used extensively. Applications have
included quantitative modeling of the effects of channel mutation [15], drugchannel
interactions [16] and channel phosphorylation [17] on myocyte responses.

1.3.2

Sarcolemmal Membrane Transporters

The first myocyte model to explicitly describe membrane transporter function was
the DiFrancesco-Noble model [18]. The various sarcolemmal pumps and exchangers
were modeled as algebraic functions of the relevant intracellular and extracellular
N a+ , Ca2+ , and K + concentrations. This was further refined and constrained using
experimental data in the work of Luo and Rudy [19]. In 1998, Shannon et al. [20]
proposed a new model of the SR Ca2+ -ATPase that included forward- and reversecurrent components, each with its own Ca-binding constant and peak forward and
reverse rates. This model is now used extensively, and has been integrated into the
models of Winslow et al.[21], Puglisi and Bers[22], Shannon et al. [23], and Grandi et
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al. [24]. Recently, rigorously constrained elaborate Markovian models of the N a+ K +
pump [25], the SR Ca-ATPase [26], and N a+ Ca2+ exchanger [27] have been published
but have not yet been incorporated in whole cell models.

1.3.3

Ca2+ -Induced Ca2+ Release

Graded Ca2+ -induced Ca2+ release with high gain is somewhat paradoxical according to Stern [28], in that the positive feedback inherent in such high-gain systems
tend to produce regenerative, nearly all-or-none release rather than graded release.
Several deterministic models have been developed to explain excitation-contraction
(E-C) coupling [29, 30], but none of them can explain the mechanism of graded release at high gain over a wide range of values for sarcolemmal Ca2+ current. Stern
[28] proposed that such a gradation paradox might be explained if the stimulus for
Ca2+ release by RyRs were actually the local nanodomains of [Ca2+ ] generated by
nearby L-type channels, rather than the global cytosolic [Ca2+ ]myo . According to
this hypothesis, graded control of macroscopic SR Ca2+ release can be achieved by
graded statistical recruitment of individual, autonomous, all-or-none stochastic release events [31]. In these studies, a distributed differential model of high order that
included dynamic interactions between large numbers of individual channels was used
to demonstrate this concept. However, rather large amounts of computation time are
required with distributed stochastic models of this type. Additional models have
sought to characterize the Ca2+ release complex, including several [32, 33, 34] based
on the stochastic release process adopted by Stern et al. These statistical models have
solved the graded release problem, however, they too suffer with extensive computational burden. Other models based on the simplified local control model of CICR
developed by Hinch et al. [35] sought to adopt a lower order description of the E-C
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coupling process [36, 37] by making an approximation of rapid equilibrium in the
dyadic space. However, it is known that the latency from onset of Ca2+ entry via
the ICa,L channel to triggered SR Ca2+ release is known to increase with decrease in
the magnitude of ICa,L,T T [38], the modeling of which is made possible by considering
Ca2+ diffusion in the dyadic medium. These models [36, 37] also approximate the SR
as a single volume compartment with no distinction between junctional versus the
longitudinal (network) SR compartments. However, recent work [39] points towards
the important role of the Ca2+ refilling rate from the network to junctional SR in
controlling RyR release termination via the luminal sensor. Shiferaw et al.[40] developed a computationally tractable model of Ca2+ cycling to represent the release
of calcium from the SR as a sum of spatially localized events that correspond to
Ca2+ sparks, assuming the recruitment rate of Ca2+ sparks is directly proportional
to the whole-cell ICa,L current. While this approach allows robust release termination, this assumption overlooks the complex calmodulin mediated interaction of the
ICa,L channel with calcium in its vicinity. Although a recent study [41] showed that
the protein-protein interactions within the luminal sensor plays a vital role in modulating sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium-release in cardiac myocytes, facilitating robust
SR release termination, it is yet to be widely adopted in models of CICR.

1.3.4

Regulation via Cell Signalling

Cardiac ion channels as well as proteins involved in CICR and EC coupling are primary targets for regulation via cell signaling pathways. The most widely studied
pathway is that of the β-adrenergic signaling cascade. Early attempts to model the
effects of PKA-mediated phosphorylation of these targets on the properties of CICR
and the AP involved modeling the stimulated cell by altering the function of the
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target proteins based on the measured effects of phosphorylation. Greenstein et al.
[42] developed a model of the canine ventricular myocyte in the presence of 1 µM
isoproterenol (a β-adrenergic agonist). However, this model did not describe the dynamics of the β-adrenergic signaling pathway. Saucerman et al. [43] developed a
differential-algebraic model of the dynamics of the β-adrenergic signaling pathway,
and incorporated it into the rabbit myocyte model of Puglisi and Bers [22]. Recently,
the model of Saucerman et al. [43] was incorporated into the guinea pig ventricular
model of Faber and Rudy [44] in a study of the role of β-adrenergic agonists and
antagonists in long-QT syndrome [45].
An important Ca2+ cycling regulatory mechanism of recent interest is the signaling
pathway involving Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII), whose target
proteins include LCCs, RyRs, PLB, and the SR Ca-ATPase, as well as N + and K +
channels [46]. The first model of the cardiac myocyte to integrate the role of CaMKII
was presented by Hund and Rudy [47]. Grandi et al. [17] developed a model of
CaMKII overexpression in the rabbit ventricular myocyte. Saucerman and Bers [48]
incorporated models of CaM, CaMKII, and calcineurin (CaN) into the Shannon et al.
[23] model in order to better understand the functional consequences of the different
affinities of CaM for CaMKII and CaN. Recently, Hashambhoy et al. [49] described
dynamic CaMKII phosphorylation of LCCs in the context of the stochastic, local
control canine ventricular myocyte model of Greenstein and Winslow [33].

1.3.5

Coupled Electromechanics

Cardiac cell is a coupled electromechanical system in which membrane depolarization
triggers an increase in intracellular Ca2+ and contraction of the myofilaments that
allows the heart to pump. The affinity of Ca2+ -binding regulatory sites on troponin
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which is the largest buffer of Ca2+ in the cell is thought to be a function of force
generated by the myofilaments. The Ca2+ transient is known to be altered by force
generation [1]. Therefore, including myofilament binding of Ca2+ is not only crucial for modeling force generation by the myocyte, but is also important for realistic
modeling of cytosolic Ca2+ transients and Ca2+ cycling. Myofilament dynamics have
been captured by various representations ranging from the highly simplified models
to complex empirical [50, 51] and biophysical models [1]. While simplified models
tend to use an explicit parabolic tension profile [52], the empirical models use predefined expressions to specify the average force developed by the cross bridges, based on
experimental observations of isolated muscle contraction under different loading conditions. On the contrary, biophysical models of cardiac myofilament dynamics include
descriptions of crossbridge cycling and their elastic properties. Here, we provide an
overview of a subset of force generation models that describe both the electrochemical as well as the electromechanical aspect of cardiac cells in order to illustrate the
progression of the field. An extensive review of various myofilament models in the
literature may be found elsewhere [53, 54, 55].
The HilgemannNoble (HN) model [29] of rabbit atrium incorporated one ordinary
differential equation to represent Ca-based activation, and a second to represent crossbridge binding. This formulation was presented as an abstract description of force
generation. This basic formulation was carried on to models later developed by Noble
and coworkers [56], including model extensions for describing sarcomere length (SL)
sensitivity [57]. The HunterMcCullochter Keurs (HMT) [50] model couples a mechanistic myofilament activation model to a fading memory crossbridge model that uses
a convolution integral approach. The model includes active force with SL dependence
and passive tissue properties. Simulated responses have been compared with a wide
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range of experimental measures. The HMT model has been refined [58] and extended
[59] recently by incorporation within a model of the rat myocyte AP formulated by
Pandit et al. [60]. The Rice-Jafri-Winslow (RJW) model integrated the myofilament
model of Rice et al. [61] into the model of the guinea pig action potential formulated by Jafri et al. [62]. The model included a phenomenological representation of
cooperative interactions between neighboring troponin/tropomyosin units, including
effects of SL. The RJW model has been refined and expanded to reproduce a wider
variety of experimental protocols in the Rice et al. model [1]. Importantly, active
contraction and re-lengthening can be simulated, and passive muscle properties are
included to simulate muscle strips and isolated myocytes, two common experimental preparations. The model has been extended recently by Campbell et al. [63] to
replicate canine epicardial, endocardial, and mid-myocardial myofilament responses.
Recently, Tran et al. [64] have modified the Rice et al. model to include binding and
release of metabolites.

1.4

Mathematical Modeling and Computational Aspects

In comparison to animal or human experiments, reproducing an experiment in-silico
has several advantages: (1) repeatability of the experiments and results; (2) complete
access to data unlike in-vitro or in-vivo experiments which give insight into only a
small set of observed parameters; (3) allows studying different sub-cellular phenomena in isolation. (4) complete control over all the parameters affecting the modeled
biophysical phenomena. Hence, computational modeling helps gain mechanistic insight into sub-cellular processes. However, there are various challenges associated
with developing numerical models of ventricular myocytes: (1) many sub-cellular biophysical processes including the structure and function of ion channels (proteins),
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their mutations and genetic regulation are still only partially understood. Their
characteristics are often unknown, or only estimated based on theoretical considerations. Direct observation of sub-cellular events is non-trivial; (2) The mechanisms
involved pose a vastly multiscale problem, spanning several orders of magnitude in
spatial and temporal scales; (3) Modeling time-evolving, spatially-distributed complex non-linear phenomena is computationally intensive. Despite these challenges,
current models of cardiac myocytes have been able to reproduce a large variety of
experimental data. Here, we construct a multiphysics model of a rat ventricular myocyte under voltage-clamp conditions describing both its electrochemical as well as
electromechanical behavior.
All simulations and analysis were performed on a 2.8GHz Intel R CoreTM 2 Duo
CPU-based computer using Microsoft Windows XP operating system. The sarcolemmal membrane charge balance equations, the Ca2+ material balance equations in the
myoplasm and SR, and the force balance equations describing the model for myofilament contraction constitute a set of 93 ordinary differential equations (ODEs). A
fixed-step Merson-modified Runge-Kutta 4th-order numerical integration scheme [65]
was used to solve this set of 1st-order differential equations (ODE) describing the
dynamic model. The free Ca2+ concentration in the dyad is governed by the time
courses of the Ca2+ fluxes through Ca2+ transport systems, as well as by the time
course of Ca2+ binding to Ca2+ buffers present in the junction [66]. Description of the
spatio-temporal dynamics of calcium transients in the dyad triggered by Ca2+ stimulus (basis of CICR) requires calculation of the partial differential equations (PDE)
of the whole reaction-diffusion system. Formation and dissipation of Ca2+ gradients
around an open channel (DHP-sensitive and Ry-sensitive channels in the dyad) is
assumed instantaneous as was validated for microsecond timescale and nanoscopic
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space by Naraghi and Neher [67]. Local Ca2+ concentration in the vicinity of open
channels (located on opposing boundaries of the dyadic space) was calculated as the
steady state gradient around a point source [68]. The Ca2+ concentration increments
from individual channels at each point in space were assumed to be additive [69, 67].
The software kernel follows the changes in the state of trigger and release channels
together with variables like membrane voltage and spatial Ca2+ concentration to calculate the instantaneous rate constants and estimate the duration of transient events.
Crank [70] discusses diffusion problems in a two-phase heterogeneous medium and
shows that diffusion through a system of barriers (RyR feet structures in the dyadic
cleft space) can be approximated by diffusion in the same region without barriers
but with a reduced effective diffusion coefficient. We hence take this approach in
modeling the Ca2+ diffusion by solving the 2-D Laplacian equation (Appendix C.3,
Eq. C.150) in the DCU without explicitly accounting for local potential fields. More
specifically, an explicit finite difference scheme was used to solve these Laplacian
equations describing Ca2+ -diffusion in the dyadic space analogous to the method detailed in Smith et al.[71]. Specifically, a radial symmetry is employed in solving the
PDE in the dyadic volume allowing the solution to be computed in a rectangular
cross-section discretized into a 20 by 20 cartesian grid. The spatial step size used in
the r and z-direction was 10 nm and 0.76 nm respectively (Table B.4). We use the
method of lines (discretization in space) to solve the PDE. The full set of ODEs and
finite difference equations are solved simultaneously to obtain the complete solution.
To construct the voltage-dependent rate functions involved in the 6 state Markovian
model for ICa,L , parameter estimation was performed using a non-linear least-squares
method [72] to obtain the solution of the system of non-linear ordinary differential
equations. Specifically, we have employed an algorithm given by Lau [73]. Execution
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of a single cycle which translates to 200 ms at 5 Hz took 21 seconds with a time step
of 1µs. Results were visualized using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and Origin
(OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA).

1.5

Specific Contributions and Thesis Overview

In this thesis, we use a multiphysics model of a rat ventricular myocyte to examine its
electrochemical and electromechanical behavior. At first (Chapter 2), we discusses the
construction of the comprehensive mechanistic model of CICR under voltage clamp
conditions in the rat ventricular myocyte, which includes electrical equivalent circuit
models for both the free sarcolemma and the portion involving junctional transmission, as well as, fluid compartment models for several fluid media within the cell
(dyadic cleft space, longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR or Ca2+ uptake compartment), junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR or release compartment), and the
cytosolic fluid compartment). An external bathing medium completes our fluid compartment description of the cell (Fig. 2.3). The multiple component model is referred
to as the “whole-cell model” (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). We discuss the development of
the voltage-gated ion channel ICa,L , sarcolemmal membrane transporters (N a+ /Ca2+
exchanger IN aCa , sacrolemmal Ca2+ -ATPase pump IP M CA and the N a+ /Cs+ pump
IN aCs ), the SR Ca2+ -ATPase pump and the RyR release channel. We develop a
novel model of a luminal sensor which mediates robust SR release termination allowing long-term Ca2+ stability, a feature lacking in recent models describing CICR.
We describe the modifications and enhancements made to the approximate model of
cooperative activation and crossbridge cycling (Fig. 2.9) reported by Rice et al. [1],
which we adopt here to develop a composite model to examine excitation-contraction
coupling. This work has been published in Krishna et al. [66].
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The composite model developed is used to perform an extensive study (Chapter
3) of cellular Ca2+ dynamics. The L-type DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel has a key
role in initiating CICR. Though the activation of the ICa,L channel is solely voltage
dependent once activated, the inactivation of the channel is influenced not only by the
trans-membrane voltage but also the Ca2+ concentration in the vicinity of the channel
[74]. We perform a thorough analysis of its activation and inactivation mechanisms
by selectively blocking each pathway in the model to gain insight into their relative
contribution. Using our deterministic model, we not only establish a graded Ca2+ induced Ca2+ release but also demonstrate an extremely valuable characteristic of the
CICR process, the high gain associated with it. A small amount of Ca2+ entering the
DCU via the ICa,L,T T channel causes a large release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic
stores via the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel on the jSR lumen. The high gain
associated with CICR is essential in producing physiological cytosolic Ca2+ transients.
The strong dependence of RyR release on the jSR Ca2+ content is examined and
the role of the luminal sensor in modulating CICR is investigated. We hypothesize
that the luminal sensor, is a key element responsible for robust post-release RyR
inactivation and refractoriness of the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel, and is critical
in providing realistic fits to cytosolic Ca2+ transients and an adequate refilling time
for the SR Ca2+ stores. We test this hypothesis by simulating an impaired luminal
sensor to understand its effect on CICR. The role of Ca2+ regulating mechanisms in
handling induced Ca2+ -perturbations is studied. In particular, several VC protocols
including lowering of extracellular calcium to affect Ca2+ loading of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR), and administration of blockers caffeine and thapsigargin have been
utilized to probe the phenomena surrounding SR Ca2+ release. Finally, using a
rigorous cellular Ca2+ balance, we analyze long-term Ca2+ stability under conditions
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of repetitive stimulation. This work has been published in Krishna et al. [66].
We present a coupled electromechanical study (Chapter 4) to investigate the role
of various factors influencing cellular contractile response. In particular, direct factors such as the amount of activator Ca2+ available to trigger contraction and the
type of mechanical load applied (resulting in isosarcometric, isometric or unloaded
contraction) are investigated. We also study the strong impact of temperature (22
to 38◦ C) on myofilament contractile response. The critical role of myofilament Ca2+
sensitivity in modulating developed force is likewise studied. In particular, we model
the effect of isoproterenol, a β-adrenergic agonist, which is known to cause a decline in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity as a result of protein kinase A (PKA) mediated
phosphorylation of troponin I [55, 75]. We also examine the indirect coupling of
intracellular contractile mechanism with the plasma membrane via the N a+ /Ca2+
exchanger (NCX). Finally, we demonstrate a key linear relationship between the rate
of contraction and relaxation, which is shown here to be intrinsically coupled over
the full range of physiological perturbations. This work has recently been accepted
for publication.
The rate-dependent effects on the Ca2+ sub-system in a rat ventricular myocyte
are investigated (Chapter 5). We employ our deterministic mathematical model describing various Ca2+ signalling pathways under voltage clamp (VC) conditions, to
better understand the important role of calmodulin (CaM) in modulating the key control variables Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase-II (CaMKII), calcineurin
(CaN), and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) as they affect various intracellular targets. We study the frequency dependence of the peak force generated
by the myofilaments, the force-frequency response (FFR) and demonstrate that our
model reproduces positive peak FFR observed in rat ventricular myocytes both in
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the presence/absence of cAMP mediated β-adrenergic stimulation. The frequencydependence of the trigger current (ICa,L ) and RyR-release are investigated to provide
a quantitative insight into rate-dependence of Ca2+ -induced Ca2+ -release (CICR).
We examine the rate-dependence of the relative role of the sodium-calcium exchanger
(NCX) and the SERCA pump and the ensuing frequency-dependence of sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR) Ca2+ content. We demonstrate that although rat ventricular myocytes
exhibit a positive peak FFR in the presence/absence of beta-adrenergic stimulation,
they show a characteristic increase in the positive slope in FFR due to the presence of Norepinephrine or Isoproterenol. We identify cAMP-mediated stimulation,
and rate-dependent CaMKII-mediated up-regulation of ICa,L as the key mechanisms
underlying the aforementioned positive FFR.
Integrative modeling provides a quantitative understanding of the relationships
between molecular function and the integrated behavior of the cardiac myocyte in
health and disease. It allows for studying cellular subsystems in isolation and hence
helps in developing an understanding of the cellular genesis for various forms of systolic heart failure and diastolic dysfunction. A thorough understanding of the various
Ca2+ regulatory mechanisms and signalling pathways in the cell, aids in identifying
novel therapeutic targets for drug design.
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Chapter 2
Model Development
Our objective was to develop an integrated multiphysics model of the rat ventricular cell under voltage clamp conditions, which includes the description of various
Ca2+ signalling pathways in the dyadic space, the myoplasmic medium and the sarcoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 2.3) as well as a comprehensive coupled mechanical system
describing the contractile machinery responsible for force generation. We use our
model to explain Ca2+ signaling at the nanoscale level of the dyad and integrate
the contributions of many dyads to produce a Ca2+ transient and continuous Ca2+
balance at the whole-cell level.
Calmodulin mediates the regulation of a variety of Ca2+ -dependent signalling
pathways in the heart involving CaMKII and CaN [76, 48]. These protein-mediated
interactions form the basis for a robust mechanism that enables a cell’s response to
increased heart rate. CaMKII is reported to be responsive when targeted to Ca2+
release sites such as the dyadic cleft, and CaN is responsive to gradual changes in
the lower-amplitude myoplasmic Ca2+ signals [48]. This heterogenous response is a
result of the different affinities of CaMKII and CaN for CaM [76] and the non-uniform
distribution of these proteins in the cell. Recent study [77] also attributes a key role
in frequency-dependent acceleration of relaxation to activated-CaMKII in the cytosol.
The model of the CaM-dependent Ca2+ signalling process (Fig. 2.1), which includes a
reaction map for cooperative binding of Ca2+ to CaM, the scheme for CaM buffering,
probabilistic model of CaMKII subunit switching and the reaction map for reversible
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binding of CaM, Ca2 CaM and Ca4 CaM to CaN, is adopted from Saucerman et al
[48]. However, to reproduce relative local CaMKII and CaN activity, modifications
were made to the rate constants for CaM buffering in the dyad (Appendix B, Table
B.8).
We incorporate the effects of β-adrenergic stimulation via cAMP-dependent modulation based on a model (Fig. 2.2) derived from Demir et al [78]. Stimulation of
β-adrenoceptors by Isoproterenol (Iso) results in the activation of a G protein (gs )
that stimulates Adenylate cyclase (ADC) and enhances the production of cAMP.
Subsequently, cAMP may directly or indirectly activate various intracellular targets
including ion channels and exchangers. The indirect modulation involves activation of
cAMP-dependent Protein kinase A (PKA) before modulation of the channel protein.
The reaction kinetics for the cGMP-mediated pathway (Fig. 2.2) involving acetylcholine (ACh), nitric oxide (NO) and soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) are adopted
from Yang et al [79]. Although it is well known that cGMP modulates its targets via
protein kinase G (PKG) or phosphodiesterase (PDE), we have refrained from modeling these protein interactions. Given that NO synthase inhibition and/or NO donor
had little or only marginal effects on the FFR in rat ventricular myocardium [80], the
cGMP level is kept constant in this study.
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(A) ‘Cooperative binding’ of 2 Ca2+ to CaM sequentially to the C and then N-terminal hands along with binding of CaM buffers
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Figure 2.1 : Reaction Maps. (A) Cooperative binding of 2 Ca2+ to CaM sequentially
to the C and then N-terminal hands along with binding of CaM buffers; (B) Probabilistic model of CaMKII subunit switching; (C) Reaction map for reversible binding
of CaM, Ca2 CaM and Ca4 CaM to CaN.
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Figure 2.2 : Reaction pathways triggered by sympathetic and parasympathetic neural stimuli invoking cAMP [78] and cGMP-mediated [79] modulation of various subcellular targets respectively. ACh-mediated effects of junctional receptor on N a+
current and background N a+ current and extrajunctional muscarinic M2 /KACh receptor on IK,ACh (direct muscarinic pathway) and cAMP-mediated effects of βadrenoreceptor (adrenergic pathway) and cholinergic M2 /ADC receptor (indirect muscarinic pathway) on L-type Ca2+ (ICa,L ), K + (IK ), hyperpolarization-activated (If ),
and N a+ /K + (IN aK )currents are shown†. Although cAMP-dependent modulation
of ICa,L and Iup are known to be PKA-mediated, we make use of a lumped cAMP
term to model this influence. A similar lumped cAMP term is employed to modulate phosphorylation of PLB which in turn affects the SERCA pump. ACh triggered
NO-mediated synthesis of cGMP by sGC is modeled employing a 3-state model for
sGC transition based on Yang et al [79]. cGMP is involved in suppressing cAMP
activity via PDE. cGMP also enhances IP M CA , Ca2+ activated K + channel (IKCa )
and suppresses ICa,L , Icyt,serca via PKG (not explicitly modeled, but lumped into a
cGMP term). †The rat ventricular cell model used in this study is however limited to
Ca2+ related channel, exchanger and pumps (ICa,L , IN aCa , IP M CA and Icyt,serca ), while
lacking exclusive N a+ or K + related channels and transporters (as shown in Fig. 2,
Krishna et al [66]). The part of the model describing cAMP-mediated pathway used
in our study is highlighted (blue).
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2.1

Electrochemical Description of Ca2+ Sub-System

Our model for the electrochemical description of the cell consists of an electricalequivalent model for the cell membrane and a fluid-compartment model describing the
flux of ionic species between the extracellular and several intracellular compartments
(cell cytosol, SR and the dyadic coupling unit (DCU), in which resides the mechanistic
basis of CICR). The DCU is described as a controller-actuator mechanism, internally
stabilized by negative feedback control of the unit’s two diametrically-opposed Ca2+
channels (trigger-channel and release-channel). It releases Ca2+ flux into the cytoplasm and is in turn enclosed within a negative feedback loop involving the SERCA
pump, regulating [Ca2+ ]myo . we start with a broad discussion of the elements of
the DCU and its Ca2+ supply (the jSR), and continue with a progressively more
detailed description of the whole cell model. It is important to note that all Ca2+
concentrations discussed in the model pertain to unbound Ca2+ unless specified.

2.1.1

Membrane Classification

We assume that a continuous membrane barrier exists between the cytoplasm and the
external bathing medium (Fig. 2.3A; Fig. 2.4), which consists of two components: a
surface sarcolemma (MF reeSL in Fig. 2.5) free of any sub-membrane contact with the
junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR) and the remnant membrane (MJunctionalSL
in Fig. 2.5) that does make contact with the jSR via a dyadic space (nanodomain)
(Fig. 2.3A). These membrane components have the same basic plasma membrane,
but differ in content with regard to total membrane surface area, type and distribution of transmembrane ion channels, ATPase pumps and exchangers, as well as their
functional coupling with a dyadic space.
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Figure 2.3 : Cellular fluid compartments. (a) Model configuration showing dyadic
space, jSR, LSR, cytoplasm and sarcolemma; (b) Inset provides a more detailed description of the dyadic space showing the coupling of the two types of Ca2+ channels
(trigger and Ca2+ release channels) via the dyadic fluid medium. Only one representative dyadic coupling unit is shown, however the whole model contains such 10,000
identical units lumped together.

Ultrastructural information from several cardiac preparations including the rat
ventricular cell has been compiled by Bers [55], which can be used to estimate the
percentage of the cell membrane in contact with a dyadic space, for either the free
surface plasmalemma or for the transverse tubule (TT) which brings the extracellular
medium to the plasma membrane of the dyadic coupling unit. Thus, the bounding
membrane is divided into two lumped parts (free and coupled) based on the existence
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of sub-membrane coupling to a dyadic space (Table B.1). A portion of membrane
could be part of a transverse tubular membrane, but if there is no dyadic coupling
involved, that membrane would be classified as belonging to the free surface plasmalemma. Another portion of membrane might be part of the bounding outer surface
of the cylindrical cell and yet have submembrane coupling to a dyadic space. In this
case, it would be classified as belonging to the coupled category. Table B.4 gives
values for volumes of the fluid compartments (shown in Fig. 2.5) assumed for the
rat ventricular cell, which are largely based on measured data from rat ventricular
myocytes [55].

2.1.2

Channel and Exchanger Distribution

Recent research has also shown that besides L-type Ca2+ channels, N a+ /Ca+ exchanger activity is also found predominantly in the T-tubules of rat ventricular myocytes [81]. Our model configuration reflects this finding in that the tubular fraction
of ICa,L ,IN aCa and IN aCs channels facing a unitary dyadic space are denoted as
iCa,L,T T (source of trigger Ca+ into a unitary dyad), iN aCa,T T and iN aCs,T T respectively (Fig.2.4). The free sarcolemmal component of these same channels are denoted
as ICa,L,SL , IN aCa,SL and IN aCs,SL respectively. ICa,L,T T is the total current entering
through L-type Ca2+ channels via all the dyadic units (Ndyad ). We define the total
L-type current ICa,L as the combination of ICa,L,T T and ICa,L,SL (i.e., ICa,L = ICa,L,T T
+ ICa,L,SL ). ICa,L in our model is mostly (90%) from the L-type Ca2+ current in
the T-tubules, since Kawai et al.[82], found L-type current to be highly concentrated
(9-fold) in the T-tubules (ICa,L,T T ) vs. the cell surface sarcolemma (ICa,L,SL ) of rat
ventricular myocytes. We described the ICa,L channel using a 6-state Markovian
model as shown in Fig. 2.6A. The distribution of IN aCa and IN aCs correspond to that
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of ICa,L channel in order to ensure Ca2+ and N a+ ion balance.
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Figure 2.4 : Cm,T T : membrane capacitance of the junctional sarcolemmal membrane
coupled with the dyadic space; Cm,SL : membrane capacitance of the uncoupled free
sarcolemmal membrane; ; Currents through the uncoupled free sarcolemmal membrane are (a) ICa,L,SL : L-type calcium current, (b) IN a,SL : sodium current through the
DHPR channel, (c) ICs,SL : cesium current through the DHPR channel, (d) IN aCa,SL :
sodium-calcium exchanger current, (e) IN aCs,SL : sodium-cesium exchanger current,
(f) IP M CA : calcium pump current, (g) IN a,b : background sodium current; Currents
through the junctional sarcolemmal membrane coupled with a dyadic space are (h)
ICa,L,T T : L-type calcium current; (i) IN a,T T : sodium current through the DHPR
channel, (j) ICs,T T : cesium current through the DHPR channel, (k) IN aCa,T T : sodiumcalcium exchanger current, (l) IN aCs,T T : sodium-cesium exchanger current; Vo : potential in external medium; Vi : intracellular potential; The coupling resistance between
the surface sarcolemma and the transverse tubules being very small is neglected in
our model hence Vm : common transmembrane potential across both uncoupled and
coupled membranes.

Since our study is focused on voltage clamp testing of Ca2+ transients in rat
ventricular cells, we assume that the majority of N a+ and K + channels are blocked
by either the holding potential used (-40 mV) or appropriate blocking agents. Thus,
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these channels are not modeled, and we assume that only the dihydropyridine (DHP) sensitive Ca2+ channels, the electrogenic pumps, N a+ /Ca+ exchangers and N a+ /Cs+
pumps expressed in the free and/or coupled sarcolemmal membranes contribute to
the voltage clamp response.

2.1.3

The SR Fluid Compartment

The SR is an intracellular organelle that consists of two lumped fluid compartments
(the jSR and LSR) that communicate (Fig. 2.3A; Fig. 2.5). Like the sarcolemma,
the bounding membranes of the jSR and LSR are differentiated regarding their ionic
current content and degree of coupling with the sarcolemma. With regard to ionic
currents, the LSR membrane has a thapsigargin-sensitive SERCA pump for pumping
Ca2+ into the LSR lumen against a concentration gradient. In contrast, the jSR
membrane contains an outwardly directed ryanodine (Ry)-sensitive channel for Ca2+
release from the jSR to the dyadic space. The jSR fluid compartment contains the
Ca2+ binding protein calsequestin as well as the proteins triadin and junctin, which
interact with the ryanodine receptor (RyR) and calsequestrin. This co-located configuration of the RyR receptor, along with the proteins calsequestrin, triadin and
junctin which exist on the luminal side of the jSR membrane, constitutes a jSR Ca2+
release regulating mechanism called the luminal sensor (Fig. 2.6B; Fig. 2.8). The
protein-protein interaction between them plays an important role in regulating the
open-state of the RyR Ca2+ release channel [41]. A six-state Markovian scheme (Appendix C.1, Eqs. C.90-C.95) is used to describe the dynamics of this interaction and
it is called the SR luminal Ca2+ sensor. Fig. 2.6B shows a functional diagram of the
luminal sensor and its output state is shown connected to the four-state RyR model.
Specifically, the sensor adjusts Ca2+ dependent rate functions within the ryanodine
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receptor model, which affects the open probability Po of the SR Ca2+ release channel.
With regard to coupling, the DHP and Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channels are assumed
to be located on opposite sides of the small dyadic fluid space (nanodomain) as shown
in Fig. 2.7, and coupled functionally by a CICR mechanism. The dyadic space is
assumed to be in fluid communication with the cell cytoplasm via a restricted diffusion
region. In contrast, the LSR is not functionally coupled to the sarcolemma, but rather
is in contact with the cytoplasm via the SERCA pump (as shown in Fig. 2.5).

Vdyad
M Junctional SL

FR

Vsolution

VJSR
M JSR

Vmyoplasm

VLSR

M Free SL
M LSR
Figure 2.5 : Representative fluid compartment model, showing membrane surface
area separating different compartments. MF reeSL : free sarcolemmal membrane;
MJunctionalSL : junctional sarcolemmal membrane; MjSR : junctional SR membrane;
MLSR : Longitudinal SR membrane.

2.1.4

The Dyadic Coupling Unit (DCU)

In describing this functional unit it is necessary to provide progressively more detailed
descriptions of the component elements of the individual dyad, particularly the geometrically opposed DHP and Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channels, as well as the geometry and
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buffering properties of the small dyadic space. As will be shown, we have described
the dynamics of both types of Ca2+ channels using Markovian state models (Fig. 2.6)
which include features such as Ca2+ mediated channel inactivation, a graded CICR
process with a “calcium gain” of approximately 6-7, and two-dimensional Ca2+ diffusion within the dyadic space. Crank [70] discusses diffusion problems in a two-phase
heterogeneous medium and shows that diffusion through a system of barriers (RyR
feet structures in the dyadic cleft space) can be approximated by diffusion in the same
region without barriers but with a reduced effective diffusion coefficient. We hence
take this approach in modeling the Ca2+ diffusion by solving the 2-D Laplacian equation (Appendix C.3, Eqs. C.150-C.153) in the DCU without explicitly accounting for
local potential fields. The DHP-sensitive iCa,L,T T channel brings in trigger Ca2+ ( 0.1
pA which is of the same order as measured by Wang et. al. [38]) causing a sparklet
(a local increase in Ca2+ concentration at the mouth of the channel). This trigger
Ca2+ causes a release from a cluster of opposing RyR channels, causing a spark. This
combined release from a cluster of RyR channels causing a spark is represented as
the release from a unitary RyR channel (iRyR ) in our model (shown in Fig.2.7).The
characteristics of elemental Ca2+ release from a unitary RyR channel in our model
agrees with data in terms of amplitude which is of the order of 2 pA (reported by
Cheng et al. [83] and Blatter et al. [84]) and duration (full duration at half maximum
(FDHM)) which is of the order of 50 ms (reported by Zima et al. [39]).
The single DCU in our model represents the lumped activity of a large number of
individual dyads (e.g. 10,000), and it is charged with the task of forming the cytosolic
Ca2+ transient (hence mechanical contraction) each beat of the cardiac muscle cell.
In response to tonic application of voltage clamp pulses, the DCU strongly depends
on an adequate supply of Ca2+ from the SR. The measurements of Diaz et al. [85]
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show that, although trigger current may be supplied regularly by tonic voltage clamp
pulses, there is an inherent steady-state dependence of the magnitude of Ca2+ release
on the particular value of SR Ca2+ content (i.e., there is a relationship between SR
Ca2+ content and peak [Ca2+ ]myo ; Fig.4 Diaz et al.[85]). This plot gives us a glimpse
of the input-output relationship of the dyadic coupling unit and indicates that SR
Ca2+ content is an important controlling variable for the CICR process implemented
by the DCU model.
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Figure 2.6 : Calcium channel dynamics. Calcium channel dynamics. (a) Markovian
model describing the DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel, and (b) Markovian model of the
Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channel and the luminal SR Ca2+ sensor. Input from the luminal
SR Ca2+ sensor modulates the rate constants in the model of Ry-sensitive channel
exercising the indirect bias of luminal [Ca2+ ]jSR on the RyR receptor.
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Figure 2.7 : Schematic of the LCC-RyR coupling. The dyadic cleft allows Ca2+
signaling between a DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel opposing a cluster of Ry-sensitive
Ca2+ channels (represented as the release channel iRyR in our model). The trigger
sparklet due to Ca2+ entering via DHP-sensitive iCa,L,T T channel causes a spark as a
result of release from a cluster of opposing RyR channels. The large amount of Ca2+
released subsequently diffuses into the cytosol.

2.1.5

L-Type Ca2+ Current

A multiple state characterization of ICa,L in rat ventricular myocytes has been reported previously by our group [86]. The gating scheme used in this ICa,L model has
an additional high voltage state C6dhpr as shown in Fig. 2.6A which is introduced
to reproduce ICa,L tail currents. Upon voltage-dependent activation, the channel
achieves the primary open state O2dhpr . The degree of opening is enhanced in the
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presence of activated calmodulin-dependent kinase (CaM KIIact ) [87, 49, 88] which
is known as Ca2+ -dependent facilitation (CDF). CaMKII has been shown to tether
to the ICa,L channel [89] functioning as a Ca2+ signalling sensor for facilitation. The
open probability of the ICa,L channel is also increased in the presence of activated calcineurin (CaNact ) [90] facilitating Ca2+ entry [91]. Our model incorporates CDF by
dhpr
allowing the rate constants in the 6-state Markovian model of the ICa,L channel (k24
,
dhpr
dhpr
k25
and k12
in Fig. 2.6A) to be a function of the available active CaMKII and CaN.

CDF is implicated in causing a gradual increase in amplitude and an accompanying
decrease in inactivation over consecutive pulses after a resting interval [92]. Enhancement of ICa,L caused by activated-CaMKII and CaN plays a key role in negating the
effects of incomplete ICa,L channel recovery at faster heart rates, thus helping to improve cardiac performance during exercise. The gating scheme features two different
pathways for inactivation of the open state. The pathway O2dhpr ↔ C5dhpr accounts
for voltage-dependent inactivation, whereas the pathway O2dhpr ↔ C4dhpr ↔ C5dhpr
dhpr
with Ca2+ -calmodulin (Ca4 CaM ) dependent rate constant k24
accounts for the fast

and slow phases of Ca2+ -dependent inactivation (CDI) [93]. In CDI, Ca2+ that enters
the dyad either via the ICa,L channel or through RyR release from the jSR binds to
the protein Calmodulin (CaM) which is tethered to the C-terminus of the ICa,L channel [94], modulating the interaction of CaM with the Ca2+ channel. Leucine-Alanine
(LA) and Isoleucine-Glutamine (IQ) are 2 adjacent motifs in the Ca2+ sensing domain
of the C-terminus of the ICa,L channel. A Ca2+ -dependent switch of CaM from LA
to IQ motif removes CaM from the inner mouth of the channel pore, thus causing an
enhancement in inactivation by facilitating the constriction of the pore [95, 96]. CDI
is a critical negative feedback mechanism which causes decreased Ca2+ entry via ICa,L
when the SR load is high with an accompanying large myoplasmic Ca2+ transient,
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and it results in increased Ca2+ entry via ICa,L when [Ca2+ ]myo is small due to a
low SR load. A 2-state Markovian model allows Ca2+ mediated interaction between
calmodulin and the ICa,L channel. As shown in Fig. 2.6A, state S2dhpr , which denotes
Ca4 CaM bound to the IQ-motif of the ICa,L channel, modulates calmodulin dependent Ca2+ -induced inactivation. This is in agreement with the findings of Nikolai M.
Soldatov [97]. Our approach to modeling the effects of the proteins CaM , CaM KII,
and CaN on the ICa,L channel was based on the premise that they are co-localized
with the channel itself [90]. Most of the beat-to-beat modulation is produced by CaM
and CaM KII, whereas CaN is constitutively active in the dyad [48]. Although CDF
and CDI of ICa,L coexist, CDI responds much faster (within the same beat) than CDF
(over several beats).
Our previous study [86] was focused on the characterization of the ICa,L channel
under conditions of low [Ca2+ ] in the dyadic space and myoplasm. In fact, Ca2+ release from the jSR was blocked by administering a relatively high dose of ryanodine (20 µM) in all experiments. Therefore, to study the additional influence of SR
Ca2+ release on ICa,L , we modified the original ICa,L model to better characterize
the process of Ca2+ -dependent inactivation. In the modified ICa,L model, majority
of the structure for the 6-state dynamic scheme remains the same, however changes
dhpr
have been made to the voltage-dependent inactivation rate function (k25
), and the
dhpr
). The specific formulas for the
Ca4 CaM dependent inactivation rate function (k24
dhpr
dhpr
Markovian state equations and the modified k25
and k24
functions used in this

study are given in Appendix C.1 (Eqs. C.5-C.52). Our adjustments consist of reducing the contribution from voltage-dependent inactivation process and strengthening
dhpr
dhpr
the Ca4 CaM -dependent inactivation process. The rate constants k36
and k63
are

constructed in order to provide a re-excitation window during the return of the clamp
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voltage to the resting potential. With these adjustments, the Markovian state description for ICa,L can provide good fits to measured ICa,L data under both test conditions
(presence and absence of ryanodine -sensitive Ca2+ release) as well as produce tail
currents during repolarization from large clamp voltages (≥ 40 mv).
Rate-dependent increases in ICa,L can also be caused by frequency-dependent increase in β-adrenergic stimulation increasing the level of available cAMP (Table B.12),
which in turn causes an enhancement in ICa,L channel current via protein kinase-A
(PKA). Although PKA is involved in the indirect regulation of the ICa,L channel, its
effect is considered lumped into the conductance term in the ionic current description
(Appendix C.1, Eqs. C.1-C.2). The effect of β-adrenergic stimulation via cAMP,
particularly its dose-dependent influence on L-Type Ca2+ channels both in terms of
modifying the single channel behavior such as Ca2+ ion permeability as well as overall
channel recruitment characteristics, is not clearly understood. While cAMP has been
shown to increase channel open probability [98, 99], increased levels of cAMP also
result in increased phosphorylation of L-type Ca2+ channels, causing an increased
permeability to Ca2+ ions [100, 101, 99].

2.1.6

Calcium Buffering in the Dyadic Space

Previous modeling work by Post et al.[102], and Post and Langer [103] considered the
effect of Ca2+ binding sites on the inner sarcolemmal leaflet. Following these authors,
we included low-affinity (kd = 1.1 mM) and high-affinity (kd = 1.3 µM) Ca2+ binding
sites on sarcolemmal wall boundary of cylindrical dyadic space. The presence of
these membrane bound sarcolemmal Ca2+ binding sites in our model has significant
physiological implications, in that it prevents local dyadic Ca2+ concentration near the
“mouth” of DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel from becoming excessively high. Allowing
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such a condition to occur can cause a reversal of the ICa,L current, which does not
occur physically during normal jSR release. Addition of these sarcolemmal Ca2+
binding sites does not significantly slow the build-up of Ca2+ within the dyadic space,
nor is the Ca2+ -induced Ca2+ release mechanism affected[104].

2.1.7

Ca2+ Release Channel

The gating characteristics of the Ry-sensitive release channel are not only modulated
by the dyadic Ca2+ concentration at its mouth but also the jSR Ca2+ concentration
via the luminal sensor. Several RyR gating schemes have been deduced from isolated
RyR currents measured in lipid bilayers, including: (1) the 4-state scheme developed
by Keizer and Levine [105] with 4 Ca2+ binding for activation and 3 Ca2+ binding
for inactivation to explain the “adaptation” of the RyR observed by Gyorke and
Fill [106]; (2) the 6-state scheme suggested by Zahradnikova and Zahradnik [107],
which allowed opening the RyR channel upon binding of a single calcium ion; and (3)
the Markov model proposed by Keizer and Smith [108], which can be dynamically
switched among the six, five and four-state representations during the simulation as
Ca2+ levels vary. Stern et al.[31] demonstrated that none of these schemes yielded
stable local control of SR release, even with extensive adjustment of parameters.
Stern et al. [31] further reported that all schemes resulted in models that manifested
local instability, as indicated by failure of release to terminate after activation, or
global instability caused by spontaneous activation by resting [Ca2+ ]myo . Since many
of the kinetic gating schemes derived from lipid bi-layer data fail to support stable
E-C coupling in simulations, he concluded that the RyR gating process in situ may
differ considerably from that in bi-layers.
Our gating scheme is patterned after the release channel used in the model of
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Stern, Pizarro and Rios [109] (Fig. 2.6B), where the channel is assumed to have four
states: rest (closed), activated (open), inactivated (closed) and refractory (closed).
The activation gate is opened by the simultaneous, cooperative binding of two Ca2+
ions, whereas inactivation depends on the binding of a single Ca2+ ion. Four additional features have been built into our model: (a) the crucial role of the luminal SR
Ca2+ sensor (Fig. 2.8) in assisting the inactivation of the RyR channel is modeled
via the dependence of all the rate constants in the 4-state RyR model, on the degree
of interaction between the RyR and the proteins triadin and junctin (Fig. 2.6B); (b)
CaM KIIact dependent enhancement in RyR release [110, 111, 112, 113] is modeled
ryr
ryr
ryr
ryr
via the rate functions k12
, k41
, k43
and k32
; (c) a stronger Ca2+ dependent in-

activation of the RyR channel (at a fixed depolarization level), is adopted to reflect
recent observations that the inactivation of the RyR depends on the high local Ca2+
concentration consequential to their own Ca2+ release [114]; and (d) inactivation of
the RyR at different depolarization levels is made dependent on local Ca2+ concentration (i.e., [Ca2+ ]ryr at the “mouth” of the RyR channel on the dyadic side) as
per Wier et al. [115] and Zucchi et al. [116]. Our initial studies indicated that the
ryr
repriming rate (k32
) in the RyR gating scheme of Stern et al. [109] was quite large,

which can lead to a saturated open probability of the Ca2+ release channel. This
ryr
occurs during the later phase of channel inactivation, where the large value of k32

tends to reactivate the channel, resulting in saturated Ca2+ release. Therefore, we
ryr
that is 10% of that used by Stern et al. [109], and further
utilized a value of k32

assumed that the unitary permeation flux of the jSR release channel is proportional
to jSR luminal Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+ ]jSR ). The specific equations for the Ca2+
release model are given in Appendix C.1 (Equations C.76-C.95).
CaM that is tethered to the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channel [117] facilitates frequency-
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dependent CaMKII and CaN-assisted modulation of that channel. Although CaMKII
is known to bind to the RyR [118, 119, 120], the effect of this association has not
yet been resolved. In lipid bilayer studies, CaMKII has been shown to increase
[118, 121, 119] or decrease [122] RyR open probability. In studies on rat ventricular myocytes, it has been shown that endogenous CaMKII has an activating effect
on the RyR Ca2+ release channel [110, 111, 112, 113]. However, a contrasting study
shows that constitutively active CaMKII depresses RyR release [123]. Thus, the
functional consequence of phosphorylation of RyR by CaMKII remains controversial.
Since the bulk of the published literature on this topic points toward an activating
effect of CaMKII on RyR, this concept is adopted in our model. Although CaN is
reported to regulate ryanodine receptor Ca2+ release channels in rat heart [124], we
have refrained from modeling its influence on the RyR channel because CaN is known
to be constitutively active in the dyad [48] exhibiting only minor frequency-dependent
modulation in its level, hence making its rate-dependent regulatory role insignificant.

2.1.8

Luminal RyR sensor

The RyR Ca2+ release is modulated by a multi-molecular Ca2+ signalling complex
which is localized to the junctional SR [125, 126, 127]. This complex consists of
the ryanodine receptor (RyR) which functions as a Ca2+ conducting pore [128, 129],
calsequestrin (CS) which acts as the Ca2+ binding protein [130, 131], and the junctional SR transmembrane proteins triadin [132] and junctin [133]. It was known previously that the proteins triadin and junctin anchor calsequestrin to the ryanodine
sensitive receptor [132]. More recently, it has been observed that the protein-protein
interactions between triadin, calsequestrin and RyR modulate sarcoplasmic reticulum calcium-release in cardiac myocytes [41]. Triadin and junctin are structurally
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homologous proteins [134], but the functional differences in their roles are unclear at
present. Therefore we have refrained from modeling these proteins separately with
unique roles, and will hereafter only mention triadin. The RyR model proposed by
Shannon et al. [23] takes a heuristic approach towards free SR Ca2+ concentration
dependent luminal control of the RyR channel. Our detailed biophysical model of the
luminal sensor is strongly based on the recent findings of Terentyev et al. [41] which
uncovers complex [Ca2+ ]jSR dependent, CS mediated mechanistic interaction of the
protein triadin with the RyR channel.
The triadin protein facilitates SR Ca2+ release by sensitizing the RyR to activation
by the trigger current ICa,L,T T . This is incorporated in our model by allowing the rate
constants in the 4-state Markovian model for the RyR (Fig. 2.6B-ii) channel to be
functions of the activated state A1ls , which represents the degree of binding between
triadin and RyR, in the 6-state model for the luminal sensor (Fig. 2.6B-i).The degree
of triadin assisted anchoring of CS to the RyR channel [132, 133] is denoted by the
state I2ls . Triadin is also known to exist in a form bound to CS alone [41] denoted
by the state I3ls and in its free unbound form represented as I4ls in the model. CS
which is known to exist in a Ca2+ bound form modeled by B6ls also modulates SR
Ca2+ release by influencing the open probability of the RyR channel [135, 136, 137],
via interactions with Triadin [125, 136, 41]. The degree of unbound CS is denoted by
B5ls in the model.
During the diastolic period the relatively large concentration of available free Ca2+
in the SR results in most of the CS being bound to Ca2+ , decreasing the degree of
interaction between CS and triadin. This enables a strong interaction between the
available unbound triadin and the RyR channel increasing its propensity for trigger
Ca2+ induced SR release. Our model incorporates this property by facilitating move-
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ment of states towards A1ls and B6ls in the presence of large SR Ca2+ concentration.
Following SR Ca2+ release, a reduced luminal Ca2+ concentration in the jSR causes
an increase in the amount of free calsequestrin (B5ls in the model) available to bind
with triadin. This results in a decrease in the extent of interaction between triadin
and RyR (A1ls in the model), thus inhibiting the RyR channel and leading to robust
termination of SR Ca2+ release in cardiac myocytes [136]. This release termination
mechanism is incorporated in our combined RyR-Luminal sensor model (Fig. 2.6B
and Appendix C.1, Equations C.76-C.95).
Due to the lack of in-vivo measurements on individual state transitions, the rate
constants in our novel luminal sensor model are chosen such that (i) the triadin
mediated sensitization of the RyR channel (via A1ls ) provides adequate peak RyR
release which translates into the upstroke velocity of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient;
(ii) the luminal sensor mediated RyR channel inactivation (via A1ls ) causes timely
release termination resulting in a cytosolic Ca2+ transient duration, physiological
for a rat ventricular myocyte; (iii) the rate of post-release RyR recovery results in
appropriate channel refractory characteristics. In the case of channels where there is
an interaction between ion flow (which is not at equilibrium) and its gating mechanism
the microscopic reversibility criteria does not hold true [138, 139]. The RyR channel
which is solely modulated by [Ca2+ ] (both on the dyadic side ([Ca2+ ]ryr ) as well as
the luminal side ([Ca2+ ]jSR )) experiences a strong interaction of Ca2+ flow through
itself and its gating mechanism described as [Ca2+ ]ryr induced self-inhibition and
the luminal sensor induced inactivation. Hence, the rate constants of the luminal
sensor model (Fig. 2.6B-i) are not constrained by microscopic reversibility criteria.
However, a stability constraint in the form of, the sum of probabilities of all possible
states corresponding to triadin (A1ls , I2ls , I3ls , I4ls ) and CS (I2ls , I3ls , B5ls , B6ls )
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being equal to one is explicitly imposed (Appendix C.1, Equations C.90-C.91) on the
model of the luminal sensor in order to avoid run-off.

DHP
Sensitive Ca2+channel
Dyadic cleft

Cytoplasm

JSR Lumen
Ryanodine
Sensitive Ca2+channel

Triadin

Junctin
Calsequestrin

Ca2+

Figure 2.8 : Schematic of the CICR subsystem. The dyadic coupling unit comprises of
a DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel opposing a Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channel. The transmembrane proteins triadin and junction along with calsequestrin mediate the interaction
between the luminal Ca2+ and the RyR thus regulating the release of Ca2+ flux from
the jSR into the dyadic space.
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2.1.9

Ca2+ Buffering in Myoplasm and SR

Ca2+ buffers play an important role in sequestering a fraction of the total Ca2+ released during E-C coupling and contraction. These buffers include: (a) calmodulin
(CaM), which is assumed to be uniformly distributed in the myoplasm and dyadic
space; (b) troponin in the bulk myoplasm; and (c) calsequestrin (CS) in the jSR. The
dyadic space has been shown to be accessible to calmodulin (CaM), but mostly inaccessible to fluorescent dyes [140, 141]. Therefore, we consider the dyadic space filled
with calmodulin, but not fluo-3. This provides a more direct calcium communication
pathway between the DHP and Ry receptors. The rate constants for Ca2+ binding
to calmodulin were based on a model from [71], whereas those for Ca2+ binding to
troponin were taken from Potter and Zott [142]. Rate constants used to describe
Ca2+ binding to calsequestrin were based on the study of Cannell and Allen [143],
whereas those for Ca2+ binding to troponin-Mg complex were adopted from Lindblad
et al.[144].
It is well recognized that fluorescent indicator dyes introduced into the cytosol
also act as Ca2+ buffers [71], even at submillimolar concentrations [114]. In our
simulations, we have used 100µM fluo-3. We assume that the quantity observed
experimentally as a “calcium concentration” signal is actually the calcium complexed
with fluo-3, or [CaF3]. The differential equation describing the change in [CaF3] with
time is given in Appendix C.2 (Eq. C.141) which follows from Shannon et al.[145].

2.1.10

Ca2+ -Uptake

Cytosolic Ca2+ is pumped into the LSR (Fig. 2.3A) by a Ca2+ -ATPase, which lowers
[Ca2+ ]myo and helps to induce relaxation in cardiac muscle. The transport reaction
involves two Ca2+ ions and one ATP molecule [146], and it is represented by the
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description given for Icyt,serca and Iserca,sr in Appendix C.1 (Eqs. C.53-C.66). The
model used for the uptake pump is adopted from Koivumaki et al. [147] and takes
into account both the forward flux of Ca2+ from the cytosol to the LSR lumen and
the backward flux from the LSR to the cytosol along with the Ca2+ buffering action of the SERCA protein. The phospholamban (PLB) to SERCA ratio has been
fixed to 1.0, assuming almost equal availability of both the proteins. Frequencydependent CaMKII activity is known to cause an acceleration of relaxation [148, 77].
CaM KIIact affects the SERCA pump via direct phosphorylation assisting in enhancement of SR Ca2+ transport by increasing the pumping rate [149] and indirectly via
phosphorylation of PLB [148] relieving the inhibition caused by PLB on the SERCA
pump in turn increasing the sensitivity of the pump for Ca2+ uptake. These two
effects are modeled by allowing the rate constants for Ca2+ + binding to/release from
the SERCA pump as well as the rate constant for phosphorylation of PLB to be a
function of CaM KIIact in the cytosol. These two effects cause enhancement in SR
Ca2+ uptake in an activity-dependent fashion. In CaN knock-out mice, decreasing
phosphorylation of PLB allowed an increased level of inhibition of the SERCA pump,
which resulted in poor muscle contraction and relaxation [150, 151, 152]. However,
it is unclear if this behavior is a result of other compensatory mechanisms such as
decreased CaMKII expression or enhanced PLB to SERCA ratio. On the contrary,
CaN has been reported to inhibit SERCA activity in isolated non-failing human myocardium [153] in-vitro. Hence, we model the role of CaN in rate-dependent inhibition
of the SERCA pump via PLB dephosphorylation by allowing the rate constant for
phosphorylation of PLB to be dependent on available active CaN in the myoplasm.
With increasing heart rates, β-adrenergic stimulation results in increasing levels of
cAMP in vivo (Table B.12 shows values for maximal β-adrenergic stimulation), which
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in turn phosphorylates PLB via PKA, causing enhanced uptake by the SERCA pump
(Appendix C.1, Eqs. C.62-C.66). Together, activity-dependent recruitment of these
CaMKII and cAMP-mediated effects at high frequencies counter the effect of CaN as
well as decreasing cardiac cycle duration on SR refilling. The current Icyt,serca dictates
the transport of Ca2+ between the cytosol and the SERCA protein. Similarly, the
current Iserca,sr dictates the transport of Ca2+ between the SERCA protein and the
LSR. The difference in these Ca2+ currents accounts for the Ca2+ buffered by the
SERCA protein. The jSR is subsequently refilled by Ca2+ diffusion from the LSR.
The differential equations describing the Ca2+ balance and particularly the transfer
between two separate SR compartments (jSR and LSR) are provided in Appendix
C.1 (Eq. C.75).

2.1.11

Ca2+ -Extrusion via Sarcolemmal Ca2+ Pump

Although the sarcolemmal Ca2+ -pump has a high affinity for [Ca2+ ]myo , its transport
rate is far too slow for it to be an important factor in Ca2+ fluxes during the cardiac
cycle. It might, however be more important in long-term extrusion of Ca2+ by the
cell. Our model of the plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase pump current is adopted from
Sun et al. [86]. We have used a constant value of half activation constant kmpca =
0.5µM in our model on the basis of measurements by Caroni et al [154].

2.1.12

Ca2+ -Extrusion via Na+ /Ca2+ Exchanger

In mammalian cardiac cells, it is generally accepted that the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger
has a stoichiometry of 3N a+ :1Ca2+ [155]. IN aCa (again, the combination of IN aCa,T T
and IN aCa,SL ) is important in removing Ca2+ during twitch relaxation, in competition
with Iup . A simple thermodynamic N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger current model [19] may be
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sufficient to predict the direction of Ca2+ transport by N a+ /Ca2+ exchange and
the driving force, however the amplitude is subject to kinetic limitations (depending
on substrate concentrations). A more comprehensive N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger current
equation [156] is adopted in our model, which includes factors for allosteric Ca2+
activation and the transport for N a+ and Ca2+ inside and out. The maximal flux
through the exchanger Vmax is estimated to ensure that the Ca2+ ion transport (which
is voltage dependent) via the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger matches the influx of Ca2+ via
the ICa,L channel [157, 158], maintaining whole cell Ca2+ homeostasis.
2.1.13

Na+ /Cs+ Pump

The N a+ /K + pump, helps in maintaining homeostasis of the intracellular N a+ ion
concentration. ATPase activity powers the pump, as it generates an outward N a+
flux and an inward K + flux with a N a+ to K + stoichiometry of 3 to 2 [159]. However,
in our experimental protocol, external solution in the bath was normal Tyrode (1 mM
Ca2+ ) with Cs+ substituted for K + in order to block the inward rectifier K + current.
The internal solution in the pipette contained Cesium aspartate supplemented with
20 mM CsCl, 3 mM N a2 AT P , 3.5 mM M gCl2 and 5 mM HEPES.
Activation of the electrogenic sodium pump in mammalian non-myelinated nerve
fibres [160], skeletal muscle [161] and rat brain cells [162] by Cs+ is reported in the literature. It is observed that the late effects of reducing extracellular K + concentration
([K + ]o ) to 0 mM in mammalian cardiac muscle can be prevented by including appropriate concentrations of other activator cations of the N a+ /K + pump such as Cs+ in
the 0 mM [K + ]o bathing solution [163]. Monovalent cations (including Cs+ ) were also
added to K + free bathing solution to reactivate the sodium pump in guinea-pig ventricular myocytes [164]. The effectiveness of Cs+ as an external cation in activating
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the electrogenic sodium pump is known to be lesser than potassium [163].
We have represented IN aCs in our model by the expression for N a+ /K + pump
formulated by Linblad et al. [144] replacing K + ion concentrations with the Cs+ ion
concentration. While ensuring whole cell N a+ ion balance, the peak N a+ /Cs+ pump
current is modified to be one-sixth to account for the decreased potency of the cation
Cs+ in activating the pump. The voltage-dependence of IN aCs is adopted from the
data on N a+ /K + pump from Hansen et al.[165].

2.2

Mechanical Description of Myofilament Contractile System

Our model for cardiac contractile mechanics (Fig. 2.9) is based on the approximate
model of cooperative activation and crossbridge cycling reported by Rice et al. [1] with
the following modifications: (a) the first-order rate constants for the transformation
of the troponin/tropomyosin regulatory complex (outside the single overlap region
between the thick and thin filaments) from a crossbridge non-permitting state to a
crossbridge permitting state and vice-versa are chosen as 500 s-1 and 50 s-1 respectively in order to reproduce results reported by Rice et al. [1]; (b) the β-adrenergic
agonist isoproterenol (ISO) is known to cause a decrease in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity via an increase in [cAMP] which causes a protein kinase A (PKA) mediated
phosphorylation of troponin I [55, 75] at Ser23/Ser24. Specifically, a two-state Markovian model is added to allow cAMP-dependent PKA-mediated interaction between
troponin I (TnI) and the Ca2+ -binding regulatory site on troponin. As shown in Fig.
2.9, state TnIu , which denotes the unphosphorylated form of TnI, modulates the Ca2+
affinity of the regulatory site on troponin. This is in agreement with the findings of
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Messer et al. [166]. We model the effects of [cAMP] by allowing the cumulative activation rate constant for Ca2+ -binding to the troponin regulatory site to be a function
of unphosphorylated TnI (TnIu ), the availability of which is in turn dependent on
the amount of [cAMP] present (Appendix C.4, Eqs. C.158,C.162); (c) the large Q10
values used by Rice et al. (Qfapp , Qhf , Qhb and Qgxb , Table 1, [1]) are decreased from
6.25 to 2.25 in order to reproduce temperature dependence of peak force developed
in intact thin rat ventricular trabeculae [167]. Although a calmodulin (CaM) mediated pathway has been reported [168] to be responsible for modulation of myofibrillar
Ca2+ -sensitivity (implying a possible CaM mediated role for Ca-dependent kinases or
phosphatases in regulating myofilament contractility, particularly in frequency dependent acceleration of relaxation), we refrain from modeling this effect as the molecular
mechanisms involved remain unresolved.
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Figure 2.9 : Model for cardiac electro-mechanics and force generation based on Rice
et al. [1] shows states in non-permissive and permissive confirmations of the regulatory proteins. The permissive state transitions into a pre-rotated (XB PreR) state
having a strongly bound crossbridge with the head extended. The transition to the
post-rotated (XB PostR) force-generating state represents the isomerization to induce
strain in the extensible neck region. Activation is triggered by the fraction of Ca2+
bound troponin regulatory units (T Reg) which sets the rate constant for transition
between the non-permissive (N XB) to permissive (P XB) confirmation of the regulatory protein using a strong nonlinearity function to indicate cooperativity. The model
assumes that troponin for regulation has affinity set by the thin filament overlap. The
affinity for apparent Ca2+ binding (used to perturb [Ca2+ ]myo ), not only depends on
thin filament overlap but also increases as crossbridges strongly bind to populate the
pre-rotated and post-rotated states. The regulatory and apparent Ca2+ binding terms
are calculated separately to avoid a global feedback from strongly-bound crossbridges
to Ca2+ binding causing nonphysiological Ca2+ sensitivity [1].
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Chapter 3
Cellular Ca2+ Dynamics
3.1

Background

Contraction of cardiac muscle is triggered by a transient rise in intracellular Ca2+
concentration [Ca2+ ]myo . Sarcolemmal membrane depolarization triggers Ca2+ influx
from the extracellular medium by opening dihydropyridine (DHP)-sensitive L-type
Ca2+ channels. Following diffusion across a small sub-membrane dyadic space, this
influx activates ryanodine receptors (RyRs) controlling ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+ release channels in the junctional portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR). Fabiato
and Fabiato [8] named the process calcium-induced calcium release (CICR). Ca2+
subsequently diffuses from the dyadic space into the cytosol. Ultimately, intracellular Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+ ]myo is returned to resting levels by combination of:
(a) Ca2+ buffering in the dyadic space and cytosol; (b) sequestration of Ca2+ by sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ -ATPase (SERCA)-type calcium pumps lining
the longitudinal portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR); and (c) Ca2+ extrusion
from the cytosol by N a+ /Ca2+ exchangers and Ca2+ -ATPase pumps on the sarcolemmal membrane.
CICR in cardiac muscle exhibits both graded behavior and a high gain. Graded
behavior refers to the observation that SR Ca2+ release is proportional to the influx of trigger Ca2+ [9], whereas high gain indicates that the sarcolemmal trigger
current elicits a high SR Ca2+ release flux. Graded Ca2+ release with high gain is
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somewhat paradoxical according to Stern [28], in that the positive feedback inherent
in such high-gain systems tend to produce regenerative, nearly all-or-none release
rather than graded release. Several deterministic models have been developed to explain excitation-contraction (E-C) coupling [29, 30], but none of them can explain the
mechanism of graded release at high gain over a wide range of values for sarcolemmal
Ca2+ current.
Stern [28] proposed that such a gradation paradox might be explained if the stimulus
for Ca2+ release by RyRs were actually the local nanodomains of [Ca2+ ] generated
by nearby L-type channels, rather than the global cytosolic [Ca2+ ]myo . According to
this hypothesis, graded control of macroscopic SR Ca2+ release can be achieved by
graded statistical recruitment of individual, autonomous, all-or-none stochastic release events [31]. In these studies, a distributed differential model of high order that
included dynamic interactions between large numbers of individual channels was used
to demonstrate this concept. However, rather large amounts of computation time are
required with distributed stochastic models of this type. Additional models have
sought to characterize the Ca2+ release complex, including several [32, 33, 34] based
on the stochastic release process adopted by Stern et al. These statistical models have
solved the graded release problem, however, they too are complicated and computationally very expensive. Other models based on the simplified local control model of
CICR developed by Hinch et al. [35] sought to adopt a lower order description of
the E-C coupling process [36, 37] by making an approximation of rapid equilibrium
in the dyadic space. The latency from onset of Ca2+ entry via the ICa,L channel to
triggered SR Ca2+ release is known to increase with decrease in the magnitude of
ICa,L,T T [38], the modeling of which is made possible by considering Ca2+ diffusion
in the dyadic medium. These models [36, 37] also approximate the SR as a single
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volume compartment with no distinction between junctional versus the longitudinal
(network) SR compartments. However, recent work [39] points towards the important
role of the Ca2+ refilling rate from the network to junctional SR in controlling RyR
release termination via the luminal sensor. Shiferaw et al.[40] developed a computationally tractable model of Ca2+ cycling to represent the release of calcium from the
SR as a sum of spatially localized events that correspond to Ca2+ sparks, assuming
the recruitment rate of Ca2+ sparks is directly proportional to the whole-cell ICa,L
current. This assumption overlooks the complex calmodulin mediated interaction
(calcium dependent facilitation (CDF) and calcium dependent inactivation (CDI))
of the ICa,L channel with calcium in its vicinity. It also demands a large amount of
computation.
Numerically, distributed as well as statistical models tend to be computationally expensive due to the inherent repetition involved in the computation. In a spatially
distributed model, simultaneous solution for dynamics in identical compartments distributed in space would amount to a large computational cost. In statistical models
inference is drawn based on multiple runs of identical events which translate into a
prolonged simulation time. Hence, these models are cumbersome to implement, particularly in larger multiple-cell simulations. Consequently, we consider a deterministic
approach to the characterization of CICR. Specifically, we develop a lumped model
of the Ca2+ release complex that includes: (a) a sub-sarcolemmal dyadic cleft space
separating the sarcolemmal and jSR membranes; (b) a single DHP-sensitive Ca2+
channel on the sarcolemmal membrane; and (c) a single equivalent Ry-sensitive channel arranged symmetrically on the opposing jSR membrane that represents the output
of a local cluster of Ry-sensitive channels facing the DHP-sensitive channel. Based
on morphological data compiled by Bers [55], we further assume that each ventricular
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cell contains 10,000 of these dyadic Ca2+ release units, and that they are associated
with the fraction of the sarcolemmal membrane that is coupled with the jSR. That is,
we partition the sarcolemma into free and dyadically coupled sarcolemmal membrane,
and associate each with a different fluid compartment: the cell cytosolic medium in
the case of the free sarcolemmal membrane, and the dyadic cleft space medium in the
case of the dyadic-coupled fraction. In a sense, we build on Stern’s [28] local domain
concept by considering the aforementioned local nanodomains identical, but focusing
on the nonlinear dynamics of the two different types of Ca2+ channel in the dyadic
coupling unit. Our deterministic model although is very descriptive, is computationally tractable and has a run time of 21 sec (including recording of 73 variables of type
double on a data file) for 1 cycle of 4Hz voltage clamp stimulation.

3.2

Experimental Methods

Rat ventricular myocytes were prepared from 200-300 g male Sprague Dawley rats
by dissociation with collagenase, as previously described [169]. All experiments were
performed under conventional whole cell recording conditions with a List EPC-7 patch
clamp, recording fluorescence from nearly the entire cell, as described by Fan and
Palade [169]. Recordings from an individual cell were rarely extended beyond 10 min
in order to reduce as much as possible both escape of dye from the cell and Ca2+
current rundown. External solution in the bath was normal Tyrode (1 mM Ca2+ )
with Cs+ substituted for K + for purposes of blocking inward rectifier K + currents.
The internal solution in the pipette contained Cs aspartate supplemented with 20
mM CsCl, 3 mM N a2 AT P , 3.5 mM M gCl2 and 5 mM HEPES. Holding potential
was -40 mV.
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3.3

Results

The DCU is a fundamental element in the mechanism of CICR. The sequence of
events resulting in CICR is triggered by the Ca2+ entering through the ICa,L channel.
The characteristics of this channel are hence examined in detail to understand its
voltage and Ca2+ dependent behavior. The ability of the ICa,L channel to facilitate
graded RyR release is noted. The high gain associated with RyR release is quantified.
This is followed by a study of the properties of the RyR channel with a particular
emphasis on its inactivation mechanism. The Ca2+ mediated interaction between
these channels is investigated in detail. This is followed by an effort to understand
the role of [Ca2+ ]jSR in CICR. In particular, the relationship of the peak cytosolic
calcium transient and the SR Ca2+ content is examined. The effect of modulatory
agents like caffeine and thapsigargin on SR release/uptake is studied to understand
the significance of these mechanisms in facilitating a normal CICR.

3.3.1

L-type Ca2+ Current (ICa,L )

The L-type DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel has a key role in initiating CICR. Hence a
thorough analysis of its activation and inactivation mechanisms is considered here.
Though the activation of the ICa,L channel is solely voltage dependent once activated,
the inactivation of the channel is influenced not only by the trans-membrane voltage but also the Ca2+ concentration in the vicinity of the channel [74]. The relative
contribution of the voltage-dependent and Ca2+ -dependent inactivation pathways in
the ICa,L channel model can be studied by selectively blocking each pathway in the
model. Figure 3.1 shows the model-generated waveform for ICa,L under three conditions; (i) control case with both voltage and calcium dependent inactivation pathways
intact; (ii) ryanodine applied to allow only the voltage-dependent inactivation and
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the Ca2+ -dependent inactivation via ICa,L self-inhibition in the absence of RyR release; and (iii) Ca2+ substituted with Ba2+ to facilitate only the voltage-dependent
inactivation pathway and block all Ca2+ dependent inactivation pathways (k24dhpr
set to zero). The protocol used in case (i) was a 50ms pulse with clamp voltages
ranging from 10mv to 40mv in steps of 10mv from a holding potential of -40 mV. In
case (ii) and (iii) the pulse duration was increased to 200ms to replicate the data.
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Figure 3.1 : Model generated and experimentally obtained data from a rat ventricular
myocyte clamped to voltages between 10 and 40 mv in steps of 10 mv. The holding
potential used is -40 mv. Data is obtained from Dr. Philip. T. Palade’s lab. (A) ICa,L
in the presence of Ca2+ release from the Ry-sensitive channel. The pulse duration
used is 50 ms. (B) ICa,L with Ryanodine administered to block RyR release. The
pulse duration used is 200 ms. (C) Global cytosolic calcium transients [Ca2+ ]myo in
the presence of RyR release. The pulse duration used is 50ms (D) ICa,L using Barium
as the charge carrier in the absence of RyR. The pulse duration used is 200 ms. Solid
traces are the model-generated results and dotted lines represent the data.
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Measured data obtained using the same voltage clamp pulse under all three conditions (Control, Ryanodine application and Barium substitution) is shown for comparison (data obtained from Dr. Palade’s lab was pre-processed to eliminate transients
produced by changing clamp voltage in order to obtain model fits using a non-linear
least-squares method [72]). The degree of ICa,L channel opening is known to be
enhanced in the presence of CaM KIIact [88] which is known as Ca2+ -dependent facilitation (CDF). According to Bers et al. [88] the positive regulation of the channel
by CaM KIIact requires Ca2+ influx (it is not seen when Ba2+ is the charge carrier
as in Fig. 3.1D and is more strongly apparent when local Ca2+ influx is amplified
by SR Ca2+ release as in Fig. 3.1A). Increase in CaM KIIact seems to play an important function in enhancing ICa,L peak amplitude [170], suggesting a critical role
for Ca2+ -dependent facilitation. Our model generated results also indicate that a
stronger CDF (in Fig. 3.1A) in the presence of RyR Ca2+ release causes an enhancement in ICa,L peak amplitude (compare the model fits to data in Fig. 3.1A (presence
of RyR release) with Fig. 3.1B (no RyR release) and Fig. 3.1C (Ca2+ substituted
by Ba2+ )). It is important to note that the peak of the ICa,L current is reached after
the RyR open probability reaches its maximum value owing to the faster dynamics of
the RyR channel. Our simulations indicate that following the inward current peak,
Ca2+ -dependent inactivation (CDI) is much faster and dominates the response for
the duration of voltage clamp (30 ms <t <80 ms). In addition, a comparison of
Figs. 3.1A and 3.1B shows that, Ca2+ -dependent inactivation (CDI) caused by Ca2+
release from Ry-sensitive channels is much more significant than the self-inhibition
produced by Ca2+ influx via ICa,L itself. The graded behavior of the cytosolic Ca2+
transient is shown in Fig. 3.1C. Voltage dependent inactivation (VDI) is relatively
slow compared with CDI and is best seen in Fig. 3.1D where all Ca2+ inactivation
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effects have been blocked by Ba2+ substitution for Ca2+ . Under RyR blockade (Fig.
3.1B), the relatively slow VDI has its major effect during the late phase of the long
voltage clamp pulse (e.g., beyond 100 ms) and in a time range where CDI is relatively constant. Quantitative analysis of movement of states (during the depolarizing
pulse duration of 50ms) via different pathways in the six state Markovian model
shows that 68.24% of the total inactivation of ICa,L,T T is via the calcium dependent
O2dhpr -C4dhpr pathway, owing to the large Ca2+ concentration which the channel is
exposed to in the dyad. In contrast, only 19.21% of the total inactivation of ICa,L,SL
is via the calcium dependent O2dhpr -C4dhpr pathway, because of the low cytoplasmic
Ca2+ concentration in the vicinity of the channel. Considering the total ICa,L current
(ICa,L,T T + ICa,L,SL ), around 63.34% of the ICa,L channel inactivation is via the Ca2+
dependent pathway.
Figure 3.2A shows a comparison of model generated and experimentally obtained
ICa,L data (obtained from Dr. Palade’s lab and pre-processed to eliminate transients
produced by changing clamp voltage in order to obtain model fits using a non-linear
least-squares method [72]) from a rat ventricular myocyte (different from the cell used
to obtain data in Fig. 3.1) at negative (-30 mv ≤ v ≤ 0 mv) clamp voltages. The
corresponding graded behavior of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient is shown in Fig. 3.2C.
Figure 3.2B shows the well known [115] bell-shaped dependence of the peak [Ca2+ ]myo
on the clamp voltage.
Figure 3.3 shows model generated normalized ICa,L obtained by a voltage clamp
to 10mv from a holding potential of -40mv using the following protocols. Case 1:
Normal release is allowed where, following CICR, a strong Ca2+ dependent inactivation inhibits the ICa,L current as seen in the plot numbered 1 (data obtained from
Dr. Palade’s lab). Case 2: Ryanodine applied to block RyR release; Ca2+ entering
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Figure 3.2 : Model generated and experimentally obtained data from a rat ventricular
myocyte clamped to voltages between -30 and 0 mv in steps of 10 mv. The holding
potential used is -40 mv. Data is obtained from Dr. Philip. T. Palade’s lab. (A)
ICa,L invoked by negative clamp voltages in the range of -30 mv to 0 mv in steps of
10 mv. The pulse duration used is 100 ms. (B) Peak ICa,L dependance on clamp
voltage. (C) Global cytosolic calcium transients [Ca2+ ]myo at negative (-30 mv ≤
v ≤ 0 mv) clamp voltages. The pulse duration used is 100ms (D) Peak cytosolic
calcium transients ([Ca2+ ]myo ) dependence on clamp voltages. Solid traces are the
model-generated results and dotted lines represent the data.

via the ICa,L channel causes Ca2+ induced inactivation, although the magnitude of
inhibition is far less than in the control case. Case 3: Ba2+ substitution for Ca2+
to completely suppress the Ca2+ inactivation mechanism; the only inactivation pathway present is the slow voltage dependent pathway [171], which causes substantially
reduced recovery compared to cases 1 and 2. Besides the inactivation, it can be seen
from Fig. 3.3 that the rate of channel activation, which is evident in the slope of the
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individual plots during the initial activation phase, is faster in the presence of RyR
Ca2+ release (a result of enhanced CDF in the presence of elevated Ca2+ levels). This
highlights the important role of Ca2+ in regulating ICa,L channel opening and thus
controlling the amount of extracellular Ca2+ entering the cell.
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Figure 3.3 : ICa,L inactivation pathways. Voltage clamp protocol used is a 50 ms step
pulse to 10 mv from a holding potential of -40 mv. Both model generated results
and the data are normalized for easy comparison (1) Control case where both voltage
and calcium dependent inactivation pathways are intact. Solid trace is the modelgenerated result and the dotted line represents the data obtained from Dr. Philip.
T. Palade’s lab; (2) voltage-dependent inactivation exists however Ca2+ -dependent
inactivation is only via ICa,L self-inhibition without RyR release; (3) Only voltagedependent inactivation pathway preserved by blocking all Ca2+ dependent pathways.
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3.3.2

ICa,L,TT - Dependent Graded SR-Release

One of the most important characteristics of the CICR mechanism is the modulation
of the RyR Ca2+ release based on the amount of trigger calcium delivered via the
DHPR channel. The voltage-controlled ICa,L channel is the link between the extracellular excitation and the intracellular Ca2+ release. As shown in Fig. 3.4A, our
model reproduces graded release. It is important to note that the onset of the Ca2+
transient is also modulated based on the magnitude of the trigger calcium available
to initiate release, as shown in Fig. 3.4A-iii. This is due to the fact that the rate of
increase in the open probability of the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel is controlled
by the amount of trigger Ca2+ present at the ‘mouth’ of this channel, which in-turn
is graded by the amount of trigger Ca2+ entering the DCU by means of the DHPsensitive ICa,L,T T channel. This mechanism is incorporated in our model by allowing
the rate constants in the 4-state Markovian model of the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release
channel (Fig. 2.6) to be [Ca2+ ]ryr dependent. Small changes in iCa,L,T T cause modulation of pre-release [Ca2+ ]ryr , which dictates the propensity of the RyR channel for
a Ca2+ release. The pre-release values of the rate constants in the 4-state Markovian
model of the RyR channel (nonlinear dependence on [Ca2+ ]ryr as shown in Appendix
C.1, Eqs. C.82-C.87) along with the diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR (which is kept constant in
Fig. 3.4) set the peak RyR open probability achieved by the RyR channel as well
as the peak [Ca2+ ]myo . The use-dependent adaptation of the RyR channel [38] is
reflected in its non-linear response to trigger Ca2+ . As shown in Figures 3.4B-iii, iv,
the delay in the onset of cytosolic Ca2+ transient closely follows the modulation of
the onset of RyR release. Though occurring in separate compartments, the peak of
cytosolic Ca2+ transient also tracks the maximum value attained by the open probability of the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel. Here, the clamp voltage was held
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constant at 10 mv to avoid the interference of voltage dependent Ca2+ transport via
the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger which is co-located [172] with the ICa,L channel in the dyad
and the scaling down of ICa,L,T T corresponds to a fast flicker block of the channels by
dihydropyridine.
The slow rising foot that precedes the rapid upstroke (trace at position 0 in Fig.
3.4B-i and B-ii) is the contribution from a single sparklet (Fig. 2.7), which is the
result of Ca2+ release from a single iCa,L,T T channel in our model ( 0.1 pA), which
is of the same order as reported by Wang et. al. [38] bringing trigger Ca2+ into
a unitary dyad. This L-type Ca2+ channel (LCC) triggers release from a cluster of
RyR channels causing a Ca2+ spark (Fig. 2.7), which results in the rapid increase
in [Ca2+ ]dyad that follows the foot (shown in Fig. 3.4B-i and B-ii). As shown in Fig.
3.4B, the latency from the onset of the sparklet foot to the triggered Ca2+ spark
increases with decrease in the magnitude of iCa,L,T T [38]. The SR Ca2+ release flux
underlying a typical Ca2+ spark corresponds to approximately 2 pA [83, 84, 38]. From
RyR single channel conductance measurements in lipid bilayer studies [173], a Ca2+
spark translates into a release from around 4 RyR channels (also reported by Blatter
et. al. [84]). This single Ca2+ spark corresponds to a unitary RyR release (2 pA) in
our model. Our model does not attempt to reproduce the stochastic kinetics of the
single channel LCC-RyR coupling; however it mimics accurately the average behavior
of this stochastic process which is the net Ca2+ release flux into the cytosol causing
the Ca2+ transient. This on/off stochastic nature of the coupling was used earlier to
explain the release termination via stochastic attrition. However, it is now known [41]
that the luminal sensor plays a fundamental role in an active extinguishing mechanism
[114] that effects a robust [Ca2+ ]jSR - dependent closure of the RyR channel. This
mechanism for inactivation of the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel is accounted for
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in our model.
Cytosolic Ca2+ transient is also graded by the duration of the ICa,L,T T trigger
current controlled by the voltage clamp pulse duration. Our model also shows that
triggered release can be prematurely stopped by rapid repolarization [174, 175, 176].
The effect of depolarization duration on the time course of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient is indicated in Fig. 3.5 where the duration of the voltage clamp pulse is decreased
from 80 ms to 5 ms (while keeping the clamp voltage constant at 10 mv) resulting in
premature stoppage of release and thus a decrease in peak cytosolic Ca2+ transient.
This effect is a combined result of (i) the modulation of release due to pulse duration dependent change in the amount of trigger Ca2+ entering the dyadic coupling
unit (DCU) and (ii) the pulse duration dependent change in the relative role of the
N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger co-located in the DCU.
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Figure 3.4 : SR calcium release graded by the trigger current ICa,L,T T . (A) - (i)
Decreasing trigger current ICa,L,T T (ii) With decreasing trigger current, RyR open
probability shows a graded decrease in its peak as well as an increasing delay in its
onset (iii) Cytosolic calcium transient follows the trend shown by the RyR release
channel (a graded decrease in peak and increasing delay in onset) (iv) RyR open
probability vs [Ca2+ ]ryr for increasing trigger current ICa,L,T T . (B)- (i)Concentration
profile in the dyad as a result of RyR release caused by a largest trigger current (see
part A(i)) (ii)Concentration profile in the dyad as a result of RyR release caused by
a smallest trigger current (see part A(i)) (iii) With decreasing trigger current, RyR
open probability shows a graded decrease in its peak as well as an increasing delay in
its onset (shown on an expanded time scale) (iv)Difference in concentration between
the mouth of the DHP and Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channels. (Inset shows the cross-over
when this difference becomes negative indicating trigger current dependent latency
involved in release).
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Figure 3.5 : The effect of changing the duration of depolarizing pulses Tpd on the
time course of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient. Voltage clamp protocol used is a step pulse to
10mv from a holding potential of -40 mv. Normalized [Ca2+ ]myo transient corresponding to depolarizing pulses of 5, 10, 20, and 80 ms duration. This model-generated
result shows similarity to data in Fig. 2, Cannell et al. [174] showing pulse-duration
dependent changes in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration.

3.3.3

High Gain of Ca2+ Release

Besides the graded release, an extremely valuable characteristic of the CICR process
is the high gain associated with it. A small amount of Ca2+ entering the DCU
via the ICa,L,T T channel causes a large release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic stores
via the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel on the jSR lumen that interacts with the
DCU. This high gain is essential in producing physiological cytosolic Ca2+ transients
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when 10000 of these DCU’s operate in tandem. Two different definitions of the gain
or amplification factor due to CICR have been adopted in our model simulations,
namely the ratio of:
1. average integrated RyR flux to average integrated DHPR flux [32]; and
2. the peak Ca2+ transient in the presence of CICR to the peak calcium transient
in its absence, contributed by the trigger calcium alone [28].
Thus, criterion (1) measures calcium gain observed in the dyadic space, whereas
criterion (2) measures gain observed in the cytosolic space.
With regard to the dyadic space, Fig. 3.6A shows the Ca2+ flux through DHPR
and RyRs, respectively. Figure 3.6B shows cytosolic calcium transients under conditions of ryanodine blockade and with RyR Ca2+ release. Based on our measurements,
there is approximately a 2 ms delay from the onset of the DHPR influx to the initiation of the RyR release flux.
At a clamp voltage of 10 mv, criterion (1) applied to our simulation yields an
integrated flux ratio of 6.39, whereas a gain of 5.75 is calculated using criterion (2).
By either method, a CICR amplification factor of approximately 6 is calculated,
which is similar to that reported by Stern [28]. This result is also consistent with
gain calculations from the measured data of Fan and Palade [169] on rat ventricular
cells. They estimated a gain of approximately 7 using comparisons of the rates of rise
of Ca2+ transients in the presence and absence of ryanodine. The model generated
results are obtained by using a voltage clamp protocol of a 50ms step pulse to 10mv
from a holding potential of -40mv.
The inset in Fig. 3.6A shows the voltage dependence of CICR gain formulated using criterion (1). Our model shows a decline in gain as the clamp voltage is increased
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from -30 mv to 20 mv [115, 177]. However, any further increase in clamp voltage
results in a small increase in gain (Fig. 1C, Altamirano et al. [178]). It is important
to note that, with increasing clamp voltage, the decreased ability of the N a+ /Ca2+
exchanger (which is co-located [172] in the dyad) to extrude Ca2+ partially compensates for the declining trigger current, in facilitating SR release and hence assists in
increasing CICR gain.
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Figure 3.6 : High gain associated with CICR. Voltage clamp protocol used is a 50ms
step pulse to 10mv from a holding potential of -40 mv. (A) Gain formulation by
comparison of Ca2+ flux through the DHP sensitive and RyR sensitive Ca2+ channels.
The voltage dependence of gain measured using this method is shown in the inset. (B)
Gain formulation by comparison of cytosolic calcium transient formed in the presence
and absence of RyR Ca2+ release.
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3.3.4

RyR Refractory Characteristics

Given the fact that the CICR mechanism has a high gain associated with it, it could
be prone to unstable behavior if not for the refractory characteristics of the Rysensitive release channel [179]. It is now known [41] that the luminal sensor plays
a fundamental role in an active extinguishing mechanism [114] effecting a [Ca2+ ]jSR
dependent robust closure of the RyR channel which is accounted for in our model.
The RyR release fails to become regenerative due to the role of the luminal sensor
which after a release occurs, forces the RyR channel into an absolute refractory state
followed by a relative refractory state as shown in Fig. 3.7C. When the RyR channel is
in the absolute refractory period, [Ca2+ ]ryr drops to a level much below what is caused
by a sparklet (trigger Ca2+ ) hence it robustly avoids re-excitation. This extremely
critical refractory feature of the channel enabled by the RyR luminal sensor acts as
a protective mechanism against premature Ca2+ release in the wake of a secondary
excitation that occurs before jSR can be filled back to the control level. The refractory
nature of the channel is caused by the [Ca2+ ]jSR dependent inhibition induced by the
protein triadin from the luminal side of the RyR channel. This restraining lock on
the RyR channel assists in reloading the jSR.
A dual stimulus protocol (S1-S2) was employed to study RyR refractoriness. The
RyR channel was stimulated initially by stimulus trigger current S1, followed after
an interval (T2 in Fig. 3.7A) by an identical stimulus current S2. Each of the two
stimuli directed into the dyadic coupling unit is the dyadic component (ICa,L,T T ) of
trace 1 (ICa,L evoked by a 10 mv clamp pulse) in Fig. 3.1A with a peak amplitude
of 6.657 pA/pF and a duration (T1 in Fig. 3.7A) of 50 ms. The stimuli S1 & S2
were kept identical to delineate the effects of RyR refractoriness on CICR. The time
interval between the two stimuli (T2 ) was gradually reduced from 250 ms to 50 ms in
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steps of 25 ms to observe the effects of partial recovery of the RyR channel.
As seen in Fig. 3.7, the decrease in interval between stimuli causes partial recovery
of [Ca2+ ] level in the jSR which manifests in increasing levels of unbound version of
the protein calsequestrin, which tends to bind with triadin. As more triadin binds
to calsequestrin, there is less left to bind to the luminal side of RyR to activate the
channel for CICR. This signaling sequence mediated by the luminal sensor via the
interaction of proteins calsequestrin and triadin, allows only a partial SR Ca2+ release
based on the degree of SR Ca2+ content recovery. This is an important feature that
helps restore the jSR Ca2+ content at the end of every cycle. The RyR channel in our
model has an absolute refractory period of 75 ms and a relative refractory period of 250
ms (Fig. 3.7C). These results are consistent with the refractory period measurements
by Sobie et al [180] on rat ventricular myocytes. When the RyR channel is in the
absolute refractory period, [Ca2+ ]RyR drops to a level much below what is caused by
a sparklet (trigger Ca2+ ) and hence robustly avoids re-excitation. However, when
the RyR channel is in the relative refractory period, a partial release (Fig. 3.7C) is
possible, despite the RyR receptors affinity for release being low.

(A)

[Ca2+]jSR (µM) RyR Open Probability ICa,L,TT (pA/pF)
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Figure 3.7 : RyR refractory characteristics. (A) The stimulation protocol comprises of
two consecutive stimuli S1 & S2, both of which are identical to the dyadic component
(ICa,L,T T ) of trace 1 (ICa,L evoked by a 10 mv clamp pulse) in Fig. 3.1A with a
peak amplitude of 6.657 pA/pF and a duration (T1 ) of 50 ms. These are applied
with their separation in time (T2 ) increasing from 50ms to 250 ms in steps of 25 ms.
(B) The RyR sensitive Ca2+ release channel shows refractory characteristics with
an absolute refractory period of 50 ms and a relative refractory period of 250 ms.
(C) The corresponding [Ca2+ ]jSR traces reflect partial RyR recovery. (D) Cytosolic
calcium transient recovers completely after 250 ms. The dotted line indicates lack of
RyR release when T2 = 75 ms due to insufficient RyR recovery.

Figures 3.8A and B show the steady state [Ca2+ ]myo and [Ca2+ ]jSR predicted
by the model, with and without a functioning luminal sensor, respectively. The
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stimulation protocol used is a pulse train of amplitude (-40 mv to 10 mv), duration
(50 ms) and frequency of 4.0 Hz which is applied for a period of 2.5 sec. The value
of the luminal control of the RyR channel in allowing adequate SR filling can be
seen in Fig. 3.8 where, in the presence of the luminal sensor the cell maintains a
normal cytosolic Ca2+ transient (Fig. 3.8A-i). This is made possible due to sufficient
SR filling (Fig. 3.8A-ii) as a result of RyR refractoriness. However, inactivation
of the RyR channel is also known to depend on the high local Ca2+ concentration
consequential to its own Ca2+ release [114]. The lack of a luminal sensor forces the
RyR channel to solely rely on Ca2+ dependent inactivation mechanism. The resulting
inadequate RyR inactivation depletes diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR level (Fig. 3.8B-ii) causing
the cytosolic Ca2+ transient to diminish to new lowered steady state values (shown
in Fig. 3.8B-i). The absence of the luminal sensor is modeled by setting the value of
the luminal sensing variable (‘var’ in the model) to a level consistent with it’s normal
value under 4Hz, voltage clamp stimulation. This mimics the case where the luminal
sensor is insensitive to changes in [Ca2+ ]jSR and hence non-functional. It is important
to note that the decrease (37.07%) in diastolic SR level (as indicated in Fig. 3.8B-ii)
is due to the lack of a luminal control on the RyR channel resulting in a reduced rate
of RyR recovery which in turn reflects in a compromised SR filling rate. Hence, the
presence of a luminal sensor which monitors the SR Ca2+ content, is key to long term
Ca2+ stability in the cell.

3.3.5

CICR Modulation by the jSR Ca2+ Content

From the refractory characteristics of the RyR channel, it is evident that the RyR
release is strongly dependent on the jSR Ca2+ content. In fact, the SR Ca2+ release
through the RyR channel depends on: (a) the amount of trigger Ca2+ entering by
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Figure 3.8 : Application of a train of voltage clamp pulses (amplitude -40 to 10 mV;
duration 50 ms) for a period of 2.5 sec. Pulse repetition rate is 4.0 Hz. Luminal
sensor is intact in A and removed in B. Both A and B are steady state responses to
voltage clamp stimulation. A-(i) [Ca2+ ]myo transients with normal amplitude. A-(ii)
Sustained SR filling due to robust RyR inactivation. B-(i) Diminishing [Ca2+ ]myo
transients indicate poor SR filling. B-(ii) Lowered [Ca2+ ]jSR levels indicating inadequate refilling of SR stores due to lack of RyR refractoriness.

means of the ICa,L,T T channel (b) the concentration gradient of Ca2+ between the jSR
and the mouth of the RyR channel in the dyadic space and (c) the open probability
of the RyR channel modulated by the interaction between the luminal sensor and the
RyR protein. The SR Ca2+ released also inactivates the trigger current ICa,L,T T (as
shown in Fig. 3.1), hence causing an indirect self-inhibition of RyR release.
Figure 3.9 shows a phase plot of RyR open probability (O2ryr ) versus the Ca2+
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concentration at the mouth of the RyR channel in the dyadic space [Ca2+ ]ryr constructed from model-generated data for a pulse of amplitude -40 mv to 10 mv and a
duration of 50 ms. The pre-release diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR is 918 µM. Following excitation
by the trigger current during phase A, the RyR channel begins to open, allowing Ca2+
flux into the dyad and elevating [Ca2+ ]ryr at the mouth of the RyR channel. The
rate of opening of the channel is Ca2+ dependent; hence as [Ca2+ ]ryr increases, RyR
open probability increases first slowly and then ever more rapidly. With this onrush
of Ca2+ , [Ca2+ ]ryr rapidly equilibrates with the [Ca2+ ]jSR , reducing and eventually
abolishing the concentration gradient across the channel. [Ca2+ ]ryr soon reaches its
maximum value (T1 in Fig. 3.9) and begins to track the decrease in [Ca2+ ]jSR , there
being no further significant concentration gradient existing between [Ca2+ ]jSR and
[Ca2+ ]ryr at the mouth of the RyR channel. During phase B, the rate of rise in RyR
open probability decreases due to decreasing [Ca2+ ]ryr and the onset of self-inhibition
due to the large values of Ca2+ concentration at the mouth forcing the RyR open
probability to attain its maximum value (T2 in Fig. 3.9). This is followed by phase C,
where the RyR open probability begins to decrease slowly, initiating channel recovery
due to decreasing overall [Ca2+ ]dyad levels as a result of (a) Ca2+ fluxing out of the
dyad into the cytosol, (b) lack of a drive from SR release due to drastically diminished
Ca2+ gradient at the mouth of the RyR channel and (c) continued Ca2+ induced selfinhibition. Decreasing levels of free Ca2+ in the jSR force a strong RyR inactivation
via the luminal sensor (beginning at T4 and continuing throughout phase D; Fig.
3.9), which in turn causes a sharp decline in RyR open probability. The minimum
value of [Ca2+ ]jSR occurs at T5, and the channel is ultimately closed at T6 (Fig. 3.9).
The luminal sensor mediated inactivation assists in robust [Ca2+ ]jSR recovery.
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Figure 3.9 : RyR open probability modulation by concentration at the mouth. The
pre-release diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR is 918 µM. The stimulation protocol used is a pulse of
amplitude (-40 mv to 10 mv) and duration (50 ms). Phase A - As a result of excitation
by the trigger current, [Ca2+ ]ryr initially increases rapidly with a small accompanying
rise in RyR open probability followed by steeper increase to peak [Ca2+ ]ryr with a
large increase in RyR open probability.; Phase B - RyR open probability increases
to its maximum value at a declining rate reflecting a falling [Ca2+ ]ryr level and onset
of Ca2+ induced self-inhibition; Phase C - Decreasing Ca2+ dyad and continued Ca2+
induced self-inhibition, begins the channel recovery process; Phase D - Decreasing
[Ca2+ ]jSR forces a strong RyR inactivation via the luminal sensor hence robustly
closing the channel.

3.3.6

Cytosolic Peak [Ca2+ ] Dependence on SR Ca2+ Content

Fig. 3.10A shows three characteristic regions in the plot of the peak [Ca2+ ]myo vs
[Ca2+ ]jSR . In Region I, where the jSR load is small, two things occur: (a) RyR
release is reduced, as is the basal intracellular Ca2+ concentration, and (b) Ca2+
dependent inactivation of the ICa,L,T T channel is reduced due to the lowered dyadic
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Ca2+ concentration, which allows for greater Ca2+ entry into the dyadic space via the
ICa,L channel. This increase in trigger current results only in a very small increase
in Ca2+ release, because of the inhibition of the Ry-sensitive channel caused by the
luminal sensor in response to low SR Ca2+ content. Thus, these factors cumulatively
result in only a small linear increase in the peak [Ca2+ ]myo with increasing SR Ca2+
content in Region I. The behavior in Region I corresponds to traces 7-1 in Fig. 3.10B
(shows phase plots of O2ryr vs [Ca2+ ]ryr for different steady state [Ca2+ ]jSR concentrations), where the peak RyR open probability shows very small gradual increase
with increasing levels of diastolic pre-release [Ca2+ ]jSR for a constant trigger Ca2+
input via ICa,L . The steady state diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR levels being low, the maximum
RyR open probability values attained are low. Although the peak [Ca2+ ]ryr does
not increase substantially as the diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR levels increase from 317µM to
673µM, the area enclosed by the [Ca2+ ]ryr - O2ryr loop (which indicates the amount
of SR Ca2+ released into the dyad) increases exponentially due to increasing peak
RyR open probability combined with the increasing difference between rate of activation and inactivation with rate of activation increasing faster than the rate of
channel inactivation. In Region II of Fig. 3.10A, increasing SR Ca2+ content begins
to translate into a substantial increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo . This is because increasing
diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR causes a significant increase in the peak RyR open probability, as
shown in Fig. 3.10C, which translates into a commensurate increase in the peak of
the cytosolic Ca2+ transient. The inhibiting role of the luminal sensor is relieved with
building [Ca2+ ]jSR levels. The nonlinearity observed between the diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR
levels 673µM (Fig. 3.10B) and 734µM (Fig. 3.10C) at the transition between Regions I and II corresponds to the existence of a threshold characteristic for RyR release
[181, 182]. As the diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR levels increase beyond 734µM, the area enclosed
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by the [Ca2+ ]ryr - O2ryr loop increases substantially reaching a maximum value at
[Ca2+ ]jSR level of 948µM not only due to a significant increase in both peak [Ca2+ ]ryr
and peak O2ryr but also due to a rapid increase in rate of RyR activation resulting in
a much larger difference in rate of activation and inactivation. Region III exhibits a
large rapid increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo due to the large RyR Ca2+ release associated
with the high SR Ca2+ content. However, it is important to note that this is not a result of increasing peak RyR open probability, which begins to plateau for steady state
[Ca2+ ]jSR values larger than 850µM (traces 6-1 in Fig. 3.10C). The continuing rapid
increase in peak cytosolic Ca2+ concentration in region III is a combined result of: (a)
increased release owing to large SR Ca2+ content; (b) large values for saturated RyR
open probability supported by an increase in the area contained by each loop as seen
in traces 6-1 of Fig. 3.10C; and (c) saturated operation of the SERCA pump which
acts as a predominant buffer in restoring the Ca2+ concentration levels in the cytosol
after RyR release [147]. As the diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR levels increase beyond 948µM, the
area enclosed by the [Ca2+ ]ryr - O2ryr loop begins to decrease despite increasing peak
[Ca2+ ]ryr due to saturation of the peak RyR open probability and increasing rate of
RyR channel inactivation due to large values of local Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+ ]ryr )
assisting in faster recovery [114]. This model generated relationship between the peak
[Ca2+ ]myo and the pre-release [Ca2+ ]jSR agrees with Fig. 4 in Diaz et. al. [85].
As seen in traces 1-10 of Fig. 3.10C, during the initial activation of a RyR channel
(linear region of phase A in Fig. 3.9), at any specific [Ca2+ ]ryr the RyR open probability takes a lower value despite a higher steady state diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR level. This
decreasing slope with increasing diastolic, pre-release [Ca2+ ]jSR reflects a faster rate
of rise in [Ca2+ ]ryr for a larger pre-release SR content with a very small accompanying
increase in the RyR open probability.
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Figure 3.10 : (A) Relation between the peak of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient and the
diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR . Region I: The peak RyR open probability is very small owing
to the low SR Ca2+ content. This causes the peak Ca2+ transient to be very small.
Region II: Increasing SR Ca2+ content causes an increase in the peak RyR open
probability and hence in the peak of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient. Region III: A large
rapid increase in the peak Ca2+ myo is observed due to the large RyR Ca2+ release
associated with the high SR Ca2+ content and saturation of RyR open probability.
This model-generated result shows similarity to data in Fig.4, Diaz et al. [85].(B)
Dependence of RyR open probability (O2RyR ) on diastolic Ca2+ jSR . Increasing prerelease diastolic Ca2+ jSR results in increasing peak O2RyR . However, owing to the low
SR Ca2+ levels the peak open probability is very small. The stimulation protocol used
is a pulse of amplitude -40 mv to 10 mv with a duration of 50 ms. (C) Dependence
of RyR open probability (O2RyR ) on diastolic Ca2+ jSR . Increasing diastolic Ca2+ jSR
results in a linearly increasing peak O2RyR . In the open probability saturation region
the increase in peak cytosolic Ca2+ transient is sustained by increasing the area
contained by each loop as seen in traces numbered 5 to 1. The progress in time
occurs along the arrow indicated on trace 1. The stimulation protocol used is a pulse
of amplitude -40 mv to 10 mv with a duration of 50 ms.
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3.3.7

Ca2+ Release and its Effect on ICa,L

3.3.8

Caffeine

Adachi-Akahane et al. [141] investigated ICa,L -induced Ca2+ release in rat ventricular myocytes in the presence and absence of caffeine, which altered [Ca2+ ]myo . Using
their protocols and data as a guide, we modeled the effect of caffeine on jSR Ca2+
release and its subsequent effect on ICa,L . Specifically, a Boltzman relationship was
adopted to simulate the binding of caffeine to the ryanodine receptor increasing channel conductance, which in turn enhances jSR Ca2+ release. The process is assumed
to be dose-dependent, with an open probability of 0.5 at a caffeine concentration of
5 mM (Appendix C.1, Eq. C.89).
Figures 3.11A and 3.11B show model-generated [Ca2+ ]myo responses in myocytes
dialyzed with 2 mM Fura-2, where a simple voltage clamp pulse (-40mV to 0 mV)
is applied in the presence and absence of caffeine. ICa,L waveforms associated with
these two protocols are shown in Fig. 3.11C. In protocol A, conducted at normal rest
levels of [Ca2+ ]myo (30 nM), the depolarizing test pulse to 0 mV from the holding
potential of -40 mV for 0.1 sec fully activates ICa,L , which in turn triggers a rapid but
small amplitude Ca2+ transient (a rise from 30 nM to 95 nM as shown in Fig. 3.11A.
Protocol B starts with an application of 5 mM caffeine for a period of 1.0 sec (open
state probability of RyR channel is 0.5), followed by the same depolarizing test pulse
applied at 1.0 sec. The conditioning caffeine pulse induces a [Ca2+ ]myo transient rising
from a resting value of 30 nM to a peak value of 110 nM (Fig. 3.11B, first peak -note
the different timescale). The short depolarizing pulse activates ICa,L , which triggers a
much smaller [Ca2+ ]myo transient via CICR ( 30 nM, Fig. 3.11B, second peak). This
ICa,L -evoked Ca2+ transient in response to the voltage pulse is smaller in amplitude
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than control (Fig. 3.11A), due to: (a) reduction in RyR release due to depletion in
[Ca2+ ]jSR ([Ca2+ ]jSR drops from 1.25 mM to 0.25 mM with caffeine application).;
and (b) the strong competing role of the luminal RyR sensor in inactivating the RyR
channel in response to the post-caffeine, low SR content. The ICa,L -inactivation characteristics undergo a change as shown in Fig. 3.11C, where trace B inactivates more
slowly compared to the control ICa,L (trace 1). After exposure to caffeine, the overall
amplitude of [Ca2+ ]dhp during release does not increase as much as in the control case,
since jSR Ca2+ release is reduced. Consequently, Ca2+ dependent inactivation (during release) of ICa,L after caffeine application is not as strong as that in the control
case. However, the baseline level of Ca2+ concentration at the mouth of the DHP
channel ([Ca2+ ]dhp ) is elevated following caffeine application, causing sustained inactivation resulting in the crossover of the current trace in Fig. 3.11C. This is consistent
with the observation of Cens et al. [104], that Ca2+ induced inactivation is a result
of calmodulin mediated sensing of the local Ca2+ concentration.

3.3.9

Thapsigargin

Analogous to the experimental protocol of Adachi-Akahane et al. [141] dealing with
thapsigargin blockade of the SERCA pump (their Fig. 9), we apply a series of voltage
pulses (-40 mV to 0 mV, duration 0.1 sec, frequency 0.05 Hz) to our cell model,
modified by blockade of the SERCA pump and addition of 2mM Fura-2. Figure 3.12
shows that when Ca2+ uptake is blocked, SR Ca2+ content declines, as does the jSR
Ca2+ release with each voltage pulse (Fig. 3.12A). Considerable time is consumed
after thapsigargin application, before SR Ca2+ content is finally exhausted (8-10 beats
at 0.05 Hz; Fig. 3.12A). As the magnitude of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient decreases, the
[Ca2+ ]dhp dependent inactivation of ICa,L slows (Fig. 3.12B), resulting in an enhanced
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Figure 3.11 : Model-simulated effects of the application of caffeine on ICa,L,T T and
[Ca2+ ]i in a cell dialyzed with 2 mM Fura-2. Changes in [Ca2+ ]myo resulting from:
(A) application of a simple depolarizing pulse from -40 mV to 0 mV, and (B) the same
depolarizing pulse following pre-exposure to caffeine (5 mM). Panel (C) compares the
ICa,L waveforms associated with these protocols. This model-generated result shows
similarity to data in Fig. 3, Adachi-Akahane et al. [141].

peak.
For a given clamp amplitude, a decrease in jSR Ca2+ content decreases Ca2+ release, producing decreased Ca2+ concentration at the dyadic side of the DHP-sensitive
channel. Consequently, a smaller amount of calcium-calmodulin complex (Ca4 CaM )
is activated, leading to a lower degree of Ca2+ dependent inactivation. Thus, ICa,L
peak is enhanced, as shown in Fig. 3.12B, increasing the area under the waveform,
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corresponding to an increased amount of Ca2+ entering the cell. This inverse relationship between jSR Ca2+ content and the amount of trigger Ca2+ entering the dyadic
space for a given clamp voltage is the essence of the feedback mechanism maintaining
the efficacy of CICR. This mechanism is operational even in the presence of high
concentrations of cytoplasmic Ca2+ -buffers, since the small dimensions of the dyadic
space allow jSR released Ca2+ to reach its destination (i.e., the DHP receptor) before
being captured by the buffers [183].
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Figure 3.12 : In rat ventricular myocytes dialyzed with 2 mM Fura-2, thapsigargin
gradually abolishes [Ca2+ ]myo transients and decreases the rate of inactivation of ICa,L .
This result is generated by the model, in response to a pulse train of amplitude (-40
mV to 0 mV), duration (0.1 sec) and frequency of 0.05 Hz. (A) Time course of the
effect of thapsigargin on ∆[Ca2+ ]i . (B) L-type Ca2+ currents at the times indicated in
(A). This model-generated result shows similarity to data in Fig.11, Adachi-Akahane
et al. [141].
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3.3.10

Effect of Modulation of [Ca2+ ]o

Increase in [Ca2+ ]o causes an increase in entry of extracellular Ca2+ into the cell
via the ICa,L channel. This results in an increase in SR Ca2+ content, as shown
in Fig. 3.13B. Aided by an increase in trigger Ca2+ as well as a larger SR Ca2+
content, the RyR release is enhanced. This increase in SR release assisted by impaired
N a+ /Ca2+ exchange due to elevated [Ca2+ ]o manifests in an increase in the peak Ca2+
concentration levels in the cytosol, as shown in Figure 3.13A. Similarly, a decrease in
extracellular Ca2+ levels causes a decrease in trigger Ca2+ available to cause CICR,
which results in a decrease in peak [Ca2+ ] levels in the cytosol, as shown in Fig.3.13C.
Reduced Ca2+ entry into the cell via ICa,L , translating into decreased availability of
post-release Ca2+ in the cytosol, causes reduction in SR filling via the bi-directional
SERCA pump. The corresponding drop in the SR Ca2+ content is evident in Fig.
3.13D. Although, our model-generated results show similarity to data in Fig. 2, Diaz
et al. [184], our result in Fig. 3.13D does not confirm an increase in SR Ca2+
content with a decrease in [Ca2+ ]o as reported in Fig. 2B, Diaz et al. [184]. On
the contrary, they agree with the data in Fig. 5, Diaz et al. 1997 which shows a
decrease in free diastolic steady-state SR Ca2+ content with decrease in [Ca2+ ]o in
cells not showing spontaneous release. In this study, we have attempted to isolate
the effects of changes in [Ca2+ ]o on intracellular Ca2+ levels by ensuring that there
are no voltage dependent effects on Ca2+ transport via the ICa,L channel, N a+ /Ca2+
exchanger or the plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase pump. The simulation protocol
used in our study (reproduced from Diaz et al. [184]),is a pulse train of amplitude (-40
mv to 0 mv), duration (100ms) and a frequency of 0.5 Hz. However, it is important to
note that, for any constant extracellular Ca2+ concentration, in response to a voltage
clamp pulse train, increasing clamp potential (>10mv) results in a decrease in steady
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state SR Ca2+ content as a result of the dominating effect of reduced Ca2+ entry
via the ICa,L channel despite a decrease in net Ca2+ extrusion via the N a+ /Ca2+
exchanger per cycle.
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Figure 3.13 : The effects of changing external Ca2+ concentration on cytoplasmic
Ca2+ and SR Ca2+ content. The stimulation protocol used is a pulse train of amplitude (-40 mv to 0 mv), duration (100 ms) and frequency of 0.5 Hz. (A) Following
sudden rise in [Ca2+ ]o the instantaneous increase in [Ca2+ ]myo occurs due to more
Ca entry, followed by a gradual staircase rise due to the the change in SR content;
(B) Changes in [Ca2+ ]myo forced by a sudden decrease in [Ca2+ ]o ; (C) Changes in
[Ca2+ ]jSR due to increased [Ca2+ ]o ; (D) Changes in [Ca2+ ]jSR due to reduced [Ca2+ ]o .
This model-generated result shows similarity to data in Fig. 2, Diaz et al. [184].
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3.3.11

Ca2+ Balance Under Conditions of Repetitive Stimulation

Our model exhibits long term Ca2+ stability. Analogous to the experimental protocols
of Negretti el al. [185], we studied the dynamic aspects of the calcium balance in the
cell model by subjecting it to repetitive voltage clamps of different durations. For
stable steady-state operation, Ca2+ entry into the cytosol via ICa,L must exactly
balance Ca2+ efflux. Changing the rate or pattern of stimulation can have significant
effects on the cell’s cytosolic Ca2+ balance and subsequent contractile response [55].
To demonstrate Ca2+ balance in our model, long (Fig. 3.14A) or short (Fig. 3.14B,C
and D) voltage clamp pulses were applied at a selected repetition frequency, and
the resultant changes in [Ca2+ ]myo were correlated with sarcolemmal and SR Ca2+
fluxes. Analogous to the protocol of Negretti et al.[185], pulse trains were applied
from a holding potential of -40 mV to +10 mV, with durations of either 800 ms (longpulse) or 100 ms (short-pulse) at a frequency of 0.33 Hz, for a total test duration of
2 minutes (40 pulses). In analyzing the Ca2+ balance, the amount of electric charge
Z T
I(t) dt, where
Q transferred per pulse was calculated according to the equation:
0

I(t) can be ICa,L , IN aCa , IP M CA , Iryr , Icyt,serca , and T is 1 cycle duration (3ms for
0.33 Hz stimulation).
Numerical integration was carried out with respect to steady-state levels, hence
only activating currents and leakage currents were considered (background Ca2+ current is neglected). The results of the Ca2+ balance are presented in a manner where
relative Ca2+ fluxes can be easily compared. We note that in evaluating the integral
of the combined exchanger current IN aCa , the integral is multiplied by a factor of 2
to account for the fact that the exchanger stoichiometry is 3N a+ per Ca2+ (the exchanger transports 1 net charge per Ca2+ , whereas all other Ca2+ currents transport
2 charges per Ca2+ ).
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3.3.12

Long-Pulse Protocol

During repetitive long-pulse (800 ms) stimulation, transient Ca2+ fluxes cross the
sarcolemmal and SR membranes in both directions (inward (into the cytoplasm)
and outward). However, [Ca2+ ]myo returns to control levels by the end of the longpulse stimulation protocol. The long-pulse stimulation protocol thus serves as a
means of studying the steady-state balance of Ca2+ influx and efflux to and from the
cytoplasm, under control conditions. In contrast, this Ca2+ balance is not present
in the short-pulse protocol, and [Ca2+ ]myo is elevated at pulse termination. Our
long-pulse simulations show that: (1) the magnitude of individual Ca2+ transients
do not change during the 40 pulse sequence; (2) the peak calcium release current
(Iryr ) has a constant magnitude; and (3) the occupancy of the calsequestrin Ca2+
buffer in the jSR compartment is reduced by 15% as a result of Ca2+ release during
each cycle. Although Ca2+ fluxes cross the sarcolemma and SR membranes in either
direction, the integral of each of these currents (indicating charge transfer) over the
pulse repetition interval is a constant. Figures 3.14A shows this well, in that, the
charge transfer for each model current (large or small) is a constant, indicating no
net loss of Ca2+ nor consecutive-pulse Ca2+ depletion (or augmentation) in the jSR
compartment under the long-pulse protocol. In Fig. 3.14, we refer to Ca2+ influx and
efflux through the bounding cell membrane (sarcolemma and T-tubule) as “external
fluxes” (i.e., ICa,L , IN aCa , and IP M CA ), whereas SR membrane Ca2+ fluxes (Iryr ,
Icyt,serca ) are called “internal fluxes.” By convention, inward fluxes are negative (e.g.
ICa,L ) and outward positive (e.g., IN aCa and IP M CA ). Figure 3.14A shows that the
integrated external fluxes sum to zero. The average Ca2+ charge entering the cell via
ICa,L is 603.28 pC (pico-coulomb), and the sum of averaged Ca2+ charges extruded
from the cell via IN aCa and IP M CA is 603.28 pC (602.2 pC by IN aCa and 1.08 pC by
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IP M CA . Figure 3.14A also shows the magnitudes of the integrated internal fluxes,
which sum to zero as well. In calculating inward and outward Ca2+ fluxes relative
to the SR lumen, we consider an inward flux (e.g., Icyt,serca ) negative and an outward
flux positive (e.g., Iryr ). The integral of Iryr is 751.8 pC, compared with integral of
the ICa,L trigger current (603.28 pC). The calcium gain of CICR calculated in this
way is low owing to the increased entry of Ca2+ via the trigger current ICa,L for a
prolonged duration of 800ms compared to 50ms previously. The integral of SR Ca2+
uptake is 751.8 pC. These two internal component currents yield flat integral values
during long-pulse stimulations and sum to zero.

3.3.13

Short-Pulse Protocol

Decreasing the length of the depolarizing pulse to 100 ms (short pulse) has a pronounced effect on the recovery of contraction (Fig. 3.14B, 3.14C and 3.14D). Compared with the relatively flat amplitude of [Ca2+ ]myo observed with stimulation by
long pulses, short pulse stimulation produces a negative staircase (Fig. 3.14B) in
agreement with the data (Negretti et al.[185]), wherein the peak magnitude decays
exponentially to a steady state level of 60% of the initial value. Figure 3.14B also
shows that the model predicts a similar exponential decay in jSR Ca2+ concentration
[Ca2+ ]jSR . Both of these indicators show a net loss of Ca2+ from the cell. Figure
3.14C and 3.14D show the transient charge movements associated with the external
and internal Ca2+ currents respectively during application of the short-pulse train,
which are indicative of an elevated Ca2+ load and resultant Ca2+ imbalance when the
pulse train is first applied. Balance is achieved, but at new lower values of [Ca2+ ]myo
and [Ca2+ ]jSR . For convenient comparison, all internal fluxes are made positive and
all external fluxes negative. Figure 3.14C shows that IN aCa plays a significant role in
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forming the transient response seen in the short-pulse protocol in extrusion of excess
Ca2+ load on the cell. The decreasing amplitude of the Ca2+ transient causes a decreased LSR uptake current (Icyt,serca ), which in turn causes a decrease in [Ca2+ ]jSR
resulting in decreased release (Iryr ). With successive pulses, Icyt,serca and Iryr decline
further, mirroring the exponential decline in IN aCa toward balance. At steady state,
the external and internal fluxes reach the new equilibrium, where the sum of the
integrals of external currents and the sum of the integrals of internal currents are
zero.

3.3.14

Long-Term Calcium Stability at Higher Pacing Rates

Most VC experiments on cardiac cells are usually conducted at low stimulation rates.
Our simulations of typical VC experiments at these low rates all exhibit long term
calcium stability (Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14). However, our model can also exhibit sustained calcium balance at higher pacing rates. Figure 3.8A shows steady state
cytosolic Ca2+ transients in response to a repetitive 4 Hz (which is more physiological
for a rat ventricular myocyte) voltage clamp stimulation lasting for 2.5 seconds. The
sustained peak and basal Ca2+ levels of [Ca2+ ]myo over this prolonged time frame are
indicative of long tern Ca2+ stability in the model. The corresponding [Ca2+ ]jSR profile over 2.5 seconds is also shown in Figure 3.8A, which indicates sustained SR filling
owing to the luminal sensor mediated control of the RyR channel. The stimulation
protocol used is a pulse train of amplitude (-40 mv to 10 mv), duration (50 ms) and
frequency of 4.0 Hz.
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Figure 3.14 : The stimulation protocol used is a pulse train of amplitude (-40 mv to
10 mv) and frequency of 0.33 Hz.(A) Integrals of external and internal Ca2+ currents
on stimulation with repetitive long pulses (800 ms); (B) Percentage of changes in
[Ca2+ ]myo peak magnitude and cumulative SR Ca2+ loss on stimulation with repetitive short pulses (100 ms); (C) Integrals of external Ca2+ currents with short-pulse
stimulations (100 ms); (D) Integrals of internal Ca2+ currents with short-pulse stimulations (100 ms). This model-generated result shows similarity to data in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 5, Negretti et al. [185].

3.3.15

Secondary [Ca2+ ]myo Transients Induced by “Tail Currents”

Our voltage clamp simulations have dealt with clamp voltages in the range -30 mV
≤ V ≤ 40 mV. Some experimental studies [174, 9, 186] however have employed even
larger clamp voltages (40 mV ≤ V ≤ 60 mV) to explore the high voltage behavior
of the DHP-sensitive calcium channel. Such large clamp voltages elicit a brief Ca2+
influx called a “tail current,” which has been shown to trigger RyR release and hence
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cause contraction during repolarization [174, 9]. The secondary Ca2+ transient induced by the “tail current” is a critical argument in favor of CICR as these “tail
currents” are not observed in skeletal muscle where the membrane potential directly
controls SR Ca2+ release [186]. Our model reproduces this secondary Ca2+ transient
observed during the return to resting potential from a large clamp voltage (≥40 mV).
Figure 3.15A shows a cartoon depicting the voltage clamp stimulation protocol used
in our study where a pulse of amplitude (-40 mV to +50 mV) is employed with the
pulse duration (Tp ; Fig. 3.15A) increasing from 50 ms (trace 1) to 200 ms (trace 7)
in steps of 25 ms. The clamp potential transition time (Tt ) is fixed at 1ms. The peak
of the “tail current” at the end of the pulse is ∼25 times larger than the peak of the
ICa,L current observed at the beginning of the pulse. This is in agreement with model
generated VC data reported by Geenstein et al.([8]; Fig. 8). Figure 3.15B shows
that, with an increase in clamp pulse duration, there is a corresponding increase
in the peak of the tail current (see traces 1-7) until the effect ultimately saturates.
Corresponding to this increase in peak ICa,L tail current, there is an increase in the
open probability of the RyR Ca2+ channel, with RyR Ca2+ release indicated by the
corresponding decrease in [Ca2+ ]jSR (panel C) and increase in [Ca2+ ]myo (panel D).
We note from Fig. 3.15C that for a shorter 50 ms VC pulse, there is no RyR Ca2+
release although an ICa,L tail current is produced. This tail current produced with
the 50 ms pulse slightly augments the [Ca2+ ]myo transient just after its peak (trace
1, panel E), but there is no corresponding decrease in the [Ca2+ ]jSR transient (trace
1, panel D) indicating no RyR Ca2+ release. At the end of this short pulse (50 ms),
the RyR channel is in fact in its absolute refractory period. The small secondary
increase in [Ca2+ ]myo transient as seen in data corresponding to trace 4 of Fig. 3.1C
is a result of the large Ca2+ influx via the ICa,L “tail current.” During this phase,
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the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger is biased to extrude Ca2+ out of the dyad, and hence cannot be responsible for this secondary rise in the cytosolic Ca2+ transient. As pulse
duration is increased beyond 100 ms the “tail current” causes a gradual increase in
RyR open probability (traces 3-7 in Fig. 3.15) indicating progressive recovery from
the refractory period. Minimum value of [Ca2+ ]jSR in traces 3-7 of Fig. 3.15D show
increase in SR Ca2+ release with increasing pulse duration as a result of adequate
RyR channel recovery and increasing ICa,L “tail current.” Cytosolic Ca2+ transients
shown in Fig. 3.15E indicate “tail current” induced secondary RyR release for pulse
duration ≥100 ms. It has also been previously reported [187] that recruitment of an
additional population of previously ‘silent’ Ca2+ channels could cause facilitation of
tail currents at increasingly large clamp voltages with a time-dependence associated
with the recruitment process. Our model not only accounts for the contribution of
the already open channels (in states O2dhpr & O3dhpr ) to the tail current during repolarization but also allows for the voltage- and time-dependent recruitment of ‘silent’
Ca2+ channels modeled using a high voltage state C6dhpr . This study proves to be
an adjunct to the study presented in Fig. 3.7 in establishing the refractory nature of
the RyR channel.
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Figure 3.15 : The stimulation protocol used is a pulse of amplitude (-40 mv to +50
mv) with pulse duration Tp increasing from 50 ms (trace 1) to 200 ms (trace 7) in
steps of 25 ms. (A) A cartoon depicting the voltage clamp stimulus protocol where,
pulse duration (Tp ) is varied to obtain traces 1-7 and the clamp potential transition
time (Tt ) fixed at 1ms. (B) ICa,L tail currents elicited during repolarization from +50
mv to -40mv. (C) Open probability of the RyR channel indicating gradual recovery
from the refractory period (D) [Ca2+ ]jSR traces show increase in RyR release with
increasing pulse duration as a result of adequate RyR channel recovery. (E) Cytosolic
calcium transients indicate secondary RyR release caused by tail currents.

3.3.16

Cytosolic Buffering

In our model, cytosolic buffering is attributed to several factors including: (a) calmodulin (CaM); (b) the Ca2+ -specific (Tc) troponin binding site; (c) the Ca2+ − M g 2+
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competitive troponin binding site; and (d) the fluorescent indicator dye Fluo3 used
to detect changes in [Ca2+ ]myo . The effects of the component buffers in helping to
maintain a low [Ca2+ ]myo are shown in Fig. 3.16 in terms of occupancy functions,
such as OC (fractional occupancy of calmodulin by Ca2+ ), Otc (fractional occupancy
of troponin-Ca sites by Ca2+ ), Otmgc (fractional ocupancy of troponin-Mg sites by
Ca2+ ), Otmgmg (fractional occupancy of troponin-Mg sites by M g 2+ ) in the cytosol,
and Ocalse (fractional occupancy of calsequestrin by Ca2+ ) in the jSR Ca2+ release
compartment. Figure 3.16 shows that when the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel is
triggered, the jSR releases Ca2+ and the occupancy Ocalse in the jSR, declines from
68% to 37%. Ca2+ release from the jSR induces fast Ca2+ binding by calmodulin and
troponin in the cytosol, as represented by the increases of Oc (0.29) and Otc (0.16) in
Fig. 3.16. Interactions between Ca2+ and the troponin-Mg sites result in an increase
in occupancy of these sites by Ca2+ (Otmgc ), and a decrease in occupancy by M g 2+
(Otmgmg ).

3.4

Discussion

It is well-established that mammalian cardiac excitation-contraction coupling is mediated by calcium-induced calcium release (CICR). We have developed a comprehensive
mechanistic model of CICR under voltage clamp conditions in the rat ventricular myocyte, which includes electrical equivalent circuit models for both the free sarcolemma
and that portion involving junctional transmission, as well as, fluid compartment
models for several fluid media within the cell (dyadic cleft space, longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR or Ca2+ uptake compartment), junctional sarcoplasmic
reticulum (jSR or release compartment), and the cytosolic fluid compartment). An
external bathing medium completes our fluid compartment description of the cell
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Figure 3.16 : Contributions of fractional occupancy of Ca2+ buffers in SR and cytoplasm. Transfer from Oc and Otc to Otmgc occurs as a result of the pulse stimulation.
Otmgmg is shown as a dotted line as it does not reflect Ca2+ binding. The corresponding [Ca2+ ]myo is overlayed (note the different axis)

Fig. 2.3. The multiple component model is referred to as the “whole-cell model”
(Figures 2.3 and 2.4). We have probed the mechanisms regulating Ca2+ in the cell.
In particular, we have focused on the dyadic mechanisms effecting CICR.
The dyadic controller is a finely tuned coupling device consisting of two opposed
Ca2+ channels separated by a small dyadic space (Fig. 2.3B): the sarcolemmal DHPsensitive “trigger” channel and the Ry-sensitive jSR Ca2+ release channel. The trigger
channel is voltage-activated and is driven in our simulations by a voltage clamp pulse
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which opens the channels, admitting Ca2+ influx (trigger current) to the dyadic space.
After diffusion within the dyadic space, trigger Ca2+ affects the Ca2+ dependent open
probability of the jSR Ca2+ release channel over a small range of Ca2+ concentrations.
Clamp voltage magnitude strongly affects the ICa,L current and hence the amount of
Ca2+ delivered to the dyadic space, but the range over which the Ca2+ concentration
at the mouth of the Ca2+ release channel changes (in the absence of RyR release) is
quite small (23.42µM to 8.82µM for a change in VC from 10mv to 40mv). The RyRmediated Ca2+ release is activated by trigger current, but the release itself is affected
by the concentration gradient between the jSR and the dyadic space, and the temporal and refractory properties of the ryanodine receptor (Fig. 3.7). The four-state
RyR model is informed regarding supply Ca2+ content by the jSR luminal sensor, a
novel feature in our model which characterizes the important protein-protein interactions between calsequesterin, triadin/junctin and the RyR receptor. Triadin/junctin
strongly regulates the sensitivity of RyR to trigger Ca2+ . Hence the luminal sensor,
which is a key element responsible for robust post-release RyR inactivation and refractoriness of the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel, is critical in providing realistic
fits to cytosolic Ca2+ transients and an adequate refilling time for the SR Ca2+ stores.
Ca2+ release is thus graded with Ca2+ concentration at the mouth of Ca2+ channel
in a very sensitive manner with a gain of approximately 7, as is shown in Fig. 3.6.
The sarcolemmal portion of the dyadic membrane defining the dyadic space contains voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels and deals with changes in the external environment of the ventricular cell (e.g., membrane response to changes in transmembrane
potential and chemical signaling agents). It integrates these various stimuli and delivers a trigger current to the small dyadic space. In contrast, the jSR membrane
lining the opposite boundary of the dyadic space is concerned with the adequacy of
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Ca2+ release in CICR. It contains Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channels that require a Ca2+
concentration gradient directed across the channel and into the dyadic space for their
operation. Thus, jSR Ca2+ concentration must be maintained within an acceptable
range so that calcium is always available for ready release. The relationship between
jSR Ca2+ content and peak [Ca2+ ]myo is shown in Fig. 3.10A. The LSR compartment
connects the jSR compartment with the cytosolic compartment. It feeds make-up
calcium to the jSR, by using a SERCA pump to actively draw in Ca2+ from the myoplasm. Pumping rate is controlled by the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+ ]myo as
well as the LSR Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+ ]LSR as part of a mechanism for replenishing and maintaining jSR Ca2+ stores. Our model also incorporates the Ca2+ induced
CaM mediated effects of CaMKII and CaN on targets such as the DHP-sensitive ICa,L
channel, Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel, as well as the SR Ca2+ ATPase pump.
Provision for the effects of phospholamban on SERCA has also been included.
The voltage-gated and chemically gated channels of the dyad are tightly coupled
by feedback mechanisms that involve Ca2+ signaling. Although physically separated,
the voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channel (Figure 3.3) as well as the Ry-sensitive release
channel (Phase C in Figure 3.9) are inhibited by increased Ca2+ levels in the dyadic
space [116]. In earlier models which lacked the luminal sensor, RyR self-inhibition
by dyadic Ca2+ was the only mechanism besides stochastic attrition (both of which
are inadequate in effecting a robust RyR channel closure) that was given the role of
initiating RyR recovery. This has been tested in our model by artificially clamping
all the variables (including concentration at the mouth of the RyR channel) to the
levels reached at T2 in Fig. 3.9 despite which the RyR open probability, begins
to decline in phase C of Fig. 3.9 showing the self-inhibitory role of high dyadic
Ca2+ concentration. Our model predicts (data not shown) that this Ca2+ signaling
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continues even in the presence of high concentrations of Ca2+ buffering agents in the
cytosol (in agreement with the data of Adachi-Akahane et al. [141] and Diaz et al.
[184]). Tight coupling between the DHP and Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channels within the
dyadic space thus preserves the mechanism of CICR under these extreme conditions.
Regulation of cytosolic Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+ ]myo is evident at the cellular
level. It is affected strongly by the voltage and [Ca2+ ]myo -dependent properties of the
sarcolemmal currents IN aCa and ICa,L , as well as the [Ca2+ ]myo -dependent properties
of the IP M CA and SERCA pumps. We demonstrate a model-generated whole-cell
Ca2+ balance, which shows the importance of the N a+ /Ca+ exchanger in extruding
the Ca2+ that has entered the cell under normal activity, and also any excess that
might occur when cytosolic Ca2+ levels rise. The variety of experiments emulated in
this study demonstrates quantification of Ca2+ balances for all external and internal
Ca2+ fluxes and shows that the model has long-term stability in regulating cytosolic
Ca2+ , as shown in the 120-sec duration experiments of Negretti et al. (Fig. 3.14) at
a pulse repetition rate of 0.33 Hz., and the faster paced stimulation at 4Hz shown in
Fig. 3.8A.
We have examined the dyadic component of the ICa,L with regard to its Ca2+
-dependent inactivation as a function of jSR Ca2+ content (Fig. 3.11C). Trigger
current is voltage-dependent and therefore parameterized by clamp pulse amplitude
(Fig. 3.1A). In addition, its inactivation is Ca2+ dependent, especially during Ca2+
release. At a constant depolarizing voltage pulse, the pre-release jSR Ca2+ content
dictates the peak of the cytosolic Ca2+ transient (Fig. 3.10A), by controlling peak
Ca2+ concentration in individual dyads. As jSR Ca2+ content increases, so does
the peak dyadic Ca2+ concentration, and the amount of sarcolemmal Ca2+ influx
declines due to greater Ca2+ dependent inactivation. This autoregulatory feedback
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mechanism helps to establish a stable operating point for jSR Ca2+ content. Transient
increases in jSR Ca2+ content bring about increases in Ca2+ release, but reflexly,
decrease sarcolemmal Ca2+ influx via ICa,L . Coupled with other dyadic and extradyadic mechanisms (IN aCa ) that decrease [Ca2+ ]myo and hence Ca2+ -uptake via the
SERCA pump, jSR Ca2+ content decreases. For decreases in jSR Ca2+ content, the
opposite occurs, so that regardless of the sign of the perturbation in jSR Ca2+ content,
it tends to stay constant in the steady-state. This is an important feature of the dyadic
mechanism that preserves the integrity of CICR. The gain of this feedback system
about the operating point is visualized as the slope of the peak Ca2+ transient vs SR
Ca2+ content characteristic (Fig. 3.10A) for a given voltage pulse level. Observing
this figure, we note that there is a linear operating range beyond which the system
gain increases dramatically. Our model results also show that a decrease of jSR Ca2+
content (simulated either by a decrease of Ca2+ uptake into the LSR by thapsigargin
or an increase of Ca2+ leak out of the jSR by caffeine) decreases systolic [Ca2+ ]myo ,
and hence the model might serve as a useful adjunct in a study of heart failure,
where decreased contractility as a result of diminished Ca2+ transients are commonly
observed [188].

3.4.1

Model Limitations

(a) This model of a rat ventricular myocyte is limited to Ca2+ related channel, exchanger and pumps (ICa,L , IN aCa , IP M CA and SERCA pump), while lacking exclusive N a+ or K + related channels and transporters and is based on data at
positive potentials in the range 10 mV ≤ V ≤ 40 mV. It is aimed at mimicking
voltage clamp conditions where channels other than calcium are blocked, and it
cannot be used to study experiments involving the generation of action potentials.
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However, its focus on the Ca2+ dynamics allows one to comprehend more clearly
the important role of Ca2+ signalling pathways and feedback control systems in
maintaining whole cell homeostasis over a prolonged period of time.
(b) A single dyadic space in our model has one representative, lumped DHP-sensitive
and Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channel, on opposing sarcolemmal and SR surfaces respectively. This simplified configuration does not conform to detailed structural information regarding the geometrical relationships between DHP and RyR-sensitive
Ca2+ channels [189, 126, 190] and thus cannot be used to draw conclusions about
this part of the EC coupling process. However, our lumped abstraction forms
a functional model of the dyadic coupling unit that can produce accurate predictions of cytosolic Ca2+ transients. The effectiveness of this model is further
demonstrated by its ability to accurately characterize the interaction between the
DHP and Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channels, including pulse duration dependent termination of release (Fig. 3.5), Ca2+ dependent inactivation of ICa,L (Figures 3.1,
3.3), as well as the wide variety of whole-cell voltage clamp protocols (Figures
3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14).
(c) Although our model provides secondary Ca2+ tail transients elicited by ICa,L “tail
currents” (Fig. 3.15), this aspect of the model has not been verified extensively
due to paucity of measured VC data showing tail transients over the high voltage
range (40≤V≤60) in rat ventricular myocytes. Our ICa,L tail currents are in general agreement with model generated data at a clamp voltage of 50 mV reported
by Greenstein et al. ([8]; Fig. 8). The restitution time for the RyR channel
in rat ventricular myocytes is believed to be at least 25ms [191] and as fast as
150ms [192] indicating the wide range of values reported in the literature. We
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demonstrate model-generated RyR refractoriness by changing the duration of the
simulated VC pulse and obtain RyR recovery characteristics that are consistent
with measured data for Ca2+ spark restitution in rat ventricular myocytes reported by Sobie et al. [180]. However, our results on this important phenomena,
particularly the onset of tail transients with increasing inter-stimuli interval are
preliminary and further modeling investigations would benefit considerably from
the availability of additional measured data.

3.5

Conclusion

We have developed a mathematical model of Ca2+ dynamics under voltage clamp
conditions in the rat ventricular myocyte, which is based solidly on experimental
data and includes the most extensive description available of a novel feature, namely
the luminal Ca2+ sensor in the junctional SR which models the protein-protein interaction between triadin/junctin, calsequestrin and the RyR channel. The luminal
sensor imparts the much needed refractoriness to the Ry-sensitive Ca2+ release channel. This element is critical in providing realistic fits to cytosolic Ca2+ transients and
an adequate refilling time for the SR Ca2+ stores. Our voltage-clamp simulations
demonstrate graded Ca2+ transients with sufficient gain, as well as quantification of
Ca2+ balances for all external and internal Ca2+ fluxes. Our model of the dyadic
coupling unit (DCU) provides mechanistic explanations of the major input-output
relationship for CICR (Fig. 3.10), as well as its modulation by trigger current (clamp
voltage). The variety of experiments emulated in this study demonstrates that the
model has long-term stability in regulating cytosolic Ca2+ , as shown in the 120-sec
duration experiments of Negretti et al. (Fig. 3.14) at a pulse repetition rate of 0.33
Hz., and the faster (physiological) paced stimulation at 4Hz shown in Fig. 3.8A. It
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also provides biophysically based insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying
whole-cell responses to the wide variety of testing approaches used in voltage clamp
studies of myocytes that have appeared in the literature over the past two decades
(Figures 3.11, 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14). Thus, the model serves as a platform for the
predictive modeling of VC investigations in a number of areas. These include new
hypotheses with regards to the under-expression of triadin/junctin resulting in a malfunctioning luminal sensor, which could affect long-term calcium stability of the cell
(Fig. 3.8B), and/or changes in the refractoriness of the RyR Ca2+ channel (Figures
3.7 and 3.15) affecting the integrity of CICR under a variety of conditions. These
are fundamental issues that would benefit from a better mechanistic understanding
of deranged calcium signalling in the rat ventricluar myocyte. This study is aimed at
providing an initial step towards this goal.
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Chapter 4
Myocyte Electromechanics
4.1

Background

Cardiac muscle contraction is a result of a transient increase in myoplasmic Ca2+
concentration [Ca2+ ]myo . Sarcolemmal membrane depolarization triggers Ca2+ influx via dihydropyridine (DHP)-sensitive L-type Ca2+ channels. Following diffusion
across a small sub-membrane dyadic space, this influx activates ryanodine receptors
(RyRs) controlling ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+ release channels in the junctional portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR). Fabiato and Fabiato [8] named the process
calcium-induced calcium release (CICR). Ca2+ subsequently diffuses from the dyadic
space into the myoplasm. Ultimately, myoplasmic Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+ ]myo
is returned to resting levels by combination of: (a) Ca2+ buffering in the dyadic
space and myoplasm; (b) sequestration of Ca2+ by sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ -ATPase (SERCA)-type calcium pumps lining the longitudinal portion of
the sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR); and (c) Ca2+ extrusion from the myoplasm by
N a+ /Ca2+ exchangers and Ca2+ -ATPase pumps on the sarcolemmal membrane.

Ca2+ is an extremely important and highly versatile second messenger in cardiac
cells, which plays a crucial role not only in excitation-contraction (E-C) coupling
but also in excitation-transcription coupling [48]. Various inter-connected Ca2+ signalling pathways help preserve the integrity of the cellular Ca2+ system despite any
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disturbances (e.g., changes in stimulation frequency or inotropic state). A key role
for the dyadic Ca2+ release system is the formation of an adequate myoplasmic Ca2+
transient that can serve as an input driving signal for the intracellular contractile
machinery (the myofilaments). The resultant contractile response is conditioned by a
number of additional factors that include the mechanical load; sarcomere equilibrium
length; myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity; and the temperature. Although it is well-known
that the contractile response of a cell is a function of the stimulation frequency (its
force-frequency response (FFR)), this study is limited to an investigation at 5 Hz
(unless otherwise specified), a physiologically relevant heart rate for a rat ventricular
myocyte.

4.2

Testing Protocol

We employ our coupled multiphysics model describing the electrochemical as well
as the mechanical subsystems to study cellular contraction emphasizing the various
modulatory influences that are at play. We begin with a detailed analysis of different
types of twitch response to better understand the influence of various factors such as
sarcomere length, peak [Ca2+ ]myo and the stiffness of the contractile element in cell
shortening, followed by a comparative study of these twitch responses. The negative
feedback of cellular contraction on the myoplasmic Ca2+ -transient [193, 194] is also
investigated. We then perform an idealized virtual experiment similar to that carried
out in an experimental study [195] to uncover the regulation of cell contraction by
N a+ /Ca2+ exchange, and in the process identifying the role of the SERCA pump
in facilitating this effect. We then model the effects of temperature [196] on cardiac
contractile response. This is followed by a study identifying the role of myofilament
Ca2+ sensitivity as a key factor influencing the degree of cell shortening. In particular,
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the effect of β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol, which is known to cause a decrease
in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity [55], is investigated. Hence, we have developed an
integrated multiphysics model of rat ventricular cell electromechanics and now seek
to study its response to various tests prescribed by elements of the virtual protocol
above. In doing so, we hope to identify and clarify the role played by key factors
involved in modulation of the cell’s contractile response.

4.3

Results

From our modeling standpoint, the dyadic coupling unit (DCU) as defined by Krishna
et al. [66] is a fundamental element involved in the mechanism of CICR. This previous
study described the control features of this unit, as well as its interaction with the
SERCA pump and free sarcolemmal pumps and exchangers to achieve a homeostatic
regulation of myoplasmic Ca2+ concentration. We now extend our voltage clamp
studies to address the subject of force generation following CICR, starting with the
classical twitch responses below.

4.3.1

Twitch Responses

A twitch response, which is a brief contractile response of a cardiac cell elicited by
dynamically changing activator Ca2+ , is a commonly used experimental characterization. Following are the three types of recordings commonly used to quantify force
generation in isolated cardiac cells: (1) isosarcometric contraction which is experimentally obtained by incorporating feedback sarcomere length (SL) control using
laser diffraction techniques [197, 198, 199]; (2) unloaded contraction where the cell is
allowed to contract freely; and (3) isometric contraction where overall muscle length
is fixed, but sarcomere length is not controlled, allowing considerable internal short-
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ening as a result of compliant end connections (series elastic element). All the twitch
studies are carried out at 22.5◦ C [1] to be consistent with the data cited. Under all
three loading conditions, the cell is subjected to conditioning train of steady state
(100 cycles) voltage clamp pulses at 5 Hz followed by a 0.8 s rest interval (allowing
decay to a zero force resting state) which is subsequently followed by a single test
twitch for which a transient lasting 1 s is obtained. The voltage clamp protocol used
is a 50 ms step pulse to 10 mv from a holding potential of -40 mv. In this study, we report a normalized force with a maximum value of 1 possible under optimal conditions
such as high [Ca2+ ]myo , isosarcometric loading (SL = 2.3 µm) and low temperature
allowing maximum overlap of thick and thin filaments.

Isosarcometric Contraction
As mentioned above, in isosarcometric contraction, SL is maintained constant via
external feedback control. We simulate this type of contraction under two distinct
conditions: modulation of developed force by fixed changes in (A) SL, and (B) myoplasmic Ca2+ concentration. In case ‘A’ while SL is fixed at different values, the
input Ca2+ -transient is kept identical (elicited by the standard 50 ms voltage clamp
pulse at 5 Hz). In case ‘B’ while the level of activator Ca2+ is modulated, SL is kept
fixed at 2.3 µm.
(A) The steady state force-[Ca2+ ] (F-Ca) relationship shown in Fig. 4.1A-i exhibits a leftward shift and an increase in developed maximum plateau force as SL is
clamped at increasing lengths. This leftward shift results from an increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity as SL is increased. Figure 4.1A-ii shows the temporal course
of normalized force as SL is changed in steps from 1.8 to 2.3 µm. The waveshape of
standard Ca2+ -transient is overlaid in dotted lines in this figure. Although an increase
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in SL (traces marked + to ∗) does not cause a large variation in the time to peak force
(TTP), it does result in an increase in peak force magnitude and twitch duration as
the result of an increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity. These characteristics show
a strong correspondence with measured data from rat ventricular myocytes tested at
similar (∼ 22.5 ◦ C) temperatures [198, 167, 200]. The correlation coefficient of the
speed of contraction and relaxation has been experimentally observed [201] to be very
close (> 0.98). The inset in Fig. 4.1A-ii is a plot of the rate of relaxation (reciprocal of time taken for 50% sarcomere relaxation (RT50 )) versus rate of contraction
(reciprocal of time taken for peak sarcomere contraction (TTP)) for increasing SL.
This linear relationship highlights contraction-relaxation coupling, and represents a
key intrinsic property of the contractile myofilaments [201]. Figure 4.1A-iii shows
the phase plots of normalized force versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in
the cytosol for increasing SL (traces marked + to ∗) overlayed with two steady state
F-Ca relationships corresponding to SL = 1.8 µm (+) and SL = 2.3 µm (∗). The
assessment of dynamic and steady-state Ca2+ relationships allows better analysis of
the phase-plane loops of force versus [Ca2+ ]. The active twitch curve is related to the
steady-state values to determine, at what isochrone the dynamic force-[Ca2+ ] value
equals that obtained in the steady-state relationship. This point of intersection of
the steady state F-Ca trace and the corresponding phase plot gives the contractionrelaxation coupling point (CRCP, marked as ◦) from initiation of stimulation [75].
Time is implicit on the phase trajectory and at time instants prior to reaching the
critical coupling point for a particular trajectory, [Ca2+ ]myo exceeds the value of Ca2+
predicted by the steady state F-Ca relationship. This excess favors continued sarcomere contraction. At later time points beyond the CRCP, the developed force is greater
than that predicted by the steady state curve, which favors myofilament relaxation.
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(B) Increasing background [Ca2+ ]myo causes a leftward shift in steady state F-SL
relationship as shown in Fig. 4.1B-i. The increase in maximal plateau force with
increase in background [Ca2+ ]myo is observed to be less prominent at higher levels
of activator Ca2+ in the myoplasm. In Fig. 4.1B-ii the activator Ca2+ is varied
by modulating the peak of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient by adjusting the voltage clamp
pulse duration (an increase in pulse duration from 5 ms to 50 ms increased peak
[Ca2+ ]myo from 0.5 to 1.1 µM respectively). This protocol allows for the peak of the
transient to be changed without a significant change in the duration of the transient
(Krishna et al. [66] ; Fig. 11). The traces correspond to increasing peak values
from 0.5 (•) to 1.1 (∗) µM. Although similar to case with increasing SL, increasing
activator Ca2+ results in a relatively non-linear increase in peak force generated. As
shown in Fig. 4.1A-i, the steady state F-Ca relationship is characterized by a Hill
function as experimentally observed [199]. The time-to-peak force (TTP) remains
relatively unaffected by the amount of activator Ca2+ causing the twitch response.
Inset in Fig. 4.1B-ii shows the dependence of TD50 (time taken from 50% activation
to 50% relaxation) on peak [Ca2+ ]myo indicating an increase in twitch duration with
increasing levels of activator Ca2+ . Figure 4.1B-iii shows the phase plots of normalized
force versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in the myoplasm for increasing
peak [Ca2+ ]myo (traces marked • to ∗) overlayed with a steady state F-Ca relationships
corresponding to SL = 2.3 µm (∗). The contraction-relaxation coupling point (◦)
traverses along the F-Ca relationship to increasing values of [Ca2+ ] and force with
increasing peak [Ca2+ ]myo .
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Figure 4.1 : Twitch response - Isosarcometric contraction (A) Modulation of sarcomere length - (i) Steady state F-Ca relationships for increasing SL. (ii) Traces for
normalized force with SL varied from 1.8 (+) to 2.3 (∗) µm in increments of 0.1 µm.
The Ca2+ transient responsible for each of the traces is shown in the overlay. The
inset shows the rate of relaxation versus rate of contraction for increasing sarcomere
length (reciprocal of RT50 , time taken for 50% sarcomere relaxation versus reciprocal
of TTP, time taken for peak sarcomere contraction). (iii) Phase plots of normalized
force versus instantaneous [Ca2+ ]myo for increasing SL overlayed with two steady state
F-Ca relationships corresponding to SL = 1.8 (+) and 2.3 µm (∗). (B) Modulation
of Peak [Ca2+ ]myo - (i) Steady state F-SL relationships for increasing background
[Ca2+ ]myo . (ii) Sarcomere length is held constant at 2.3 µm while the peak [Ca2+ ]myo
transient is scaled down by decreasing the voltage clamp pulse duration. The traces
show the contractile response corresponding to myoplasmic Ca2+ transients with peak
values 1.1(∗), 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 (•) µM. The inset shows the relationship between
TD50 (time taken from 50% activation to 50% relaxation) and activator Ca2+ . (iii)
Phase plots of normalized force versus instantaneous [Ca2+ ]myo for increasing peak
[Ca2+ ]myo overlayed with a steady state F-Ca relationships corresponding to SL = 2.3
µm (∗). Model generated data corresponds to an idealized rat ventricular myocyte
at 22.5◦ C.
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Unloaded Contraction
The protocol for the unloaded case is as follows. The cell is not stretched with preload so that the series elastic element is unattached and is therefore not in play. In
the model of Rice et al. ([1]; Fig.1), the contractile element is shunted by elastic
and viscous damping elements. In that figure, the nonlinear elastic element is characterized by a cubic force vs SL characteristic centered about an equilibrium point
(SL0 =1.9 µm; F=0). In the unloaded case without stimulation, any stored energy
in the system is dissipated and SL decays to the equilibrium point on the passive
force vs SL characteristic. With electrical activation and subsequent Ca2+ release,
active force is developed and SL shortening occurs against the aforementioned passive
restoring forces. Providing the same sequence of voltage clamp pulses as in Fig. 4.1,
an identical sequence of Ca2+ -transients is produced to drive the active contractile
mechanism. Figure 4.2A is a plot of total developed force (active and passive) as a
function of peak [Ca2+ ]myo . This net instantaneous force can become negative when
the magnitude of the passive forces exceeds that of the active component (Fig. 4.2A).
Thus, an increase in activator Ca2+ causes an increase in peak force generated, which
translates into enhanced shortening. Corresponding changes in sarcomeric length as
shown in Fig. 4.2B indicate that increasing levels of activator Ca2+ result in a decrease in time to peak contraction (TTP declined from 156.0 ms (•) to 70.5 ms (∗))
and an increase in the rate of relaxation (RT50 computed from time of peak decreased
from 183.0 ms (•) to 157.5 ms (∗)).
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Figure 4.2 : Twitch response - Unloaded contraction. (A) The total muscle force
is plotted corresponding to Ca2+ transients with peak values 1.1 (∗), 0.9, 0.8, 0.7,
0.6, 0.5 (•) µM as in Fig. 4.1B. (B) Cell shortening twitches as a function of Ca2+
activation. The cell is allowed to contract from its equilibrium length of 1.9 µm
against the passive elastic and viscous restoring forces in the model of Rice et al. ([1];
Fig.1). Increasing peak translating into increased amount of activator Ca2+ causes
a decrease in time to peak shortening. The inset shows self-normalized sarcomere
length for peak values of 1.1 (∗) and 0.5 (•) µM. Model generated data corresponds
to an idealized rat ventricular myocyte at 22.5◦ C.
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Isometric Contraction
A third type of twitch can be simulated where the cell is kept at a fixed total length,
allowing it to contract in response to Ca2+ release by internal shortening of the
sarcomere made possible by a non-contractile series elastic element whose stiffness
(KSE value) dictates the end compliance and hence the degree of internal shortening.
Increasing KSE values causes an increase in maximal plateau force in steady state
F-Ca relationship as shown in Fig. 4.3A. Figure 4.3B shows traces for total force
(sum of both passive and active force) during an isometric twitch corresponding to
KSE values increased from 1.0 to 50.0 normalized force-µm−1 . With an increase in
end compliance (decrease in KSE), the degree of internal shortening increases and
the total force measured at the cell end decreases, showing a delayed peak and an
increase in rate of relaxation (Fig. 4.3B). The delayed peak occurs because the peak
force is measured when the series elastic element is at its maximum length, which
occurs with greater delay with increasing end compliance. Increasing end compliance
decreases twitch duration (Fig. 4.3B) because, as observed experimentally [202] relengthening hastens relaxation as a result of an increase in mean distortion of the
strongly bound crossbridge states (xXB PreR, xXB PostR in Fig. 2.9) which causes
a decrease in the forward rotation rate of the crossbridges (Eqn. 22, Rice et al. [1]) and
hence a faster force decline. Figure 4.3C shows the phase plots of normalized force
versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in the myoplasm for increasing KSE
values (traces marked • to ∗) overlayed with two steady state F-Ca relationships
corresponding to KSE = 1.0 (•) and KSE = 50.0 (∗). The contraction-relaxation
coupling point (◦) moves to increasing values of [Ca2+ ] and force with increasing
KSE values with the relative change in [Ca2+ ] being smaller than force. Figure 4.3D
shows the corresponding traces for sarcomere length during the isometric twitch. As
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the KSE value is increased from 1 to 50 the decreasing compliance results in a decline
in cell shortening accompanied by a decrease in time to peak shortening from 122 ms
to 92 ms (Fig. 4.3D).
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Figure 4.3 : Twitch response - Isometric contraction. The cell is held at a constant
total length but the sarcomere is allowed to contract via a series elastic element. (A)
Steady state F-Ca relationships for increasing KSE values. (B) Traces for total muscle
force during an isometric twitch with KSE values of 1(•), 1.4, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 and
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= 1.0 (•) and 50.0 (∗). (D) Sarcomere length traces showing internal shortening.
Model generated data corresponds to an idealized rat ventricular myocyte at 22.5◦ C.

Figure 4.4 shows the three types of simulated twitch responses studied, compared
in their force vs. time plots, as well as in their normalized force vs. [Ca2+ ]myo
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phase diagrams. This plotting format aids in drawing a comparison that highlights
the unique characteristics of each loading condition. The protocol used here is a
steady state 5 Hz stimulation without a rest interval before the test twitch (unlike
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). Figure 4.4A shows that the isosarcometric case results
in maximum force development, whereas the unloaded case records the minimum
force for identical sarcomere length and initial conditions. Figure 4.4B shows the
phase plots of normalized force versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in the
cytosol constructed from model-generated data captured at steady state (the last in
a train of stimuli comprising 100 cycles at 5 Hz stimulation) from a twitch caused
by a [Ca2+ ]myo transient resulting from a voltage clamp pulse (amplitude -40 mv to
10 mv and a duration of 50 ms). The initial pre-contraction sarcomere length in the
isometric case and the sarcomere length clamp in the isosarcometric case are both set
to 2.2 µm whereas the equilibrium length in the unloaded case is chosen as 1.9 µm
[1].
In the case of an isosarcometric contraction the net force comprises only the active
component due to the tension generated by the sarcomere trying to contract. Phase
‘a’ in Fig. 4.4B-i is indicative of the delay in the contractile response when compared
to the [Ca2+ ]myo transient. However, soon after the [Ca2+ ]myo reaches its peak (•),
the sarcomere begins to contract, resulting in a gradual increase in force, achieving a
maximum () as seen in phase ‘b’ of Fig. 4.4B-i. As active force increases, a decline
in level of activator Ca2+ in the cytosol ultimately causes a recovery to the minimum
contractile state (I), as shown in phase ‘c’ of Fig. 4.4B-i.
Total force generated by an unloaded cell during contraction against its internal
restoring force is a combination of the active component attributed to tension generating action of cycling crossbridges and the passive component attributed to titin
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and other cytoskeletal elements. Passive force generated has a negative contribution to the net force for SL values lower than the equilibrium length. Hence, the
competition between the active and passive components of force gives the trace in
Fig. 4.4B-ii its characteristics. During phase ‘a’ in Fig. 4.4B-ii, as the Ca2+ level
in the cytosol increases towards its peak value (•), the sarcomere attains maximum
contraction velocity (H), which is followed by a steep increase in net force as shown
in phase ‘b’ of Fig. 4.4B-ii. However, decreasing sarcomere length increases the negative contribution from the passive component of force resulting in the first transient
decline shown in phase ‘c’ of Fig. 4.4B-ii. The increased Ca2+ binding to troponin in
response to the rise in activator Ca2+ in the cytosol enhances the active component
of force, allowing the cell to reach peak net contractile force (). The fast decline
in sarcomere length which causes a rapid increase in the passive component of force
results in the second transient decline as shown in phase ‘d’ of Fig. 4.4B-ii. However,
a subsequent decrease in cell shortening soon allows an increase in net force lasting
for a short duration (while the SL reaches its minimum ()). The declining Ca2+
level in the cytosol, an outcome of SR uptake, then causes a gradual recovery to the
resting state (I).
As shown in Fig. 4.4A, for the same activator Ca2+ , although the total muscle
force generated during isometric contraction exhibits a triphasic response similar to
an isosarcometric contraction, its own unique characteristics are a delayed time to
peak (an increase from 84.5 ms to 119 ms) and relatively smaller magnitude. As
shown in phase ‘a’ of Fig. 4.4B-iii, the increase in Ca2+ concentration is not reflected
in a fast mechanical response. After [Ca2+ ]myo reaches its peak (•), the tension in
the sarcomere begins to build up (phase ‘b’ of Fig. 4.4B-iii) although at a slower rate
(compare isometric and isosarcometric traces in Fig. 4.4A), causing a delayed time
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to peak (84 ms and 120 ms in isosarcometric and isometric cases, respectively) due
to the presence of the series elastic element which facilitates slow internal shortening.
The sarcomere achieves peak contraction () when the total muscle force reaches its
maximum (), following which the cell recovers back to the minimum contractile
state (I) as shown in phase ‘c’, Fig. 4.4B-iii. During isometric contraction (KSE
= 2) the afterload (due to the series elastic element) tracks the active component
of force generated due to the tension developed in the sarcomere while the passive
component of force (attributed to titin and other cytoskeletal elements) is small in
magnitude owing to a much smaller degree of sarcomere contraction achieved when
compared to the unloaded case (compare trace marked ∗ in Fig. 4.2B and the trace
for KSE=2 in Fig. 4.3D).

4.3.2

Effect of Contraction on the [Ca2+ ]myo Transient

The myoplasmic [Ca2+ ]myo transient which follows SR release acts as the trigger for
myofilament contraction. However, the contracting myofilament also has a feedback
effect on the shape of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient as a result of Ca2+ binding to the low
affinity regulatory sites on troponin in the myofilament. The Ca2+ affinity of this
site depends on both the sarcomere length as well as the fraction of strongly-bound
crossbridges (Eq. 37, Rice et al. [1]). The protocol used to test these effects is similar
to that employed by Janssen and de Tombe [203], wherein the cell is stimulated at 5
Hz for 9 beats under conditions of isometric contraction (KSE=2) followed by a 0.8 s
rest interval allowing decay to a zero force resting state. This is followed by the 10th
beat for which a transient lasting 1 s is obtained. On the 10th beat, the cell is allowed
to sarcometrically shorten as usual (•) or a sarcometric length clamp is imposed at
a fixed sarcomere length of 2.2 µm (∗). At the onset of Ca2+ -activation of troponin
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Figure 4.4 : Twitch responses - A comparison between three types of steady state
twitch responses from an isolated rat ventricular myocyte viz. isosarcometric, unloaded and isometric (KSE = 2). Fixed SL in the isosarcometric case and the initial
pre-contraction SL in the isometric case are chosen as 2.2 µm. Equilibrium SL in the
unloaded case is 1.9 µm. (A) Traces for normalized force in each of the three cases
with an overlay of normalized [Ca2+ ]myo transient responsible for the twitch and (B)
Phase plots of normalized force versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in the
cytosol in each of the three cases. Note the overlap of  and  in panel iii. Model
generated data corresponds to an idealized rat ventricular myocyte at 22.5◦ C.

on the 10th beat, initial conditions for the two different loading tests (isometric and
isosarcometric) are identical. Sarcomere length changes under both loading conditions
are shown in Fig. 4.5A. As observed earlier in Figs. 4.4B(i) and (iii) as well as in
Fig. 4.5B, isosarcometric conditions generate a larger force than isometric, due to
enhanced myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity reflected by a decrease in EC50 from 0.59 µM
(•) to 0.5 µM (∗) (steady state F-Ca relationships shown in the inset in Fig. 4.5B)
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and increased Ca2+ -binding to troponin. This binding causes a small (<1%) decline
in the magnitude of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient (Fig. 4.5C). Subsequently, as the Ca2+ transient starts to decay, Ca2+ dissociates from troponin, slightly decreasing the rate
of decline of the Ca2+ -transient. When the falling phases of the Ca2+ -transients for
the two loading conditions are compared, the isosarcometric Ca2+ -transient decays
more slowly and its curve crosses over the isometric Ca2+ -transient. Although Janssen
et al. [203] reported an increase in Ca2+ transient due to uncontrolled shortening, the
crossover was not observed as the noise level was too large. However, the crossover
effect has been reported in other studies on rat ventricular trabeculae [193, 194] using
long and short sarcomere length twitches producing larger changes in developed force
and hence the shape of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient (>5% change in peak value).
4.3.3

Regulation of Isometric Cell Shortening by Na+ /Ca2+ Exchange

During stable, steady-state operation, Ca2+ entry into the cytosol via ICa,L and SR
release must exactly balance Ca2+ efflux via the sarcolemmal N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger
(NCX), plasma membrane Ca2+ -ATPase pump, and Ca2+ -uptake to the SR by the
SERCA pump. To study the role of the NCX in isometric SL shortening we develop
a virtual experimental protocol loosely patterned after a study on rat ventricular
myocytes [195]. In our experiment, isometric contraction is stimulated by voltage
clamp pulses at 5 Hz.
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Figure 4.5 : Feedback of internal shortening on myoplasmic [Ca2+ ]myo transient. The
protocol used comprises of 9 beats of isometric contraction followed by a 0.8 s rest
interval and beat 10 (shown above) when the cell is allowed to internally shorten (•)
or held at a fixed sarcomere length of 2.2 µm (∗). (A) The sarcomere length in both
the cases shows the degree of contraction when the cell is allowed to internally shorten
via a series elastic element (KSE = 2). (B) Isosarcometric case shows enhanced force
when compared to the isometric case. The inset shows corresponding steady state
F-Ca relationships (C) As seen in experimental studies, the isosarcometric case shows
a modest decrease in [Ca2+ ]myo transient. Model generated data corresponds to an
idealized rat ventricular myocyte at 22.5◦ C.
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In phase A of the experiment, 30 clamp pulses are applied resulting in regular
isometric contractions. This is immediately followed by phase B where the NCX is
assumed partially inhibited (achieved in the model by a 25% decrease in maximum
N a+ /Ca2+ exchange current) by rapid superfusion of a bathing solution containing
a NCX inhibitor (e.g. Phe-Arg-Cys-Arg-Ser-Phe-CONH2 (FRCRSFa) or exchanger
inhibitory peptide (XIP) which are known [204] to cause selective NCX inhibition).
This is followed by phase C where rapid superfusion with normal bathing solution
completely removes the inhibitor, thus restoring exchanger activity to initial levels.
It is well known that a decrease in NCX activity (Phase B, Fig. 4.6A) results in
an increase in SR Ca2+ content as a result of the excess Ca2+ in the cytosol being
resequestered into the SR via the SERCA pump. Figure 4.6B elucidates the relative
contribution of the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger and the SERCA pump in Ca2+ extrusion
from the cytosol, showing an increase in the relative role of SERCA pump as a result
of inhibition in NCX activity. As observed experimentally [195] this enhancement in
SR Ca2+ content results in an increased availability of activator Ca2+ following release
(Fig. 4.6C) which in turn enables improved cell shortening as seen by an enhancement
in peak to peak amplitude of contraction in Fig. 4.6D (∆ increases from 0.0848 µm
to 0.0977 µm) and is accompanied by a decrease in mean sarcomere length (∆m =
0.0217 µm). A similar study (not shown here) involving a sudden increase in NCX
activity instead of a decrease resulted in an opposite (a decrease in SR Ca2+ content
causing diminished release and hence a decrease in degree of contraction) symmetric
response of similar magnitude indicating strong homeostatic control. Myoplasmic
N a+ concentration (17 mM) remains relatively constant throughout and hence is not
involved in this indirect control of myofilament contractility. Our virtual experiment
only approximates the actual experiment in that we assume the ability to make very
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rapid changes in the composition of the bathing medium relative to the time constants
involved in the response. However, the model generated responses in steady state can
be compared with measured steady state response in the presence/absence of NCX
inhibition using selective blocking agents that allow complete post-washout recovery
[204].
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Figure 4.6 : Regulation of isometric cell contraction by N a+ /Ca2+ exchange. The
protocol used for the isometric contraction is stimulation at 5 Hz comprising of 30
beats when the cell undergoes unperturbed contraction (phase A) followed by 30 beats
(phase B) when the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger function is partially inhibited after which
the inhibition is relieved allowing the cell to recover to a steady state control during
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Relative role of the N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger and the SERCA pump. (C) Myoplasmic
Ca2+ concentration. (D) Sarcomere length in response to IN aCa inhibition. Model
generated data corresponds to an idealized rat ventricular myocyte at 22.5◦ C.
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4.3.4

Effect of Temperature on Contractile Performance

Temperature is known to have a strong effect on the L-type Ca2+ current (ICa,L ),
the Ca2+ -transient and the contractile mechanics. One very significant effect of temperature on whole-cell ICa,L is the pronounced increase in its rate of decline with
an increase in temperature [205, 206]. Thus, with an increase from room to body
temperature, peak inward trigger current increases but the waveform becomes much
narrower. Figure 4.7A shows model-generated ICa,L waveforms at temperatures between 22◦ C (+) and 38◦ C (∗) in steps of 4◦ C, where one can observe the increase in
peak current but also the increased rate of decline in the trigger current waveform
with an increase in temperature. Specifically, peak ICa,L at 22◦ C was 8.31 pA/pF
compared with 15.05 pA/pF at 38◦ C, whereas time taken for 50% ICa,L inactivation (RT50,I ) decreased from 10.75 ms at 22◦ C to 2.95 ms at 38◦ C (inset in Fig.
4.7A). These indices are in general agreement with measured voltage clamp data
[206, 207] obtained from rat ventricular trabeculae. Although skinned rat ventricular
preparations have been used extensively in studies of the cardiac contractile process,
data from such preparations violates the assumptions of our whole cell electromechanical model. The integrity of the plasma membrane components and intricate
Ca2+ -regulatory system are compromised to some degree, regardless of the skinning
technique used. Therefore, we have chosen to consider only data from rat ventricular
myocytes or ultra-thin rat ventricular trabeculae to help validate the model. The
decrease in integrated ICa,L and faster SR uptake with increasing temperature together cause a decline in peak and duration of the Ca2+ -transient as shown in Fig.
4.7B. This agrees with the experimental findings by Janssen et al. ([167]; Fig. 1)
on thin rat ventricular trabeculae. RT50,C corresponding to the Ca2+ -transient (time
taken for 50% decline in [Ca2+ ]myo ) decreased from 22.8 ms at 22◦ C to 18.5 ms at
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38◦ C (inset in Fig. 4.7B). Myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity increases with an increase
in temperature as a result of a temperature dependent enhancement in crossbridge
cycling rate [208, 209, 210]. Traces for the steady state F-Ca relationship in Fig.
4.7C show a temperature dependent increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity with no
significant change in maximum plateau force. An increase in temperature from 22◦ C
(+) to 38◦ C (∗) results in a decrease in EC50 from 0.55 µM to 0.44 µM (inset in Fig.
4.7C).
As experimentally observed [167], a decrease in peak and duration of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient with increasing temperature results in a corresponding overall decrease in
peak developed contractile force and twitch duration. Our simulations show changes
in ICa,L and [Ca2+ ]myo in Figs. 4.7A and B, and corresponding changes in developed
force in Fig. 4.7D with increasing temperature. As the temperature is increased from
22◦ C to 30◦ C, traces for normalized force in Fig. 4.7D show a small increase in peak
amplitude despite a decline in the amount of activator Ca2+ responsible for contraction due to a temperature dependent increase in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity (Fig.
4.7C). This increase in peak developed force at low, non-physiological temperatures
is confirmed by Janssen et al. ([167]; Fig. 1). However, as the temperature is increased further from 30◦ C to 38◦ C, further decreases in peak [Ca2+ ]myo cause strong
decreases in peak developed force. Figure 4.7D shows that an increase in temperature
was accompanied by a decrease in both time to peak (TTP) as well as RT50,F (time
taken for 50% decline in force). The inset in Fig. 4.7D shows the linear relationship [201, 211] between rate of relaxation versus rate of contraction for increasing
temperature (reciprocal of RT50,F versus reciprocal of TTP).
Figure 4.7E shows phase plots of normalized force versus instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in the myoplasm for increasing temperatures (22◦ C (+) to 38◦ C (∗) in
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steps of 4◦ C) overlayed with two steady state F-Ca relationships corresponding to
22◦ C (+) and 38◦ C (∗). The contraction-relaxation coupling point (◦) moves to decreasing values of [Ca2+ ] and force with increasing temperature. Phase-plane analysis
of normalized force versus instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in the myoplasm reveals
that, as the temperature is increased from 22◦ C to 38◦ C, the relaxation phase moves
to the right towards the corresponding steady-state F-Ca relationship. This suggests
that, with increase in temperature there is a departure from cross-bridge kinetics being the rate-limiting factor in cardiac relaxation to a more Ca2+ -driven mechanism.
As evident from Fig. 4.7D, the inset in Fig. 4.7E shows the temperature dependence
of peak force developed indicating a moderate increase at low (< 30◦ C) temperatures
with a strong decline at temperatures above 30◦ C. Traces for SL shortening in Fig.
4.7F corresponding to [Ca2+ ]myo transients in panel B, indicate an overall decrease
in sarcomere shortening with increasing temperature which agrees with the trend in
developed force in panel D. Comparison of insets in Fig. 4.7E and F shows the correlation between peak force developed and the corresponding delta change in SL. The
effect of change in temperature on myofilament contractility is a two-stage response
with feedback. Firstly, the [Ca2+ ]myo transient is temperature sensitive owing largely
to the temperature dependence of the trigger current ICa,L . Secondly, the cellular
contractile machinery is highly temperature sensitive due the strong temperature dependence of rate kinetics involved in the formation of crossbridges. In addition, the
process of crossbridge formation is known to have a small feedback effect on the
[Ca2+ ]myo transient as seen in Fig. 4.5. As the temperature is increased from 22◦ C
to 30◦ C, the temperature sensitivity of crossbridge kinetics predominates the temperature dependence of [Ca2+ ]myo transient in determining the contractile response.
However, for temperatures from 30◦ C to 38◦ C the opposite holds true.
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Figure 4.7 : Isometric twitch response (KSE = 10.0) for temperatures ranging from
22◦ C to 38◦ C at 5 Hz stimulation. (A) Traces for L-type Ca2+ current (ICa,L ) showing
increasing peak and rate of decline with increase in temperature. The inset shows
the temperature dependence of RT50,I , time required for 50% ICa,L inactivation. (B)
Traces for [Ca2+ ]myo transient for increasing temperatures show a decline in peak.
The inset shows the temperature dependence of RT50,C , time required for 50% decline in [Ca2+ ]myo from its peak value. (C) Steady state F-Ca relationships for increasing temperature. The inset shows the temperature dependence of half maximal
effective concentration (EC50 ). (D) Traces showing temperature dependence of normalized isometric force developed. The inset shows the relationship between rate of
relaxation and rate of contraction. (E) Phase plots of normalized force versus instantaneous [Ca2+ ]myo for increasing temperature overlayed with two steady state F-Ca
relationships corresponding to 22◦ C (+) and 38◦ C (∗). The inset shows temperature
dependence of peak force developed. (F) Sarcomere length corresponding to traces
for force developed in panel D.
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4.3.5

Role of Myofilament Ca2+ Sensitivity

Among various factors influencing the degree of cell shortening achieved in response
to myoplasmic [Ca2+ ]myo transient, the Ca2+ affinity of troponin C regulatory site is
known to be particularly important. Here, we studied the dependence of isometric
force response on myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity (MCS). An increase in Ca2+ affinity is
modeled by a 30% increase in konT (traces marked N in Fig. 4.8), the rate constant for
Ca2+ -binding to troponin regulatory site. Similarly, a decrease in MCS is modeled
by a corresponding decrease in konT (traces marked H in Fig. 4.8). The steady
state F-Ca relationships in Fig. 4.8A show the gradual rightward shift in response
to decreasing MCS as seen experimentally in right ventricular trabeculae from rat
in the presence of bupivacaine [212]. A positive/negative change in MCS results in
the average [Ca2+ ]myo required for half-maximal activation to decrease/increase from
0.61 µM in the control case to 0.47 µM and 0.89 µM respectively. However, the Hill
coefficient was constant (4.0) showing no change in response to modulation in MCS.
Figure 4.8B shows traces of normalized force captured at steady state in response
to a [Ca2+ ]myo transient (overlaid) in the control case as well as with modified myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity. A 30% decrease (from control value) in MCS causes a much
larger change in peak isometric force generated than a 30% increase, highlighting the
nonlinear response. Figure 4.8B shows that an increase in MCS causes a faster onset
of the upstroke in force response and a delay in the start of recovery as a result of
enhancement in Ca2+ binding to troponin. This delay in recovery manifests in an
increase in time to peak from 119.5 ms (•) in the control case to 124 ms (N). Similarly, a decrease in MCS produces an opposite effect resulting in a decrease in time
to peak (112 ms (H)). The two distinct slopes during the upstroke in force response
in Fig. 4.8B are a result of an initial contribution of the strongly bound pre-rotated
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state (XB PreR in Fig. 2.9) followed by the effect of increase in strongly bound
post-rotated state (XB PostR in Fig. 2.9). As shown in the inset in Fig. 4.8B, an
increase in MCS causes an increase in TD50 (time taken from 50% activation to 50%
relaxation).
Phase plots of normalized force versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in
the cytosol are shown in Fig. 4.8C. As observed experimentally [213], a decrease in
myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity causes the gradient (units of normalized force/µM) of
the trajectory during the relaxation phase of the twitch contraction (marked by thick
arrows in Fig. 4.8C) to decrease from 12.4 in the control case to 7.0. A similar but
opposite effect was observed in the rate of relaxation with a corresponding increase
in MCS. A delayed onset of the upstroke in force response as a result of a decrease in
MCS (Fig. 4.8B) causes a distinct loop at high Ca2+ concentrations (trace marked
H in Fig. 4.8C). The traces for sarcomere length in Fig. 4.8D reflect the changes in
force developed, showing an increased degree of shortening with an enhancement in
MCS. Peak shortening velocity also increases with an increase in myofilament Ca2+
sensitivity as shown in Fig. 4.8E.
Effect of Isoproterenol: The β-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (ISO) is known
to cause a decrease in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity as a result of PKA-mediated
phosphorylation of troponin I at Ser23/Ser24 [55, 166]. However, the increase in
amplitude of myoplasmic Ca2+ transient more than compensates for the decrease in
Ca2+ sensitivity in order to facilitate the inotropic effect of β-adrenergic stimulation.
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Figure 4.8 : Dependence of isometric contraction on myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity
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a rightward shift with decreasing myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity. (B) Traces for normalized force recorded at steady state with an overlay of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient.
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Here, we adopt a 1 Hz stimulation protocol used by Roof et al. ([214]; Fig. 1)
to study the effect of 1 µM isoproterenol on isometric contraction and compare it
with the effect of increasing extracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+ ]o ) from 1 mM
(control) to 3 mM. As shown in Fig. 4.9A, administration of 1 µM isoproterenol or
an increase in [Ca2+ ]o to 3 mM causes a substantial (3-fold) enhancement in peak
myoplasmic [Ca2+ ]myo as observed experimentally ([214]; Fig. 1). The isoproterenoldependent effect is a result of PKA mediated dose-dependent increase (23%) in peak
ICa,L current together with an increase (17%) in the maximal uptake rate of the
SERCA pump when compared to the control case (Appendix C.1, Eqs. C.1,C.2 &
C.64-C.66). In the presence of isoproterenol, the significant increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo
causes an increase in the strength of isometric tension developed (Fig. 4.9B) despite
a decrease in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity. Increase in [Ca2+ ]o to 3 mM causes a
similar effect of increasing isometric tension due to an increase in activator Ca2+ in the
cytosol. The increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo is a result of an increase in SR Ca2+ content
due to enhanced Ca2+ entry via ICa,L assisted by impaired N a+ /Ca2+ exchange due
to elevated [Ca2+ ]o . However, compared to β-adrenergic stimulation, the lack of a
decrease in MCS results in a moderately larger developed force. Figure 4.9C shows
the phase plots of normalized force versus the instantaneous Ca2+ concentration in
the cytosol. As expected, either the presence of isoproterenol or an increase in [Ca2+ ]o
causes rightward extension (due to increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo ) of the phase plot and
increases the area enclosed by it due to elevated myoplasmic Ca2+ level combined
with an increase in tension developed. In the presence of isoproterenol, the increase in
isometric tension developed occurs despite a decrease in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity
(Fig. 4.9C) which manifests as an increase (0.65 µM to 0.85 µM) in EC50 , the average
[Ca2+ ]myo at 50% of maximal developed force.
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4.4

Discussion

Myofilament dynamics have been captured by various representations ranging from
the highly simplified models to complex empirical [50, 51] and biophysical models
[1]. While simplified models tend to use an explicit parabolic tension profile [52], the
empirical models use predefined expressions to specify the average force developed by
the cross bridges, based on experimental observations of isolated muscle contraction
under different loading conditions. On the contrary, biophysical models of cardiac
myofilament dynamics include descriptions of cross-bridge cycling and their elastic
properties. An extensive review of various myofilament models in the literature is
given by Trayanova and Rice [53]. We have developed a composite multiphysics model
of excitation-contraction coupling in the rat ventricular myocyte based on a mechanistic electrochemical model of calcium-induced calcium-release (CICR) [66] and a
detailed mechanochemical model of cooperative activation and crossbridge cycling
[1]. After integrating these component models, the resultant multiphysics model of
cardiac electromechanics is used to examine the mechanisms regulating myofilament
contractility in an isolated rat ventricular myocyte under a voltage clamp protocol.
In particular, we have studied the role of different modulatory factors in influencing the various types of twitch response (isosarcometric, unloaded and isometric)
elicited by an isolated rat ventricular myocyte. The dependence of isosarcometric
contraction on the amount of activator Ca2+ available in the myoplasm to trigger
contraction and the sarcomere length which modulates myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity
is demonstrated (Fig. 4.1). Unloaded cell contraction is investigated to understand
the influence of [Ca2+ ]myo transient on the degree of sarcomere contraction achieved
by an unrestrained cell highlighting the enhanced shortening velocity and rate of
recovery with increasing peak [Ca2+ ]myo (shorter time to peak and faster rate of re-
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laxation in the inset in Fig. 4.2B). In agreement with Rice et al. [1] we demonstrate
that in isometric contraction (Fig. 4.3), there can be significant internal shortening
of the sarcomere as the result of compliant end connections (low KSE values).
Ca2+ released as a result of CICR is known to act as an actuator, triggering
myofilament contraction by binding to the low affinity regulatory sites on troponin
C which act as the sensor, the Ca2+ affinity of which is a function of dynamically
changing sarcomere length as well as the fraction of strongly bound crossbridges.
This hence facilitates not only a feedforward but also a moderate feedback interaction
between the [Ca2+ ]myo transient and the myofilament contractile mechanism. This
feedback effect is seen in Fig. 4.5C where the presence of isometric contraction results
in a small decrease in peak Ca2+ transient, a result of the Ca2+ buffering action of
troponin.
Although it is well known that myoplasmic Ca2+ concentration has a direct influence on beat to beat cell shortening, other indirect modulatory influences exist. Of
particular interest is the indirect coupling of the cellular plasma membrane with the
myofilament contractile mechanism. A decrease in N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger function in
extruding Ca2+ from the cytosol results in an increased relative role for the SERCA
pump, augmenting SR Ca2+ content. This in turn results in enhanced release increasing the availability of post-release activator Ca2+ in the cytosol, thus translating into
greater degree of contraction (Fig. 4.6). This completes a control loop that allows
modulation of NCX activity to force a readjustment in myofilament contractility.
Experimental conditions such as temperature strongly influence cardiac myofilament contractility. An increase in temperature results in an increase in sensitivity of
the myofilaments to myoplasmic Ca2+ [196]. As the temperature is increased from
22◦ C to 30◦ C, increasing myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity (Fig. 4.7C) causes a moderate
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increase in peak force despite a decline in peak [Ca2+ ]myo . However, a further increase
to body temperature results in a steep decline in force developed (Fig. 4.7D). Hence,
an increase in temperature from 22◦ C to 38◦ C which results in a decline in peak
[Ca2+ ]myo [167], causes an overall decrease in force developed. This translates into
an overall decrease in the degree of cell shortening with increasing temperature (Fig.
4.7F). This temperature dependent behavior is not captured by the model proposed
by Rice et al. [1] where an increase in temperature causes an increase in peak force
developed as a result of the large Q10 values used (Qfapp , Qhf , Qhb and Qgxb , Table
1, [1]).
Modulation of myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity (MCS) as a result of a change in
Troponin I (TnI) phosphorylation by PKA has been implicated in heart failure [215].
Here we study the role of MCS in modulating myofilament contractile response (Fig.
4.8) an aspect overlooked in recent modeling studies including Rice et al. [1]. In
particular, we model the effect of isoproterenol, a β-adrenergic agonist, which is
known to cause a decline in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity as a result of protein kinase
A (PKA) mediated phosphorylation of troponin I at Ser23/Ser24 [55, 75]. Such a
decline in Ca2+ sensitivity aids myofilament relaxation in the presence of increased
levels of activator Ca2+ . Figure 4.9 shows that an increase in amplitude of the
myoplasmic Ca2+ transient (a cumulative effect of enhancement in trigger current and
increase in uptake rate of the SERCA pump) is more than adequate to compensate
for the decrease in Ca2+ sensitivity, thus facilitating the desired effect of β-adrenergic
stimulation, namely an increase in contractile force generated.
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4.4.1

Model Limitations

1. Our model of a rat ventricular myocyte is limited to Ca2+ related channels,
exchanger and pumps (ICa,L , IN aCa , IP M CA , Iryr and SERCA pump), while
lacking exclusive N a+ or K + related channels and transporters (described in
Krishna et al. [66]). In our voltage clamp protocol, external solution in the
bath is modeled as normal Tyrode with Cs+ substituted for K + . We have represented IN aCs in our model (described in Krishna et al. [66]) by the expression
for N a+ /K + pump formulated by Lindblad et al. [144] replacing K + ion concentrations with the Cs+ ion concentration. While ensuring whole cell N a+ ion
balance, the peak N a+ /Cs+ pump current is modified to be one-sixth to account for the decreased potency of the cation Cs+ in activating the pump. The
voltage-dependence of IN aCs is adopted from the data on N a+ /K + pump from
Hansen et al. [165]. The role of mitochondrial Ca2+ uniporter is not modeled in
this study due to its negligible (< 1%) role in Ca2+ transport from the cytosol
[216]. This model is aimed at mimicking voltage clamp conditions where channels other than calcium are blocked, and it cannot be used to study any action
potential-induced Ca2+ transient-frequency relationship. However, its focus on
the Ca2+ dynamics allows one to comprehend more clearly the important role
of Ca2+ signalling pathways and feedback control systems in maintaining whole
cell homeostasis over a prolonged period of time.
2. The cooperative activation of the thin filament and the strain-dependent transitions of the crossbridge cycle have been approximately modeled as non-spatial,
state-variables. However, this simplification is valid as these transitions are
inherently local phenomena and the model reproduces a wide range of steady
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state and dynamic responses in cardiac muscle [1]. Although a CaM-dependent
pathway is reported [168] to be responsible in modulation of myofibrillar contractility implying a possible CaM mediated role for Ca-dependent kinases or
phosphatases in regulating myofilament contractility (particularly in frequency
dependent acceleration of relaxation), further studies are required to clarify the
molecular mechanisms involved.
3. The temperature dependence of passive force attributed to titin and other cytoskeletal elements is not modeled in this study and the assumption of constant
stiffness for the series elastic element (KSE) does not account for temperature dependent effects. This is an area where the model can be expanded but
additional measured data on the temperature sensitivity of these elements is
necessary. Regardless, our model provides reasonable approximations to the
temperature dependence of developed force in intact thin rat ventricular trabeculae [167].

4.5

Conclusion

We have developed a composite mathematical model for cardiac electromechanics
which includes a detailed description of Ca2+ dynamics under voltage clamp conditions in the rat ventricular myocyte, based on experimental data [66, 1]. We have
investigated the role of different factors including the myoplasmic [Ca2+ ]myo transient
and the sarcomeric length in influencing various types of twitch responses obtained
under different loading conditions (including isosarcometric, isometric and unloaded
conditions). Various control loops influencing cell shortening have been explored. In
particular, the bidirectional interaction of the Ca2+ transient with the myofilament
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contractile mechanism and the importance of indirect SR mediated interaction of the
sarcolemma with the contractile machinery is highlighted by showing the regulation
of isometric contraction by the degree of NCX activity. The effect of temperature on
cell shortening is investigated identifying the differential sensitivity of the [Ca2+ ]myo
transient and the myofilament contractile mechanism. The important role of myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity in force generation is studied with particular emphasis on
the effect of β-adrenergic stimulation on cardiac contractile response. In agreement
with Janssen [211], we also demonstrate a key linear relationship between the rate of
contraction and relaxation, which is shown here to be intrinsically coupled over the
full range of physiological perturbations (including temperature, sarcomeric length,
activator Ca2+ , and isoproterenol; e.g. see insets in Figs. 4.7D, 4.1A-ii).
This study demonstrates that the model has long-term stability in regulating myoplasmic Ca2+ , as shown in the 18-sec duration experiments at a physiological rate
of stimulation (conditioning train of voltage clamp pulses at 5 Hz) shown in Fig. 4.6.
This long term Ca2+ balance under physiological conditions is crucial in facilitating
implementation of this model in large scale simulations such as frequency dependent
studies analyzing cellular force-frequency response. Our study also provides mechanistic insights into whole-cell responses to a wide variety of testing approaches used
in studies of cardiac myofilament contractility that have appeared in the literature
over the past two decades (Figures 4.1-4.8). Thus, the model serves as a platform for
the predictive modeling of VC investigations of cardiac electromechanics pertaining
to the rat ventricular myocyte in a number of areas. These are fundamental issues
that would benefit from a better mechanistic understanding of the cardiac contractile
mechanism in the rat ventricluar myocyte. This study is aimed at providing an initial
step towards this goal.
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Chapter 5
Force-Frequency Response
5.1

Background

Cardiac muscle contraction is a result of a transient increase in intracellular Ca2+
concentration [Ca2+ ]myo . Sarcolemmal (SL) membrane depolarization triggers Ca2+
influx via the dihydropyridine (DHP)-sensitive L-type Ca2+ channels. Following diffusion across a small sub-membrane dyadic space, this influx activates ryanodine
receptors (RyRs) controlling ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+ release channels in the junctional portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (jSR). Fabiato and Fabiato [8] named
the process calcium-induced calcium release (CICR). Ca2+ subsequently diffuses from
the dyadic space into the myoplasm. Ultimately, intracellular Ca2+ concentration
[Ca2+ ]myo is returned to resting levels by combination of: (a) Ca2+ buffering in the
dyadic space and myoplasm; (b) sequestration of Ca2+ by sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic
reticulum Ca2+ -ATPase (SERCA)-type calcium pumps lining the longitudinal portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR); and (c) Ca2+ extrusion from the myoplasm
by N a+ /Ca2+ exchangers and Ca2+ -ATPase pumps on the sarcolemmal membrane.

Ca2+ is an extremely important and highly versatile second messenger in cardiac
cells, which plays a crucial role not only in excitation-contraction (E-C) coupling but
also in excitation-transcription coupling [48]. Various inter-connected Ca2+ signalling
pathways help preserve the integrity of the cellular Ca2+ system despite any changes
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in pacing frequency. Specifically, Ca2+ triggers the CaM-mediated rate-dependent
effects of CaMKII and CaN on the characteristics of the apposed dihydropyridine
(DHP) and ryanodine-sensitive Ca2+ channels in the dyad, whose interaction forms
the basis for CICR. The proteins CaMKII and CaN not only influence the release
mechanism but also affect the SERCA pump either directly or indirectly via phospholamban (PLB), thus modulating the Ca2+ uptake process [148, 149, 150, 151]. It is
also known that β-adrenergic stimulation of the cardiac cell, mediated by the second
messenger cAMP, modulates the frequency dependence of the peak force generated
by the myofilaments, the force-frequency response (FFR). These protein-mediated
and second messenger pathways help maintain Ca2+ homeostasis over a wide range
of stimulation frequencies.
Cardiac contractile function is closely coupled with heart rate (Bowditch effect
[217]). Although positive [218], almost flat [219] and negative [220, 221] peak FFR
have been reported in the literature, it is clear from in-vitro studies involving stimulation in the physiological range of frequencies [222, 223] that rat ventricle exhibits
a positive peak FFR. The issue of force-frequency relationship requires broadened
investigation into the various underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms. We
propose that mathematical modeling would be a useful tool in helping to sort out
this complex issue.

5.2

Results

From our modeling standpoint, the dyadic coupling unit (DCU) as defined by Krishna et al [66] is a fundamental element involved in the mechanism of CICR. These
previous studies have described the control features of this unit, as well as its interaction with the SERCA pump and free sarcolemmal pumps and exchangers to
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achieve a homeostatic regulation of myoplasmic Ca2+ concentration. We now extend
our voltage clamp studies to address the subject of frequency-dependent characteristics of CICR and begin with the study of frequency dependence of the DCU, one of
the most important components of the model. All the frequency-dependent behavior discussed here is at steady state unless otherwise specified. The first task is to
examine the frequency dependence of the ICa,L trigger current, followed by the RyR
Ca2+ channel, highlighting the rate-dependent CaM-mediated signalling involved.
This analysis is followed by examining the SR Ca2+ content and the various factors
controlling it in a rate-dependent manner. A quantitative study of the overall cellular Ca2+ balance is performed to highlight its rate-dependent feature. Emphasis
is placed on relative roles played by the longitudinal sarcoplasmic reticulum (LSR)
membrane SERCA pump and the plasma membrane N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger, as two
principal Ca2+ transport routes in the maintenance of Ca2+ homeostasis. We finally
examine the myoplasmic Ca2+ transient as a function of frequency with a particular
interest in the rate dependence of the force-frequency response (FFR) generated by
the coupled electromechanical model. This is subsequently followed by an investigation of the rate-dependent influence of cAMP-mediated β-adrenergic stimulation on
the cardiac contractile response.

5.2.1

L-type Ca2+ Current (ICa,L )

An increase in stimulation frequency from 0.5 Hz to 8 Hz, results in a frequencydependent monotonic increase in the peak trigger current (inset in Fig. 5.1A and Fig.
5.1B) while slowing down the rate of decline after it reaches its maximum (note the
traces corresponding to 0.5 Hz to 8 Hz in Fig. 5.1A). The most critical mechanism
involved in frequency encoding of the ICa,L channel activity is the rate-dependent
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change in the average level of activated-CaMKII (Fig. 5.1C), which is known to
assist CaM-mediated Ca2+ -dependent facilitation (CDF). As stimulation frequency is
increased from 0.5 Hz to 8 Hz, the increase in peak ICa,L (Fig. 5.1B) closely tracks the
increase in the average level of activated-CaMKII. However, beyond 8 Hz a decrease
in peak is observed (Fig. 5.1B) despite a further increase in CaMKII (Fig. 5.1C).
This occurs as a result of incomplete channel recovery at high (> 8Hz) stimulation
rates, which results in a decline in peak channel open probability (Fig. 5.1D). At
low (0.5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 4.0 Hz) stimulation rates, an increase in activated CaN (85%
to 97%) is also known to enhance ICa,L channel activity, whereas at higher (> 4 Hz)
rates, the lack of a substantial rate-dependent increase in its average level (Fig. 5.1C)
minimizes its role in Ca2+ -dependent facilitation. The maximum value attained by
the open probability of the DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel (Fig. 5.1D) reflects the trend
shown by the peak value of the trigger current over the entire range of stimulation
frequencies investigated (0.5 to 12.0 Hz) investigated. At frequencies less than 8 Hz,
the upstroke velocity of ICa,L current can be seen to increase with an increase in
frequency, but above 8 Hz it begins to decline (Fig. 5.1E) due to insufficient time for
full channel recovery. It is important to note that the model predicts a frequencydependent modulation in peak ICa,L current of less than 20% over the entire frequency
range (0.5 Hz to 12.0 Hz). This small modulation of peak current (Fig. 5.1B) is far
less than the percentile changes in CaMKII activation (50%, Fig. 5.1C), due to the
insufficient time for channel recovery at high (> 4 Hz) stimulation rates.

5.2.2

RyR Ca2+ Release

Fig. 5.2A shows a phase plot of RyR open probability (Po ) versus [Ca2+ ]RyR constructed from model-generated data corresponding to different stimulation rates with
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the inset showing the peak open probability attained by each of the phase loops. As
the stimulation frequency is increased from 0.5 Hz to 4 Hz, a marginal increase (< 1%)
in peak RyR open probability occurs (inset in Fig. 5.2A) as a result of the factors: (a)
a frequency-dependent CaMKII mediated (Fig. 5.2B) ICa,L facilitation (Fig. 5.1A);
(b) a moderate increase in SR Ca2+ content (despite a relatively constant maximal
SERCA uptake rate), due to increased trigger current and the subsequent increase in
[Ca2+ ]myo combined with an increase in [N a+ ]myo (30% in Fig. 5.2B) which impedes
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Ca2+ extrusion via the NCX; and (c) a direct CaMKII-mediated enhancement in RyR
release. As the stimulation frequency is increased from 4 Hz to 8 Hz, despite a moderate increase in both the trigger current and SR Ca2+ content, a small decrease in
RyR open probability occurs as a result of an increase in post-release [Ca2+ ]jSR (Fig.
5.2C), which forces an incomplete luminal sensor-based RyR recovery (as described
in Krishna et al [66]). Beyond 8.0 Hz, the peak RyR open probability decreases due
to two mechanisms: (a) a small parallel decrease in the trigger current (Fig. 5.1B)
indicating a close coupling enforced by a stable CICR, and (b) insufficient time for
full channel recovery, accompanied by a falling pre-release diastolic jSR Ca2+ level
(Fig. 5.2C). Both the declining trigger current and the declining [Ca2+ ]jSR result in a
strong decline in [Ca2+ ]RyR . The decrease in [Ca2+ ]RyR at high (> 8 Hz) frequencies
can be seen in Fig. 5.2A, where the open probability loop for 10 Hz is enclosed within
that of 8 Hz. The frequency dependence of the area enclosed by the loops (which
indicates the amount of SR Ca2+ released into the dyad) mirrors that of the peak
RyR open probability. The SR Ca2+ release from the Ry-sensitive receptor exhibits
strong frequency-dependent behavior as shown in Fig. 5.2D. Instantaneous RyR flux
is obtained by multiplying the open probability by the concentration gradient across
the channel. The rate dependence of the peak instantaneous RyR flux (Fig. 5.2D, E)
is a result of two factors: (a) the frequency dependence of peak RyR open probability
(Fig 5.2A), which indicates the degree of recruitment of RyR release channels; and
(b) the pre-release SR Ca2+ content (Fig. 5.2C), which establishes the initial concentration gradient across the release channel. Figure 5.2D also shows the gradation in
the time required for RyR recovery.
The frequency dependence of RyR release activation (Fig. 5.2F), shares its characteristics with the peak RyR open probability (Fig. 5.2A). Besides increasing trigger
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current, RyR release is also facilitated by increasing levels of activated-CaMKII (Fig.
5.2E) and increasing SR Ca2+ content(Fig. 5.2C). The frequency-dependent modulation of RyR inactivation rate (Fig. 5.2F) mimics the rate dependence of minimum SR
Ca2+ levels reached after release (Fig. 5.2C), mediated via the luminal sensor. With
increasing stimulation frequency (0.5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 8.0 Hz), despite decreasing time available for uptake, increasing pre-release SR Ca2+ content is achieved only by increased
rate of SR filling. This increased rate of SR filling translates into a faster decline in
inhibition via the luminal sensor (a RyR inactivation mechanism described in Krishna
et al [66]). Hence, the rate of inactivation decreases as the frequency is increased from
0.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz (Fig. 5.2F) owing to increasing SR Ca2+ content in this range of
frequencies. With increase in frequency, the rate-dependent increase in the level of
activated-CaMKII in the dyadic space also causes an increased CaMKII-mediated upregulation of the ryanodine receptor [118, 121, 119, 110, 111, 112, 113]. This CaMKII
mediated up-regulation delays the onset of declining SR Ca2+ content-driven (8.0 Hz
≤ f ≤ 12.0 Hz) increase in the rate of RyR channel inactivation.
The RyR channel experiences a frequency-dependent modulation by both the
trigger current and the amount of activated-CaMKII on its dyadic side. On its luminal
side, it experiences modulation by the luminal sensor (as described in Krishna et al
[66]) controlling refractoriness, and the SR Ca2+ content providing the drive for Ca2+
through the channel.

5.2.3

SR Ca2+ Content

The frequency dependence of pre-release Ca2+ level in the SR is a result of several factors namely: (a) available [Ca2+ ]myo for sequestration; (b) the rate-dependent behavior of the SERCA pump; (c) the frequency dependence of the release characteristics
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Frequency-dependent changes in average Iryr activation and inactivation rates. The
legend for traces in panel A is shared by panel D.

of Ry-sensitive Ca2+ channel; and (d) the cumulative transmembrane Ca2+ transport
via ICa,L and NCX. The combined effect of these factors results in the biphasic relationship (inset in Fig. 5.3A) between free Ca2+ content in the SR and the frequency
of stimulation. As the frequency is increased from 0.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz, the SR Ca2+
content increases due to the following frequency-dependent, active CaMKII-mediated
effects: (a) enhancement of maximal uptake rate of the SERCA pump due to increase
in PLB phosphorylation (Fig. 5.3B) assisted by increasing levels of activated-CaMKII
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(Fig. 5.3C); (b) decrease in the half-activation constant for the forward (myoplasm
to SR) operation of the SERCA pump (Fig. 5.3D) translating into increased Ca2+
sensitivity of the pump for uptake; and (c) increase in half-activation constant for the
backward (SR to myoplasm) operation of the SERCA pump (Fig. 5.3D), reducing
tendency for back-flow via the SERCA pump. The increase in SR Ca2+ content is
also facilitated by a CaMKII mediated enhancement in ICa,L as well as inhibition of
Ca2+ extrusion via NCX due to increasing [N a+ ]myo . As the stimulation frequency
is gradually increased further from 8.0 Hz to 12.0 Hz, a steep decrease in SR Ca2+
content is observed (inset in Fig. 5.3A). This frequency-dependent decrease in prerelease SR Ca2+ content at very high (> 8.0 Hz) stimulation frequencies is a result
of the following: (a) a decrease in maximal uptake rate of the SERCA pump (Fig.
5.3B) along with a significant decrease in time available for resequestration of cytosolic Ca2+ ; (b) a decrease in Ca2+ entry into the cell via the trigger current ICa,L
(Fig. 5.1B); and (c) relatively constant intracellular [N a+ ]myo (Fig. 5.2B). Between
stimulation frequencies 0.5 Hz and 8.0 Hz, the characteristics of the post-release SR
Ca2+ level tracks the pre-release peak SR Ca2+ content. However, beyond 8.0 Hz, a
declining SR Ca2+ content causes increasing inhibition on RyR release via the luminal
sensor [66], resulting in a gradual increase in post-release SR Ca2+ level.
The frequency encoding involved in the uptake mechanism via the SERCA pump
is strongly regulated by two key proteins, PLB and activated-CaMKII. The ratedependent decrease in the level of unphosphorylated phospholamban (PLB) (Fig.
5.3B) capable of inhibiting the SERCA pump is a result of increasing levels of
activated-CaMKII (Fig.

5.3C). It is important to note that phosphorylation of

PLB is sensitive to small changes in activated-CaMKII [77]. Our results show that
activated-CaMKII (Fig. 5.3C) has a prominent role in rate-dependent modulation
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of the SERCA pump despite its low level (three orders of magnitude compared to
activated CaN (note the 10−5 on left ordinate in Fig. 5.3C)) in the myoplasm [48].
Our results show that activated CaN (Fig. 5.3C) has minimal role in rate-dependent
inhibition of the SERCA pump. However, over-expression of CaN in failing heart is
known to significantly compromise SERCA activity [153]. At a given frequency of
stimulation, an increase in trigger current forces a gradual increase in SR Ca2+ uptake which in turn results in a corresponding increase in RyR release, which translates
into an elevated cytosolic Ca2+ level and subsequently an increased activated-CaMKII
level. This causes an increase in SR Ca2+ uptake rate via phosphorylation of PLB,
thus completing a positive feedback loop. Hence, the peak ICa,L trigger current sets
the peak SR Ca2+ content if the SERCA pump is not operating in saturation. Thus
the frequency dependence of the maximal rate of uptake by the SERCA pump (Fig.
5.3B) shares its characteristics with peak ICa,L current (Fig. 5.1B) linked together by
activated-CaMKII (Fig. 5.3C). It is important to note that rate-dependent enhancement in SERCA activty by CaMKII significantly overrides the inhibitory influence
of CaN in a non-failing heart [153]. Figure 5.3B also shows the underlying ratedependent decline in unphosphorylated PLB responsible for rate-dependent increase
in SR uptake.
Although marginally (< 1% change over 0.5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 12.0 Hz) frequency-dependent,
the SERCA pump has a primary role in resequestration of myoplasmic Ca2+ when
compared with the combined influence of N a+ /Ca2+ exchange (IN aCa ) as well as
Ca2+ transport via the plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase pump,(IP M CA ). As the
frequency of stimulation is increased from 0.5 Hz to 4.0 Hz, increasing activatedCaMKII-dependent enhancement in SERCA activity assisted by a decrease in Ca2+
extrusion via NCX due to increasing [N a+ ]myo (Fig. 5.2B) result in a marginal in-
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crease in the relative role of SERCA pump as shown in Fig. 5.3E. However, as
frequency is further increased, declining SERCA-mediated uptake activity due to a
decrease in CaMKII-mediated SERCA enhancement, as well as reduced time available for uptake results in a small negative slope to the frequency dependence of the
relative role of SERCA pump (Fig. 5.3E).

5.2.4

Myoplasmic Ca2+ Transient [Ca2+ ]myo

Figure 5.4A shows the traces of [Ca2+ ]myo at increasing frequencies showing an increase in the peak myoplasmic Ca2+ transient during systole with increasing stimulation frequency in the range 0.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz. A ‘primary phase’ negative peak FFR
(a decrease in peak contractile force with increase in stimulation frequency observed
at low (< 1.0 Hz) stimulation rates) reported in studies on rat ventricular myocytes
[224, 225, 218, 219] could be a result of low unphysiological temperatures employed
in those studies.
The inset in Fig. 5.4A shows that the peak rate of rise (Rrise ) and decay (Rdecay )
of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient increases with the frequency of stimulation from 0.5 Hz to
8.0 Hz. The increase in rate of rise is a result of an increase in peak trigger current
ICa,L (Fig. 5.1B) and SR Ca2+ content (inset in Fig. 5.3A) while the increase in rate
of decay is a result of CaMKII-mediated acceleration of relaxation (Fig. 5.3C) due to
a rate-dependent enhancement in uptake by the SERCA pump. An opposite effect is
observed in the rate of rise and decay of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient beyond a stimulation
rate of 8.0 Hz due to declining peak trigger current and reduced CaMKII activity.
As shown in Fig. 5.4B, increasing stimulation rate from 0.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz results in
a steep increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo (maximum), which parallels a strong increase in
pre-release diastolic [Ca2+ ]jSR (Fig. 5.3A). This increase in [Ca2+ ]jSR is mirrored by a
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corresponding increase in pre-release minimum value attained by [Ca2+ ]myo during diastole (Fig. 5.4B). As the stimulation frequency is increased beyond 8.0 Hz, although
the SERCA activity is saturated [222], the declining SR Ca2+ content (inset in Fig.
5.3A) aids in the decrease of peak [Ca2+ ]myo by compromising SR release. However,
a lack of sufficient time for uptake continues to manifest in increasing pre-release
diastolic [Ca2+ ]myo (Fig. 5.4B) at these rates. Our study suggests that a decrease in
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pHi causing a decrease in myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity [226] is not required to cause
the ‘secondary phase’ negative peak FFR (a decrease in peak contractile force with
increase in stimulation frequency observed at high (> 8.0 Hz) stimulation rates). We
attribute this phase which involves a decrease in force response, to the declining peak
[Ca2+ ]myo as seen in Fig. 5.4B. The rate-dependence of peak [Ca2+ ]myo for increasing
stimulation frequencies (0.5 Hz ≤ f ≤ 12.0 Hz) is comparable to that reported by
Kentish et al. (Fig. 1, [227]) in rat ventricular trabeculae. Figure 5.4C shows the
frequency-dependent changes in gain calculated as the ratio of peak Ca2+ transient
in the presence of CICR to the peak calcium transient in its absence, contributed by
the trigger calcium alone [28]. The EC coupling gain increases with the frequency of
stimulation from 0.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz, due to rate dependent CaMKII-mediated increase
in uptake rate of the SERCA pump (Fig. 5.3B), which decreases the peak [Ca2+ ]myo
in the absence of CICR and increases peak [Ca2+ ]myo in its presence (due to increase
in SR content (inset in Fig. 5.3A)). Beyond a stimulation frequency of 8.0 Hz, the
rapid decrease in SR content causes a steep decline in EC coupling gain.

5.2.5

Positive Force-Frequency Relationship

Changing the stimulation rate has a very prominent effect on cardiac muscle contraction by way of affecting the amplitude and time course of the intracellular Ca2+
transient (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5A). Here, we simulate a positive peak force-frequency
response elicited using a voltage clamp stimulation protocol. Figure 5.5B shows the
traces for the isometric contractile force generated for increasing stimulation frequencies. As stimulation frequency increases from 0.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz, peak contractile force
increases (Figs. 5.5B and C) mirroring an increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo . As seen in
Figs. 5.1B and 5.3B, this is mainly a result of CaMKII-dependent upregulation of
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ICa,L and SERCA activity which translates into a frequency-dependent increase in
SR Ca2+ content, and thereby SR Ca2+ release. As reported in the literature [1], the
non-linear sigmoidal steady state Force-Ca2+ relationship (overlayed in Fig. 5.5D)
causes a non-linear response in peak force developed for a corresponding change in
peak [Ca2+ ]myo . As shown in Fig. 5.5D the contraction-relaxation coupling point
(CRCP) moves to larger values of force and Ca2+ concentration with increase in rate
of stimulation. The peak contractile force is attained at a physiological rate of 8.0 Hz,
beyond which the gradual decline in peak ICa,L current (Fig. 5.1B), which forces a
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corresponding decrease in SR Ca2+ content (Fig. 5.3A), and hence RyR release (Fig.
5.2E), causes a marginal decline in peak contractile force generated. The frequency
at which peak contractile force is generated is temperature-dependent as reported by
Layland et al. [222] and shifts to the right on the frequency axis as the temperature
increases. The peak force frequency response obtained mimics the experimentally observed frequency dependence (Fig. 1, [227]). The minimum value of contractile force
per cycle (end-diastolic) increases with increasing rate of stimulation as a result of the
combination of factors: (a) increasing myoplasmic Ca2+ levels due to rate-dependent
increase in SR release (Fig 5.4); and (b) decreasing time available for resequestering
released Ca2+ from the myoplasm. The frequency dependence of the force response
translates into a reciprocal rate dependent characteristic of the sarcomere length as
shown in Figures 5.5E and F.
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5.2.6

Effect of Maximal β-Adrenergic Stimulation

β-adrenergic stimulation bears a very crucial physiological relevance in normal functioning of the heart. We have investigated the effect of β-adrenergic stimulation on
[Ca2+ ]myo under voltage clamp conditions. The degree of CaMKII mediated ICa,L
facilitation is kept identical to the control case discussed earlier. Besides a moderate
CaMKII-mediated [228, 77] enhancement in ICa,L , we observe that increase in stim-
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ulation frequency causes a strong β-adrenergic stimulation-dependent facilitation in
ICa,L , resulting in an enhanced positive slope in the FFR as the stimulation frequency
is increased. These results tend to agree with studies that show that increased cAMP
levels reverse the abnormalities in the FFR that are found in end-stage heart failure
[229], and that moderate stimulation by isoproterenol partly reverses the negative
FFR found in NYHA (New York Heart Association) class IV (severe) type heart failure and preserves the positive FFR in nonfailing myocardium [230]. It is important to
note that variations in experimental protocol could result in undesirable artifacts owing to the time-sensitive nature of the effects of cAMP [231]. Here, we show that the
presence of maximal β-adrenergic stimulation results in a stronger positive FFR (frequency dependence of peak contractile force generated) at physiological stimulation
frequencies.
At low (< 2.5 Hz) stimulation frequencies β-adrenergic stimulation plays no role
in altering intracellular Ca2+ dynamics. However, in the presence of maximal βadrenergic stimulation (elevated levels of cAMP), an increase in stimulation rate (>
2.5 Hz) causes increased up-regulation of ICa,L [232, 233, 234]. The model predicts
(Fig. 5.6A) that as the frequency of stimulation is increased in steps, peak ICa,L magnitude increases at a regular rate, before declining at high stimulation frequencies (>
8.0 Hz) as a result of incomplete channel recovery. As shown in Fig. 5.6B, as the
frequency is increased from 2.5 Hz to 8.0 Hz, the peak SR Ca2+ content increases
due to two mechanisms, namely cAMP-dependent enhancement of both trigger current and a rate-dependent increase in uptake by the SERCA pump as a result of a
stronger decline in the average level of unphosphorylated PLB, which stimulates the
uptake. It is important to note that although the increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo (traces
in Fig. 5.6C) causes a strong CaM-mediated CaMKII-dependent up-regulation of the
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SERCA pump due to an increase in PLB phosphorylation, cAMP-mediated phosphorylation of PLB causes further enhancement of the uptake mechanism. An increase
in stimulation rate beyond 8.0 Hz, causes a decrease in SR Ca2+ content due to insufficient time for SR recovery along with a saturated operation of the SERCA pump.
The presence of β-adrenergic stimulation significantly alters the relationship between
the peak force response and the frequency of stimulation. As shown in the traces
for force response in Fig. 5.7A, besides an increase in peak force generated (a result
of increased peak [Ca2+ ]myo (Figs. 5.6C and 5.7B)), β-adrenergic stimulation causes
an increase in contraction and relaxation rate. This cAMP-mediated increase in the
rate of sarcomere contraction and relaxation is a combined result of increasing rate
of rise and decline of the Ca2+ -transient and a cAMP-mediated enhancement in rate
kinetics governing cross-bridge formation. The inset in Fig. 5.7A is a plot of the
maximum rate of relaxation (Rrelax ) versus maximum rate of contraction (Ract ) for
increasing stimulation frequency with and without β-adrenergic stimulation (shows
significant overlap). This linear relationship highlights contraction-relaxation coupling, and represents a key intrinsic property of the contractile myofilaments [201].
As shown in Fig. 5.7B, although β-adrenergic stimulation further assists (due to
the upregulation of ICa,L and SERCA pump) a CaMKII-mediated rate-dependent
increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo , CaMKII is the key factor responsible for this behavior
(a 2-fold increase in peak [Ca2+ ]myo from 4 Hz to 8 Hz both in the presence/absence
of cAMP-mediated effects). In the presence of β-adrenergic stimulation, Fig. 5.7C
shows an enhancement in peak force generated and a decrease in minimum force as a
result of a parallel trend in the peak systolic and end-diastolic levels of [Ca2+ ]myo (Fig.
5.7B) supported by faster cross-bridge kinetics. The delta increment in force due to
β-adrenergic stimulation (compared to the control case) is maximum at the stimula-
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tion rate of 5 Hz (Fig. 5.7C) and decreases both above and below this frequency. The
cAMP-mediated effect on the dependence of maximum sarcomere contraction (Fig.
5.7D) on stimulation frequency mirrors that of the peak force response (Fig. 5.7C)
showing an opposite trend.
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5.3

Discussion

In this study, we have examined the role of two key mechanisms: (a) CaMKIImediated upregulation; and (b) frequency-dependent cAMP-mediated β-adrenergic
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stimulation on Ca2+ cycling and their effect on the force-frequency response. In particular, we have modeled their two crucial signalling mechanisms: the rate-dependent
upregulation of the DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel [232, 78, 235, 236] and SERCA pump
activity [237, 238], which our study suggests are the key factors responsible for the
characteristics of FFR in rat ventricular myocytes. These two signalling pathways
mediate ICa,L enhancement bringing an extra supply of trigger current into the dyad
to both enhance CICR and assist in a rate-dependent build up in pre-release diastolic
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SR Ca2+ concentration. This frequency-dependent increase in SR Ca2+ content is
strongly assisted by a β-adrenergic stimulation-dependent cAMP-mediated increase
in PLB phosphorylation, which relieves the inhibition exerted on the SERCA pump.
This is especially important in the light of decreasing time for Ca2+ uptake with
increasing stimulation rate.
We have systematically analyzed the important role of Ca2+ -dependent CaMmediated function of CaMKII and CaN as rate sensors. CaMKII is known to regulate
EC coupling [110, 119] and has substrates in both the dyadic domain (ICa,L and Iryr )
[89, 119] as well as the myoplasm (phospholamban) [46], and immunoprecipitates with
the ICa,L channel [89] and RyR [239]. Our study confirms that activated-CaMKII
causes rate-dependent acceleration of relaxation [148] both by direct phosphorylation
of the SERCA pump as well as phosphorylation of PLB resulting in a decreased
inhibition of the SERCA pump. Although the time course of the indirect effect of
CaMKII via PLB phosphorylation is reported to be delayed with regard to frequencydependent acceleration of relaxation [240], the direct phosphorylation of the SERCA
pump by activated-CaMKII could cause an immediate increase in maximal pumping
rate [149, 77]. Despite poor sensitivity of CaMKII to myoplasmic Ca2+ signals due to
its relatively low affinity for CaM and an inadequate supply of myoplasmic Ca2+ -CaM
complex (compared to the dyad), activated-CaMKII in the cytosol plays an important
role in the enhancement of uptake via the SERCA pump except at high (> 8 Hz, inset
in Fig. 5.3A) stimulation frequencies. Here, the rapid decrease in time available for
uptake results in gradually declining pre-release SR Ca2+ content. CaMKII has a
more critical role in the dyadic cleft where we show [48] substantial CaMKII activity
owing to large local Ca2+ concentration and CaM enrichment. It is reported that
frequency-dependent CaMKII activity contributes to ICa,L channel facilitation [87]
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and assists a positive force-frequency relationship [47]. Our study shows that CaMKII
causes a significant enhancement of ICa,L even under basal conditions (absence of
β-adrenergic stimulation) as the stimulation frequency is increased to 8.0 Hz (Fig.
5.1B), beyond which incomplete recovery begins to cause a decline in peak ICa,L . A
rate-dependent increase in SR Ca2+ content can be achieved only when the CaMKIImediated (Fig.5.1C) increase in trigger current (Fig.5.1B) is supported by an increase
in uptake via the SERCA pump by activated-CaMKII in the myoplasm (Fig. 5.3C)
which enhances PLB phosphorylation. CaMKII fails to sustain a positive FFR at very
high (> 8.0 Hz) stimulation frequencies due to incomplete channel recovery causing
a decline in trigger current and subsequently SR Ca2+ content. Data from atrial
myocytes [241] show that myoplasmic CaN is also found to be responsive to increased
pacing frequency.
Although CaN is also involved in ICa,L enhancement in the dyad at low (< 2.0
Hz) stimulation frequencies, at high stimulation rates (> 2.0 Hz), the large Ca2+
signals along with very slow dissociation of the Ca4 CaM -CaN complex force it to
be constitutively active, limiting its modulatory role. The presence of β-adrenergic
stimulation, which also supports a sustained frequency-dependent increase in ICa,L
(Fig. 5.6A) and SERCA activity (Fig. 5.6B) results in enhanced contractile response
(Fig. 5.7A and C).
Here, we have integrated an electro-mechanical model with our electrophysiological model of a rat ventricular myocyte [66] to describe isometric contractile force
generated by myofibrils and investigate its rate-dependent characteristics. Our model
for the cardiac contractile mechanism is derived from the description of cooperative
activation and cross-bridge cycling given by Rice et al [1]. However, we have incorporated a rate-dependent cAMP mediated enhancement in cross-bridge kinetics which
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is shown to be responsible for sustaining linear contraction-relaxation coupling (inset
in Fig. 5.7A) at increasing frequencies. It is important to note that the presence of
CaMKII-mediated ICa,L enhancement or β-adrenergic stimulation results in physiologically relevant rate-dependent increase in peak cardiac contractile force (positive
FFR).

5.3.1

Model Limitations

(a) This model of a rat ventricular myocyte is limited to Ca2+ related channel,
exchanger and pumps (ICa,L , IN aCa , IP M CA , Iryr and SERCA pump), while
lacking exclusive N a+ or K + related channels and transporters. Hence, it is
aimed at mimicking voltage clamp conditions where channels other than calcium are blocked, and it cannot be used to study any action potential-induced
Ca2+ transient-frequency relationship. However, its focus on the Ca2+ dynamics alone allows one to comprehend more clearly the important role of various
Ca2+ -dependent regulatory proteins such as CaMKII, CaN, PLB and cAMP in
affecting multiple targets and thus generating a cell’s response to a change in the
frequency of stimulation.
(b) It is known that CaMKII alters the function of numerous ion channels and Ca2+
regulatory targets in a rate-dependent fashion. However, disparate findings exist
on its modulation of targets such as the SERCA [242, 243] and RyR channel
[118, 122, 110]. Although our model aligns with rate-dependent CaN-mediated
inhibition of the SERCA pump, its role in modulating SERCA activity is controversial due to conflicting findings [153, 152]. Similarly, the effect of β-adrenergic
stimulation via cAMP particularly, its dose-dependent influence on L-Type Ca2+
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channels both in terms of modifying the single channel behavior such as Ca2+ ion
permeability (channel conductance) as well as overall channel recruitment characteristics (open probability) is not clearly understood. While cAMP has been
shown to increase channel open probability [98, 99], increased levels of cAMP
also result in increased phosphorylation of L-type Ca2+ channels, causing an increased permeability to Ca2+ ions [100, 101, 99]. Although we have modeled enhancement in ICa,L due to beta-adrenergic stimulation solely by a rate-dependent
cAMP-mediated increase in channel conductance, the relative contribution of
these factors to cAMP-dependent ICa,L enhancement has to be examined further.
A detailed investigation is required to clarify the nature of these interactions.
We hope that this study would help motivate more pointed experimental investigation of frequency-dependent CaMKII, CaN and cAMP effects on FFR in rat
ventricular myocytes.
(c) The effect of β-adrenergic stimulation on cardiac N a+ /Ca2+ exchange has been
controversial. Perchenet et al [244] report an enhancement in N a+ /Ca2+ exchange by the β-adrenergic/PKA-mediated phosphorylation of the exchanger
protein. However, a cAMP-mediated enhancement in NCX activity would impede rate dependent increase in SR Ca2+ content. We base our model for the
N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger on a more recent study by Lin et al [245] which supports
the view that β-adrenergic stimulation does not upregulate N a+ /Ca2+ exchange
current.
(d) The cooperative activation of the thin filament and the strain-dependent transitions of the cross-bridge cycle have been approximately modeled as non-spatial,
state-variables. However, this simplification is valid as these transitions are in-
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herently local phenomena and the model reproduces a wide range of steady state
and dynamic responses in cardiac muscle [1].

5.4

Conclusion

Using a mathematical model of an isolated rat ventricular myocyte in a voltage clamp
setting, we have systematically examined the issue of rate-dependence in the proper
functioning of the dyadic coupling unit, the regulation of SERCA function to provide
adequate SR Ca2+ content, the peak amplitude of the myoplasmic Ca2+ transient
and the complex interaction of all these factors. Given the complexity of these interacting systems, computer modeling gives an insight into the relative roles of different
Ca2+ transport mechanisms. Our simulations explain the Ca2+ -dependent, CaMmediated, rate sensitive effects of CaMKII and CaN on various intracellular targets.
We also investigate a significant, frequency-dependent, cAMP-mediated effect of βadrenergic stimulation and its modulatory influence on the ICa,L channel as well as
the SERCA pump. Rate-dependent CaMKII mediated ICa,L facilitation as well as
cAMP-dependent upregulation of intracellular targets could play a vital role in reversing the negative FFR found in failing hearts. However, further studies are required
to develop a clear understanding of the relative role of CaMKII and cAMP in the ratedependent up-regulation of various intra-cellular targets especially the DHP-sensitive
ICa,L channel. This would help in assigning rate-dependent weights to these signalling
pathways. One could use KN-93 and autocamtide-2 related inhibitory peptide [246]
for a study to delineate these effects. Our coupled electro-physiological and electromechanical model also sheds light on the rate dependence of the cardiac contractile
mechanism. In particular, our model accounts for cAMP-dependent modulation of
the rate kinetics governing cross-bridge formation. In agreement with Janssen [211],
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we also demonstrate a key linear relationship between the rate of contraction and
relaxation, which is shown here to be intrinsically coupled over the full range of physiological frequencies both in the absence/presence of β-adrenergic stimulation. This
study provides mechanistic, biophysically based explanations for the rate-dependent
Ca2+ signalling underlying the force-frequency response in rat ventricular myocytes,
generating useful and testable hypotheses.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have developed a composite multiphysics model of a rat ventricular myocyte which
includes a detailed description of Ca2+ dynamics under voltage clamp conditions and
cardiac electromechanics, based on experimental data [66, 1]. Here, we summarize
the significant contributions and discuss the implications of this study.
• Our mathematical model includes the most extensive description available of
a novel feature, namely the luminal Ca2+ sensor in the junctional SR which describes the protein-protein interaction between triadin/junctin, calsequestrin and the
RyR channel. The luminal sensor imparts the much needed refractoriness to the Rysensitive Ca2+ release channel. This element is critical in providing realistic fits to
cytosolic Ca2+ transients and an adequate refilling time for the SR Ca2+ stores. Our
voltage-clamp simulations demonstrate graded Ca2+ transients with sufficient gain,
as well as quantification of Ca2+ balances for all external and internal Ca2+ fluxes.
Our model of the dyadic coupling unit (DCU) provides mechanistic explanations of
the major input-output relationship for CICR, as well as its modulation by trigger
current (clamp voltage). The variety of experiments emulated in this study demonstrates that the model has long-term stability in regulating cytosolic Ca2+ . It also
provides biophysically based insights into regulatory mechanisms underlying wholecell responses to Ca2+ perturbation. The model helps generate a new hypotheses
with regards to the under-expression of triadin/junctin resulting in a malfunctioning
luminal sensor, which could affect long-term Ca2+ stability of the cell, and/or changes
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in the refractoriness of the RyR Ca2+ channel affecting the integrity of CICR under
a variety of conditions.
• We have investigated the role of different factors including the myoplasmic
[Ca2+ ]myo transient and the sarcomeric length in influencing various types of twitch
responses obtained under different loading conditions (including isosarcometric, isometric and unloaded conditions). Various control loops influencing cell shortening
have been explored. In particular, the bidirectional interaction of the Ca2+ transient
with the myofilament contractile mechanism and the importance of indirect SR mediated interaction of the sarcolemma with the contractile machinery is highlighted
by showing the regulation of isometric contraction by the degree of NCX activity.
The effect of temperature on cell shortening is investigated identifying the differential
sensitivity of the [Ca2+ ]myo transient and the myofilament contractile mechanism.
The important role of myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity in force generation is studied
with particular emphasis on the effect of β-adrenergic stimulation on cardiac contractile response. In agreement with Janssen [211], we also demonstrate a key linear
relationship between the rate of contraction and relaxation, which is shown here to
be intrinsically coupled over the full range of physiological perturbations (including
temperature, sarcomeric length, activator Ca2+ , and isoproterenol).
• We have systematically examined the issue of rate-dependence in the proper
functioning of the dyadic coupling unit, the regulation of SERCA function to provide
adequate SR Ca2+ content, the peak amplitude of the myoplasmic Ca2+ transient
and the complex interaction of all these factors. Our simulations explain the Ca2+ dependent, CaM-mediated, rate sensitive effects of CaMKII and CaN on various
intracellular targets. We also investigate a significant, frequency-dependent, cAMPmediated effect of β-adrenergic stimulation and its modulatory influence on the ICa,L
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channel as well as the SERCA pump. Rate-dependent CaMKII mediated ICa,L facilitation as well as cAMP-dependent upregulation of intracellular targets could play
a vital role in reversing the negative FFR found in failing hearts. Our coupled
electro-physiological and electro-mechanical model also sheds light on the rate dependence of the cardiac contractile mechanism. In particular, our model accounts for
cAMP-dependent modulation of the rate kinetics governing cross-bridge formation.
We demonstrate contraction-relaxation coupling over the full range of physiological
frequencies both in the absence/presence of β-adrenergic stimulation. This study
provides mechanistic, biophysically based explanation for the rate-dependent Ca2+
signalling underlying the force-frequency response in rat ventricular myocytes.
Future Work: Exciting venues exist for advancing this study. Few of the directions
with immediate clinical relevance are listed here:
1. Inclusion of the description of N a+ and K + related channels and transporters
in the model along with their neurohumoral regulation would enable producing
a realistic cardiac action potential (preliminary modeling results shown in Fig.
6.1) and the subsequent CICR and myofilament contraction. Such a model
could be used to investigate a wide variety of cardiac pathogenesis.
2. Integrating mitochondrial energetics into models of cardiomyocyte function is
the natural step forward to understand heart physiology and pathophysiology.
When combined with a model of the AP, a comprehensive formulation of mitochondrial energetics, could help develop a better understanding of the three
major conditions leading to acute ischemia: elevated [K + ]o , acidosis and anoxia.
It could also provide valuable insight into arrhythmias arising from Ca2+ overload during ischemia and reperfusion-induced arrhythmias.
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Figure 6.1 : Model generated traces of an action potential from a rat ventricular myocyte and a corresponding cytosolic Ca2+ transient and the isometric force developed.

3. Muscle contraction is not completely understood. There are several proteins
that influence muscle contraction whose role is not clear yet. For example,
molecules such as titin, an unusually long protein spanning sarcomeres in vertebrates which appears to bind to actin is not well characterized. In addition,
there have been reports of muscle cells that behave in ways that do not match
our current understanding of them. For example, some myocytes exhibit plasticity and generate force for long periods, a poorly understood phenomenon
sometimes called “catch-tension” or force hysteresis [247]. Modeling could provide valuable insights into these phenomena effecting tension development.
Studying these and other aspects of cardiac myocytes are exciting avenues for
biologists and computational scientists alike. Ultimately, this research can help us
better understand and treat cardiac disorders.
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Appendix A
Abbreviations
Abbreviations
APD = Action potential duration;
ATP = Adenosine triphosphate;
[Ca2+ ]= calcium ion concentration;
[Ca2+ ]dhp = Ca2+ concentration at the mouth of the DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel;
[Ca2+ ]dyad = spatial Ca2+ concentration in the dyad;
[Ca2+ ]jSR = luminal Ca2+ concentration in the jSR;
[Ca2+ ]LSR = Ca2+ concentration in the LSR;
[Ca2+ ]myo = cytosolic Ca2+ concentration;
[Ca2+ ]serca = Ca2+ concentration buffered by the SERCA protein;
[Ca2+ ]o = extracellular Ca2+ concentration;
[Ca2+ ]ryr = Ca2+ concentration at the “mouth” of the RyR channel on the dyadic
side;
CaCM = Ca2+ bound calmodulin;
CaF3 = Ca2+ bound to the buffer Fluo3;
CaM = calmodulin;
CaMKII = Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II;
CaM KIIact = activated Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II;
CaN = calcineurin;
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CaNact = activated calcineurin;
CDF = calcium dependent facilitation;
CDI = calcium dependent inactivation;
CF = caffeine;
CICR = calcium-induced calcium-release;
CRCP = contraction-relaxation coupling point;
CS = calsequestrin;
[Cs+ ]myo = Cs+ concentration in the cytosol;
[Cs+ ]dyad = Cs+ concentration in the dyadic space;
DCU = dyadic coupling unit;
DHP = dihydropyridine;
DHPR = dihydropyridine receptor;
E-C = excitation-contraction;
ECC = excitation-contraction coupling;
EC50 = half maximal effective concentration;
bwd
EC50
= affinity of backward Ca2+ flux from LSR to cytosol;
f wd
EC50
= affinity of forward Ca2+ flux from cytosol to LSR;

F-Ca = force versus Ca2+ ;
FFR = force frequency response;
FRCRSFa = Phe-Arg-Cys-Arg-Ser-Phe-CONH2;
F-SL = force versus sarcomere length;
ICa,L = L-type Ca2+ current;
ICa,L,SL = sarcolemmal component of the ICa,L channel current;
ICa,L,T T = ICa,L channel facing the dyadic space;
ICs = cesium current through the ICa,L channel;
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Icyt,serca = Ca2+ uptake current directed from the cytosol to the SERCA;
IN a = sodium current through the ICa,L channel;
IN a,b = background sodium current;
IN aCa = sodium calcium exchanger current;
IN aCa,SL = sarcolemmal component of the IN aCa exchanger current;
IN aCa,T T = IN aCa exchanger facing the dyadic space;
IN aCs = sodium cesium pump current;
IP M CA = plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase pump current;
Iryr = Ca2+ current due to CICR from an individual jSR;
Iserca,sr = Ca2+ uptake current directed from the SERCA to the LSR;
ISO = Isoproterenol;
Itr = Ca2+ current due to concentration gradient driven Ca2+ transport from LSR
to jSR;
jSR = junctional portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum;
kd = dissociation constant;
kmp = half saturation constant for the sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump;
KSE = stiffness coefficient of the non-contractile series elastic element;
LCC = L-type DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel;
L-type = long lasting type;
LSR = longitudinal portion of the sarcoplasmic reticulum;
MCS = myofilament Ca2+ sensitivity;
µm = micro meter;
µM = micro molar;
mM = milli molar;
mV = milli volt;
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[N a+ ]dyad = N a+ concentration in the dyadic space;
[N a+ ]myo = N a+ concentration in the cytosol;
NCX = N a+ /Ca2+ exchanger;
nM = nano molar;
NO = Nitric oxide;
Oc = fractional occupancy of calmodulin by Ca2+ in the cytosol;
Ocalse = fractional occupancy of calsequestrin by Ca2+ in the jSR;
ODE = ordinary differential equation;
Otc = fractional occupancy of troponin-Ca sites by Ca2+ in the cytosol;
Otmgc = fractional ocupancy of troponin-Mg sites by Ca2+ in the cytosol;
Otmgmg = fractional occupancy of troponin-Mg sites by M g 2+ in the cytosol;
pA/pF = pico amps per pico farad;
pC = pico coulomb;
Po = Open probability;
PKA = protein kinase A;
PLB = phospholamban;
P LBdp = Unphosphorylated phospholamban;
P LBp = phosphorylated phospholamban;
PSR = phospholamban to SERCA ratio;
RT50 = time required for 50% sarcomere relaxation;
RT50,C = time required for 50% decline in Ca2+ -transient;
RT50,F = time required for 50% decline in force response;
RT50,I = time required for 50% ICa,L inactivation;
Ry = ryanodine;
RyR = ryanodine receptor;
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SERCA = sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase;
SL = sarcomere length;
SR = sarcoplasmic reticulum;
Tc = Ca2+ -specific troponin binding site;
TD50 = time taken from 50% activation to 50% relaxation;
TnC = Troponin C;
TnI = Troponin I;
TnIu = fraction of unphosphorylated Troponin I;
TTP = time required to attain peak value;
T-tubule = transverse tubules;
TT = transverse tubules;
VC = voltage clamp;
VDI = voltage dependent inactivation; XIP = Exchanger inhibitory peptide;
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Table B.1 : Surface area of various plasma membranes in the cell
Variable

Description

Value

AExt.SL

Surface area of external SL

11.4 × 103 µm2

AT T

Surface area of T-tubule

5.52 × 103 µm2

AT otSL

Surface area of total SL (including external SL and

16.9 × 103 µm2 (∗ )

T-tubule)
AJunctExt.SL

Surface area of junctional external SL

0.846 × 103 µm2

AJunctT T

Surface area of junctional T-tubule

2.54 × 103 µm2

AT otJunct

Surface area of total junctional plasma membrane

3.39 × 103 µm2

AJunctSR

Surface area of junctional SR

6.99 × 103 µm2

ALongSR

Surface area of longitudinal SR

36.8 × 103 µm2

AT otSR

Surface area of total SR

43.8 × 103 µm2

∗ Electrical

capacitance of the cell membrane = 169 pF (using 1 µF /cm2 ). All the above

parameters are derived from Bers [55].
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Table B.2 : Parameters used to model ion transport across the sarcolemmal membrane
Parameter

Definition

Value

F

Faraday’s constant

96485 coul · mol−1

R

Ideal gas constant

8314 mJ · mol−1 · K −1

T

Absolute temperature

290 K

Measured

[Ca2+ ]o

Extracellular Ca2+ concentration

1.0 mM

Measured

[N a+ ]o

Extracellular

N a+

140.0 mM

Measured

[Cs+ ]o

Extracellular Cs+ concentration

3.0 mM

Measured

N a+

concentration

and

Cs+

ZN a , ZCs

Valence of

ions

ZCa , ZBa

Valence of Ca2+ and Ba2+ ions

References

1.0
2.0
6.7367 × 10−9 µL · s−1

[86]∗

Permeability of L-Type calcium channel to N a+

8.0355 × 10−11 µL · s−1

[86]∗

PCs

Permeability of L-Type calcium channel to Cs+

6.2088 × 10−11 µL · s−1

[86]∗

KmAllo

Dissociation constant for allosteric Ca2+ activa-

125 × 10−6 mM

[156]∗

PCa

Permeability of L-Type calcium channel to

PN a

Ca2+

tion
KmCao

Dissociation constant for extracellular Ca2+

1.14 mM

[156]∗

KmCai

Dissociation constant for intracellular Ca2+

0.0036 mM

[248]∗

KmN ao

Dissociation constant for extracellular N a+

87.5 mM

[155]∗

KmN ai

Dissociation constant for intracellular N a+

12.3 mM

[156]∗

Vmax

Maximum N a+ /Ca+ exchange current

776.2392 pA

[156]‡

kmpca

Half saturation constant for the SL Ca2+ pump

0.5 µM

[86]∗

I P M CA

Maximum sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump current

1.15 pA

[86]∗

kmcs

Dissociation constant for extracellular Cs+

1.5 × 103 µM

[165, 163, 159, 1

kmna

Dissociation constant for intracellular N a+

2.14 × 105 µM

[165, 163, 159, 1

I N aCs

Maximum N a+ /Cs+ pump current

147.3 pA

[165, 163, 159, 1

GN ab

Maximum background N a+ current conduc-

0.00141 nS

[86]∗

20.0 kΩ

[249]∗

tance
Ra

Mean access resistance of the tubular system

Parameters used to model the transmembrane currents ICa,L , IN aCa , IP M CA , IN aCs and the
background sodium current IN a,b . Adopted (*) or estimated (‡) from the cited sources.
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Table B.3 : Parameters used to model intracellular ion transport
Parameter

Definition

Value

References

P LB
k12

rate of P LBdp phosphorylation

6800 s−1

[147]∗

P LB
k21

rate of P LBp dephosphorylation

1000 s−1

[147]∗

Kcyt,serca

Maximal binding/release rate of Ca2+ from cytosol to

6250 s−1

[147]∗

6.25 s−1

[147]∗

SERCA
Kserca,sr

Maximal binding/release rate of Ca2+ from SERCA to
LSR

SERCAtot

Total amount of SERCA

47.0 µM

[147]∗

P SR

Phospholamban to SERCA ratio

1.0

[147]∗

P KAact

Relative regulatory activity of PKA

0.1

[147]†

τtr

Time const. for transfer of Ca2+ from LSR to jSR

7.0 × 10−3 s

[86]‡

τN a

Time const. for transfer of N a+ from dyad to my-

1.0 × 10−3 s

[86]‡

6.0 × 10−3 s

[86]‡

1.714 × 10−7

[83, 84, 38]‡

oplasm
τCs

Time const. for transfer of Cs+ from dyad to myoplasm

Pryr

Permeability of the RyR channel

µL · s−1
DCa

Diffusion constant for Ca2+ in the dyadic space

100.0

[250]∗

µm2 s−1
Nh

Density of high-affinity Ca2+ binding sites

200.0 µM

[250]‡

Nl

Density of low-affinity Ca2+ binding sites

16.0 µM

[250]‡

Kl

Half-saturation value of low-affinity Ca2+ binding site

1100.0 µM

[250]∗

Kh

Half-saturation value of high-affinity Ca2+ binding site

13.0 µM

[250]∗

[M g 2+ ]myo

Intracellular M g 2+ concentration

634 µM

[251]∗

[f luo3]tot

total concentration of indicator dye

100.0 µM

Measured

kf+luo3

association rate of Ca2+ binding to dye fluo-3

80

µM −1 ·

[252]∗

s−1
kf−luo3

dissociation rate of Ca2+ binding to dye fluo-3

90 s−1

[252]∗

Parameters used to model the intracellular ion transport Icyt,serca , Iserca.sr , Itr , IRyR , and Ca2+
diffusion/buffering. Adopted (*), derived (†) or estimated (‡) from the cited sources.
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Table B.4 : Parameters used to model sub-cellular morphology
Parameter

Definition

Value

References

Ndyad

Number of dyadic units

10000

[33]‡

Vmyo

Myoplasmic volume

5.3581 × 10−2 nL

[55]†

VLSR
X

Longitudinal SR volume

1.1776 × 10−3 nL

[55]∗

Total junctional SR volume

1.104 × 10−4 nL

[55]∗

∆r

Step size in the ‘r’ direction

10 nm

Numerical solution†

d

Diameter of the cylindrical cleft

400 nm

[250, 33, 253, 188, 31]‡

VjSR

N dyad

space in the ‘r’ direction
∆z

Step size in the ‘z’ direction

0.76 nm

Numerical solution†

h

Length of the cylindrical cleft space

15.2 nm

[250, 33, 253, 188, 31]‡

in the ‘z’ direction
Vclef t

Volume of a unit dyadic space

1.91 × 10−9 nL

Adopted (*), derived (†) or estimated (‡) from the cited sources.
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Table B.5 : Initial Conditions
State variable

Definition

Initial Value

[Ca2+ ]myo

Ca2+ concentration in the myoplasm

8.1027 × 10−5 mM

[Ca2+ ]jSR

Ca2+ concentration in jSR

1.2677 mM

[Ca2+ ]LSR

Ca2+ concentration in LSR

1.3346 mM

[N a+ ]myo

N a+

16.746 mM

[N a+ ]dyad

N a+ concentration in dyadic space

16.321 mM

[Cs+ ]

Cs+

140.2154 mM

myo

[Cs+ ]dyad

concentration in myoplasm
concentration in myoplasm

Cs+ concentration in dyadic space

140.2157 mM
Ca2+

Oc

Fractional occupancy of Calmodulin by

Otc

Fractional occupancy of Troponin by Ca2+
M g 2+

Otmgc

Fractional occupancy of Troponin by

Otmgmg

Fractional occupancy of Troponin by M g 2+
Fluo3-Ca2+

0.033091
0.016049

and

Ca2+

0.598385

[CaF 3]

Concentration of

C1ryr

Closed (resting) state of RyR channel

0.9990953

O2ryr

Open (activated) state of RyR channel

1.03668 × 10−9

C3ryr

Inactivated state of RyR channel

9.38711 × 10−13

C1dhpr

Closed (resting) state of DHPR sensitive Ca2+ channel

0.1673614

O2dhpr

Open (activated) state of DHPR sensitive Ca2+ channel

1.499173 × 10−3

O3dhpr

Open (activated) state of DHPR sensitive Ca2+ channel

3.300291 × 10−3

C4dhpr

Closed (resting) state of DHPR sensitive Ca2+ channel

7.478058 × 10−8

C6dhpr

Closed (resting) state of DHPR sensitive Ca2+ channel

7.478058 × 10−8

A1ls

Fraction of Tr/J bound to RyR

0.6709816

I2ls

Fraction of Tr/J bound to RyR and Calsequestrin

0.155258

I3ls

Fraction of Tr/J bound only to Calsequestrin

0.0623695

B6ls

complex

0.321764

Fraction Calsequestrin bound to

Ca2+

21.88721 µM

0.619346
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Table B.6 : Initial Conditions (Contd.)
State variable

Definition

Initial Value

[Ca2+ ]serca

Ca bound to the serca protein

36.0637 × 10−5 µM

S2dhpr

Fraction of IQ Motif bound to Ca4 CaM

6.816729 × 10−2

P LBdp

Fraction of unphosphorylated Phospholamban

7.684160 × 10−2

Ca2 CaM

2 Ca2+ ions bound to C-terminus of CaM

34.56529

Ca4 CaM

4 Ca2+ ions bound to C & N terminus of CaM

8.635052 × 10−2

CaM B

Buffered CaM

7.563836 × 10−2

Ca2 CaM B

Buffered Ca2 CaM

2.035086

Ca4 CaM B

Buffered Ca4 CaM

1.288455 × 10−6

P1

Fraction of inactive dephosphorylated CaMKII

5.527608 × 10−1

in Ca2 CaM bound state
P3

Fraction of active dephosphorylated CaMKII in

3.661260 × 10−1

Ca4 CaM bound state
P6

Fraction of active T hr287 -autophosphorylated

1.314410 × 10−3

but CaM autonomous CaMKII
P5

Fraction of active T hr287 -autophosphorylated

6.277911 × 10−7

but Ca2CaM bound CaMKII
P4

Fraction of active T hr287 -autophosphorylated

9.121920 × 10−8

but Ca4CaM trapped CaMKII
Ca4 CaN

CaN bound to 4 Ca2+ ions

2.606246 × 10−4 µM

CaM CaN

CaN bound to CaM

4.348535 × 10−3 µM

Ca2 CaM CaN

CaN bound to 2 Ca2+ ions and CaM

1.419613 × 10−1 µM

Ca4 CaM CaN

CaN bound to 4 Ca2+ ions and CaM

3.473412µM

[Ca2+ ]dyad

Ca2+

9.012 × 10−5 mM

concentration in the dyadic space
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Table B.7 : Parameters used in the luminal sensor model
Rate Constant

Value

Rate Constant

Value

ls
k12

88.16

ls
k23

57.9

4.1

ls
k32
ls
k35
ls
k53
ls
k52
ls
k56
ls
k65

2.42

ls
k21
ls
k14
ls
k41
ls
k42
ls
k43
ls
k34

0.5
85.7
2.98
25.5
150.3

150.3
25.5
88.16
1.2
401.7

Table B.8 : Rate constants used to model Ca/CaM binding and CaM buffering
Rate Constant

Value

Rate Constant

Value

CM
k02

4.8387‡

CM
k42B

CM
k42

CM
k20

10.0∗

CM
k0Bon

3.5 × 10−4‡

CM
k24

3.4722‡

CM
k0Bof
f

1.4 × 10−6‡

CM
k42

500.0∗

CM
k2Bon

CM
k0Bon

CM
k02B

CM
k02

CM
k2Bof
f

CM
k0Bof
f

CM
k20B

CM /100
k20

CM
k4Bon

CM
k0Bon

CM
k24B

CM
k24

CM
k4Bof
f

CM
k0Bof
f

All the above parameters are adopted (*) or estimated (‡)
from Saucerman et. al. [48]

Table B.9 : Rate constants used to model Ca/CaM/CaMKII interactions
Rate Constant

Value

Rate Constant

Value

kP P 1

1.72

CK
k32

2.2

kmP P 1

11.5

3.35 × 10−3

CK
k21

65.67164

CK
k12
CK
k13
CK
k31
CK
k23

328.3582

CK
k45
CK
k54
CK
k46
CK
k64
CK
k56
CK
k65

3.4722
3.35
65.67164

3.4722
2.2 × 10−3
65.67164
328.3582
65.67164

All the above parameters are adopted from Saucerman et. al. [48]
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Table B.10 : Rate constants used to model Ca/CaM/CaN interactions
Rate Constant

Value

Rate Constant

Value

CN
kCaon

2.0

CN
k0on

46.0

1.0

CN
k0of
f
CN
k2on
CN
k2of
f
CN
k4on
CN
k4of
f

537.966

CN
kCaof
f
CN
k02
CN
k20
CN
k24
CN
k42

4.8387
0.0606
3.4722
0.199362

46.0
3.2604
46.0
1.3 × 10−3

All the above parameters are adopted from Saucerman et. al. [48]

Table B.11 : Q10 values
Parameter description

Q10 value

References

Rate constants modulating ICa,L channel kinetics

2.4

[254, 255]

Maximum uptake rate of the SERCA pump

1.415

[256]

Maximum N a+ /Ca+ exchange current (Vmax )

1.77

[256]

Maximum plasma membrane Ca2+ -ATPase pump current (I P M CA )

4.3

[256]

Q10 values in the electromechanical model were adopted from Rice et al.[1] with Qfapp , Qhf , Qhb
and Qgxb decreased to 2.25 to reproduce temperature dependence of peak force developed [167].
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Table B.12 : Frequency dependence of intracellular cAMP concentration
Stimulation frequency (Hz)

Intracellular cAMP concentration (µM )

0.50 - 1.67

2.67δ

2.50

3.00

2.86

3.19

3.33

3.45

4.00

3.85

5.00

4.67

5.71

5.58

6.67

18.06

8.00

24.58

10.00

27.03

12.00

29.17

Intracellular cAMP concentration corresponding to maximal βadrenergic stimulation (based on Eqn. 2, Demir et al [78])
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Appendix C
Complete set of equations used in the model
C.1
C.1.1

Equations for currents in the model
L-Type Ca2+ current

Ca2+ current through the DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel

2
2 F V
ICa,L =RCa,L FcAM P,Ical (O2dhpr + O3dhpr ) PCa ZCa
×
RT
!
2F V
[Ca2+ ]dhp e RT − 341.0[Ca2+ ]o

(C.1)

2F V

e RT − 1

FcAM P,Ical = 1.094 − 0.163 × exp(−0.219 × [cAM P ])

(C.2)

N a+ current through the DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel

IN a

ν−21.73
2
1.056 × e( 21.23841 )
2 F V
×
=
P
Z
Na Na
ν−21.73
RT
1.056 × e( 21.23841 ) + [Ca2+
]
o
!
FV
+
0.75[N a ]dhp e RT − 0.75[N a+ ]o
FV

e RT − 1
Cs+ current through the DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel

(C.3)
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ICs

ν−21.73
2
1.056 × e( 21.23841 )
2 F V
P
Z
×
=
Cs Cs
ν−21.73
RT
]
1.056 × e( 21.23841 ) + [Ca2+
o
!
FV
+
0.75[Cs ]dhp e RT − 0.75[Cs+ ]o

(C.4)

FV

e kCs RT − 1
where kCs = 0.5 and [Ca2+ ]dhp , [N a+ ]dhp , [Cs+ ]dhp are Concentrations at the mouth
of the DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel.
The corresponding unitary currents iCa,L , iN a , iCs are obtained by dividing the above
net channel currents by the number of dyadic units, Ndyad .
Gating scheme for the 2-state Markovian model used to allow Ca2+ mediated interaction of the DHP-sensitive ICa,L channel and calmodilin:

S1dhpr = 1 − S2dhpr

(C.5)

dS2dhpr
dhpr
= ksdhpr
12 S1dhpr − ks21 S2dhpr
dt

(C.6)

Expressions for the rate constants:


ksdhpr
12

= 4.0 × e

ksdhpr
= 18.0
21

[Ca4 CaM ]dhp −100.0
90.0



(C.7)
(C.8)

Gating scheme for the 6-state Markovian model for the DHP-sensitive L-type Ca2+
release channel:
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C5dhpr =1 − (C1dhpr + O2dhpr + O3dhpr )
(C.9)
− (C4dhpr )

dC1dhpr
dhpr
dhpr
C5dhpr
O2dhpr + k51
=k21
dt


dhpr
dhpr
− k12 + k15
C5dhpr

(C.10)

dO2dhpr
dhpr
dhpr
=k12
C1dhpr + k42
C4dhpr
dt
dhpr
dhpr
+ k32
O3dhpr + k52
C5dhpr


dhpr
dhpr
− k21
+ k23
O2dhpr


dhpr
dhpr
O2dhpr
− k24
+ k25

(C.11)

dO3dhpr
dhpr
dhpr
= k23
O2dhpr − k32
O3dhpr
dt

(C.12)

dC4dhpr
dhpr
dhpr
C5dhpr + k24
O2dhpr
=k54
dt


dhpr
dhpr
− k45 + k42
C4dhpr

(C.13)

dC6dhpr
dhpr
dhpr
O3dhpr − k63
C6dhpr
= k36
dt

(C.14)

The open state O3dhpr accounts for the increased tail current produced as the result
of a large depolarization.
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Expressions for rate constants:

dhpr
k42
= 1000.0

(C.15)

dhpr
k45
= 600000.0

(C.16)

dhpr
k54
=

dhpr
k15
=

dhpr dhpr dhpr
k45
k52 k24
dhpr dhpr
k42
k25
dhpr dhpr dhpr
k51 k12 k25
dhpr dhpr
k52
k21

Case 1: With CICR (control)


301.0817
dhpr
k12
=
300.3808 −
ν−13.5918
1 + e( 8.85 )

966.95
dhpr
k21
=
3359.8754 +
ν−1.66
1 + e( 1.4585 )
ξ = 550 + CaM KIIact ×


3.22
CaM KIIact
1.348 +
+ CaNact
3.22
3.135 × 106 − 0.755 × CaM KIIact


336160 × S2dhpr
dhpr
k24
=
ξ


5939.4 + 306806.8
ν+1.8716
dhpr
1+e( 1.3072 ) 
k25
= 
ξ


0.48961
dhpr
k52
=
0.02925 +
ν+12.2249
1 + e( 0.974 )


1700
1350
dhpr
k23
=
1352 −
+
ν
( 1.8
) 1 + e(ν+5)
1
+
e


713.1966
dhpr
k32
=
1030.0575 −
1 + e(ν−5.0)
383.5435
0.16725
dhpr
k51
=
+
ν−31.8252
−( ν−8.3702
7.047 )
1+e
1 + e−( 0.01075 )
378.7085
− 373.015
+
( ν−7.8953
6.7691 )
1
+
e


100.0
dhpr
k36
=
100 −
( ν−41.0
1.0 )
1
+
e


600.0
dhpr
k63
=
ν−41.0
1 + e( 1.0 )

(C.17)
(C.18)

(C.19)
(C.20)
(C.21)
(C.22)
(C.23)

(C.24)
(C.25)
(C.26)
(C.27)

(C.28)
(C.29)
(C.30)
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Case 2: With Ryanodine applied (no RyR release)


30394.73
dhpr
k12
=
30392.87 −
ν−183.5975
1 + e( 28.5662 ) 

21921.25344
dhpr
k21
=
3568.74658 +
ν+24.9838
1 + e( 0.7372 )
ξ = 550 + 6 × CaM KIIact

dhpr
k24
=

dhpr
k25
=

dhpr
k52
=

dhpr
k23
=

dhpr
k32
=

dhpr
k51
=

dhpr
k36
=
dhpr
k63
=

+CaNact


336160 × S2dhpr
ξ
0.0893 + 26.3268
ν+15.0
1+e( 1.0 )
ξ
32.6642
63.808
+
ν−27.411
−( ν−14.4897
)
(
0.3131
1+e 0.0854 )
+ 1+e
ξ
0.74152
2.69 +
ν+27.945
1 + e( 1.46976 )
2.43098
−
ν−40.25
1 + e( 0.4034 )
2687.3087
1908 −
ν+15.0
1 + e( 0.9998 )
879.543
+
ν−11.1635
1 + e( 0.3238 )
150299.048
145107.50934 −
ν−1037.5224
1 + e( 312.91482 )
5537.7875
+
ν−9.4649
1 + e( 0.2893 )
27.651
11.488
+
ν−59.48
ν+15.1148
1 + e−( 4.444 ) 1 + e−( 0.9423 )
16.3777
+ 5.3384
−
−( ν+15.01
0.6351 )
1
+
e


100.0
100 −
( ν−41.0
1.0 )
1
+
e


600.0
ν−41.0
1 + e( 1.0 )

Case 3: With Ca2+ substituted with Ba2+

(C.31)
(C.32)

(C.33)
(C.34)

(C.35)
(C.36)

(C.37)

(C.38)

(C.39)

(C.40)
(C.41)
(C.42)
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6279.833
ν−58.1484
1 + e( 9.5348 )
3259.706
+
ν−40.2856
1 + e( 0.2272 )
4718.8152
26296.0826
+
=
ν+1.4892
ν+17.40398
1 + e( 0.22797 ) 1 + e−( 4.9581 )
1544.9745
+
− 808.0319
ν−132.7305
1 + e−( 3.6234 )

dhpr
k12
= 3028.7604 −

dhpr
k21

dhpr
k24
= (0.0)
dhpr
k25
= −5883.3476 +

dhpr
k52
=

dhpr
k23
=

dhpr
k32
=

dhpr
k51
=

dhpr
k36
=
dhpr
k63
=

(C.44)
(C.45)

5973.3014
ν−41.4221
1 + e( 0.5703 )

528.171
ν−20.4274
1 + e−( 0.187 )
174.7872
175.78742 −
ν−32.3072
1 + e( 4.4783 )
229.8479
−
ν−36.9508
1 + e−( 5.4521 )
2647.5114
2601.9597
−
ν−19.882
ν+15.6872
1 + e( 0.4459 ) 1 + e( 2.1947 )
2501.6394
−
+ 2647.2042
ν−39.8404
1 + e( 0.3926 )
2161.9699
1683.7686
+
ν−360.2862
−( ν−20.0452
1 + e 0.40326 ) 1 + e( 1879.441 )
5926.5225
−
+ 4129.8882
ν+1.7842
1 + e−( 13.43183 )
11.1993
36.2341
+
ν−35.2478
ν+23.9615
1 + e−( 0.2466 ) 1 + e−( 15.8653 )
12.163
−
+ 37.7673
−( ν−27.1529
0.9455 )
1
+
e


100.0
100 −
( ν−41.0
1.0 )
1
+
e


600.0
ν−41.0
1 + e( 1.0 )
+

(C.43)

(C.46)

(C.47)

(C.48)

(C.49)

(C.50)
(C.51)
(C.52)
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C.1.2

Uptake of Ca2+ from the cytosol into the LSR

Ca2+ fluxes from cytosol to SERCA and SERCA to LSR

Jcyt,serca = kcyt,serca × [Ca2+ ]2myo × SERCAtot
−kcyt,serca × [Ca2+ ]2myo × [Ca2+ ]serca
−kserca,cyt × [Ca2+ ]serca

(C.53)

Jserca,sr = ksr,serca × [Ca2+ ]2LSR × [Ca2+ ]serca
−ksr,serca × [Ca2+ ]2LSR × SERCAtot
+kcyt,sr × [Ca2+ ]myo

(C.54)

Icyt,serca = Jcyt,serca × 2F Vserca

(C.55)

Iserca,sr = Jserca,sr × 2F Vserca

(C.56)

Differential equation for Ca2+ buffered by the SERCA protein:
d[Ca2+ ]serca
= Jcyt,serca − Jserca,sr
dt

(C.57)

Expressions for the rate constants for Ca2+ binding to/release from SERCA:

kcyt,serca = Kcyt,serca (1.07 + 5500 × CaM KIIact )

(C.58)


2
f wd
kcyt,serca = Kcyt,serca EC50

(C.59)
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kserca,sr = Kserca,sr (1.07 + 5500 × CaM KIIact )
ksr,serca =

Kserca,sr

bwd 2
EC50

(C.60)
(C.61)

Affinities for the forward and backward Ca2+ fluxes:

f wd
EC50
= 0.015(1 + P SR × P LBdp )


1.027
×
1 + 5500 × CaM KIIact
bwd
EC50
= 1250 − 1110 × P SR × P LBdp

(C.62)
(C.63)

Differential equation for phospholamban
dP LBdp
P LB
=k12
(1 + (CaNact × 10−4 )2 )P LBp
dt
−

C.1.3

P LB
k21
(1

5 2

+ (CaM KIIact × 10 ) +

FcAM P,SERCA = 0.1094 − 0.0163 × exp(−0.219 × [cAM P ])

(C.65)

P LBp = 1 − P LBdp

(C.66)

Ca2+ pump in SL

IP M CA = IP M CA

C.1.4

(C.64)
2
FcAM
P,SERCA )P LBdp

[Ca2+ ]myo
kmpca + [Ca2+ ]myo


(C.67)

Na+ /Ca2+ exchanger
IN aCa =

N U M 1 × (N U M 2 − N U M 3)


−0.65F V
℘ 1 + 0.27e RT

(C.68)
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N U M 1 = RN aCa 


Vmax
1+



KmAllo
[Ca2+ ]N aCa


2 

(C.69)

NUM2 = e

0.35F V
RT

([N a+ ]N aCa )3 [Ca2+ ]o

(C.70)

NUM3 = e

0.65F V
RT

([N a+ ]o )3 [Ca2+ ]N aCa

(C.71)

3
2+
℘ =KmCao ([N a+ ]N aCa )3 + KmN
ao [Ca ]N aCa


[Ca2+ ]N aCa
3
2+
+ KmN ai [Ca ] 1 +
KmCai

3 !
[N a+ ]N aCa
+
3
+ KmCai ([N a ]o ) 1 +
KmN ai

(C.72)

+ ([N a+ ]N aCa )3 [Ca2+ ]o
+ ([N a+ ]o )3 [Ca2+ ]N aCa
where [Ca2+ ]N aCa , [N a+ ]N aCa are Concentrations at the mouth of the NaCa-exchanger.
The corresponding unitary current iN aCa is obtained by dividing the above net channel current IN aCa by the number of dyadic units Ndyad .

C.1.5

Na+ /Cs+ pump


[Cs+ ]o
= RN aCs IN aCs
[Cs+ ]o + kmcs
!
1.5
100 ([N a+ ]myo )
×
([N a+ ]myo )1.5 + kmna1.5


0.65558
×
ν+53.353
0.18445 + e−( 15.58 )


IN aCs

(C.73)

The corresponding unitary current iN aCs is obtained by dividing the above net channel current IN aCs by the number of dyadic units Ndyad .
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C.1.6

C.1.7

C.1.8

Background Na+ current



[N a+ ]o
RT
ln
IN a,b = GN ab ν −
F
[N a+ ]myo
Ca2+ transfer from LSR to a single jSR


[Ca2+ ]LSR − [Ca2+ ]jSR
2F VjSR
itr =
τtr

(C.74)

(C.75)

Ca2+ release from a unit jSR into a single DCU
iryr = Jryr × 2F × π∆2r ∆z



(C.76)

where,
Jryr =

O2ryr ([Ca2+ ]jSR − [Ca2+ ]ryr ) Pryr
π∆2r ∆z

(C.77)

Gating scheme for the 4-state Markovian model for the RyR-sensitive SR Ca2+ release
channel:
C4ryr = 1 − (C1ryr + O2ryr + C3ryr )

(C.78)

dC1ryr
ryr
ryr
=k41
C4ryr + k21
O2ryr
dt

(C.79)

−

ryr
(k12

+

ryr
k14
) C1ryr

dO2ryr
ryr
ryr
C3ryr
=k12
C1ryr + k32
dt
−

ryr
(k21

+

dC3ryr
ryr
ryr
=k23
O2ryr + k43
C4ryr
dt
−

ryr
(k34

+

(C.80)

ryr
k23
) O2ryr

ryr
k32
) C3ryr

(C.81)
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ryr
k12
=[Ca2+ ]2ryr


+

0.05 −

CaM KIIact
12000

!

3.7465 × 10−2

1+e


[Ca2+ ]ryr −2052.7
5.983

618.56

ryr
k21
= 698.56 −

var
(C.82)

!

[Ca2+ ]ryr −2052.9

4.35
1+e


1
6.0
× 1+
2+
[Ca ]ryr var

ryr
k14
= 8.748 × 10−2 [Ca2+ ]ryr var


CaM KIIact
2.0
ryr
+
k41 =
var
12000

(C.83)

(C.84)
(C.85)

ryr
ryr
ryr
ryr
k43
= k12
; k34
= k21
;

(C.86)

ryr
ryr
ryr
ryr
k23
= k14
; k32
= k41
;
i
h
A1ls −0.7013 2
var = 10.0 × e 0.03

(C.87)
(C.88)

where [Ca2+ ]ryr is the Ca2+ concentration at the mouth of the RyR channel on the
dyadic side. In the presence of caffeine (CF, concentration in µM):

O2ryr =

−0.522
1+e

[CF ]−410
264.9


+ 0.503

(C.89)

Gating scheme for the 6-state Markovian model for the Luminal Calcium sensor.

I4ls = 1 − (A1ls + I2ls + I3ls )

(C.90)

B5ls = 1 − (I2ls + I3ls + B6ls )

(C.91)


dA1ls
ls
ls
ls
ls
B5ls + k14
A1ls
= k41
I4ls + k21
I2ls − k12
dt

(C.92)
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A1ls

dI2ls
ls
ls
ls
=k12
B5ls A1ls + k42
B5ls I4ls + k32
I3ls
dt

ls
ls
ls
ls
− k21
+ k24
+ k23
+ k25
I2ls

(C.93)


dI3ls
ls
ls
ls
ls
I3ls
+ k32
= k43
B5ls I4ls + k23
I2ls − k34
dt

(C.94)

dB6ls
ls
ls
= k56
[Ca2+ ]jSR B5ls − k65
B6ls
dt

(C.95)

Fractional occupancy of RyR by
Triadin/Junctin

I2ls

Fractional occupancy of RyR by
Triadin/Junctin and Calsequestrin

I3ls

Fractional

occupancy

of

Tri-

adin/Junctin by Calsequestrin
I4ls

Free Triadin/Junctin, B5ls - Free
Calsequestrin

B6ls

Fractional Occupancy of Calsequestrin by Calcium

C.1.9

Ca2+ dependent CaM mediated activation of CaMKII and CaN

Ca2+ binding to CaM and CaM buffering

CaM =CaMtot − Ca2 CaM − Ca4 CaM − CaM B
− Ca2 CaM B − Ca4 CaM B − CaM CaN
(C.96)
− Ca2 CaM CaN − Ca4 CaM CaN
− CaM KIItot (P1 + P3 + P5 + P4 )
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B = Btot − (CaM B + Ca2 CaM B + Ca4 CaM B)

(C.97)

 2+ 2
CM
CM
× CaM − k02
× Ca2 CaM
R02 = k02
Ca

(C.98)

 2+ 2
CM
CM
R24 = k24
Ca
× Ca2 CaM − k42
× Ca4 CaM

(C.99)

 2+ 2
CM
CM
R02B = k02B
Ca
× CaM B − k20B
× Ca2 CaM B

(C.100)

 2+ 2
CM
R24B =k24B
Ca
× Ca2 CaM B
−

CM
k42B

(C.101)

× Ca4 CaM B

CM
CM
R0B = k0Bon
× CaM × B − k0Bof
f × Ca2 CaM B

(C.102)

CM
CM
× Ca2 CaM × B − k2Bof
R2B = k2Bon
f × Ca2 CaM B

(C.103)

CM
CM
R4B = k4Bon
× Ca4 CaM × B − k4Bof
f × Ca4 CaM B

(C.104)

dCa2 CaM
=R02 − R24 − R2B − R2CaN
dt
+ CaM KIItot × (RCK56 − RCK21 )

(C.105)
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dCa4 CaM
=R24 − R4CaN − R4B
dt

(C.106)

− CaM KIItot × (RCK46 − RCK23 )
dCa4 CaM
=R24 − R4CaN − R4B
dt

(C.107)

− CaM KIItot × (RCK46 − RCK23 )

dCaM B
= R0B − R02B
dt
dCa2 CaM B
= R02B + R2B − R24B
dt
dCa4 CaM B
= R24B − R4B
dt

(C.108)
(C.109)
(C.110)

CaMKII activation:

P2 = 1 − P3 − P1 − P4 − P 5 − P6
T = P 3 + P4 + P 5 + P6

(C.111)
(C.112)

CK
k34
= 0.055 × T + 0.0074 × T 2

+0.015 × T 3

CK
RCK34 =k34
× P3


KP P 1 × P P 1tot × P4
−
kmpp1 + (CaM KIItot × P4 )

(C.113)

(C.114)
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CK
RCK21 = k21
× Ca2 CaM × P2

RCK13

CK
−k12
× P1

2
CK
= k13
× Ca2+ × P1
CK
−k32
× P3

(C.115)

(C.116)

CK
RCK23 = k23
× Ca4 CaM × P2
CK
−k32
× P3
CK
RCK45 = k45
× P4

2
CK
−k54
× Ca2+ × P5

(C.117)

(C.118)

CK
RCK46 = k46
× P4
CK
−k64
× Ca4 CaM × P6

(C.119)

CK
RCK56 = k56
× P5
CK
−k65
× Ca2 CaM × P6

kP P 1 × P P 1tot × P5
kmP P 1 + (CaM KIItot × P5 )
kP P 1 × P P 1tot × P6
=
kmP P 1 + (CaM KIItot × P6 )

(C.120)

RCK51 =

(C.121)

RCK62

(C.122)
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dP1
dt
dP3
dt
dP4
dt
dP5
dt
dP6
dt

= RCK21 + RCK51 − RCK13

(C.123)

= RCK23 + RCK13 − RCK34

(C.124)

= RCK34 − RCK46 − RCK45

(C.125)

= RCK45 − RCK56 − RCK51

(C.126)

= RCK46 − RCK56 − RCK62

(C.127)

CaM KIIact = 100 × (P3 + P4 + P5 + P6 )

(C.128)

CaN activation:
Ca2 CaN =CaNtot − Ca4 CaN − CaM CaN
(C.129)
− Ca2 CaM CaN − Ca4 CaM CaN


2
CN
RCNCa4 =kCaon
× Ca2+ × Ca2 CaN
−

CN
kCaof
f

(C.130)

× Ca4 CaN


2
CN
RCN02 =k02
× Ca2+ × CaM CaN
CN
− k20
× Ca2 CaM CaN

(C.131)
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2

CN
RCN24 =k24
× Ca2+ × Ca2 CaM CaN
−

CN
k42

× Ca4 CaM CaN

CN
RCN0 =k0on
× CaM × Ca4 CaN

−

CN
k0of
f

CN
k2of
f

−

(C.134)

× Ca2 CaM CaN

CN
RCN4 =k4on
× Ca4 CaM × Ca4 CaN
CN
k4of
f

(C.133)

× CaM CaN

CN
RCN2 =k2on
× Ca2 CaM × Ca4 CaN

−

(C.132)

(C.135)

× Ca4 CaM CaN

dCa4 CaN
= RCNCa4 − RCN0 − RCN2 − RCN4
dt

(C.136)

dCaM CaN
= RCN0 − RCN02
dt

(C.137)

dCa2 CaM CaN
= RCN2 + RCN02 − RCN24
dt

(C.138)

dCa4 CaM CaN
= RCN4 + RCN24
dt

(C.139)
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CaNact =100(Ca4 CaM CaN + 0.1Ca2 CaM CaN )
+ 10Ca4 CaM CaN + 0.1CaM CaN

(C.140)

+ 0.1Ca4 CaN

C.2

Differential equations for buffers used in the model

Fluorescent indicator dye
d[CaF 3]
=kf+luo3 [Ca2+
myo ] ([f luo3]tot − [CaF 3])
dt
−

(C.141)

kf−luo3 [CaF 3]

Intracellular Ca2+ buffering:
calmodulin (bulkmyoplasm):
dOc
= 200[Ca2+ ]myo (1 − Oc ) − 476.0 × Oc
dt

(C.142)

Troponin
(Fractional occupancy of troponin-Ca complex by Ca2+ ):
dOt c
= 78.4[Ca2+ ]myo (1 − Otc ) − 392.0 × Otc
dt

(C.143)

(Fractional occupancy of troponin-Mg complex by Ca2+ ):
dOc
=200[Ca2+ ]myo (1 − Otmgc − Otmgmg )
dt
− 6.6 × Otmgc

(C.144)
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(Fractional occupancy of troponin-Mg complex by M g 2+ ):
dOtmgmg
=2.0[M g 2+ ]myo (1 − Otmgc − Otmgmg )
dt

(C.145)

− 666.0 × Otmgmg

C.3

Differential equations for ion concentrations used in the
model

C.3.1

Intracellular Ca2+ concentration:

1. Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol
d[Ca2+ ]myo Idyad − IP M CA − ICa,L,SL
=
dt
2F Vmyo
−Icyt,serca + 2IN aCa,SL
+
2F Vmyo
dO dCaF 1
−
−
dt
dt

(C.146)

where Idyad is the net integrated Ca2+ flux diffusing out of all the dyadic units
into the cytosol.

dO
dOT C
dOT M gC
dOc
= 3.2
+ 6.4
+ 1.8
dt
dt
dt
dt

(C.147)

2. Ca2+ concentration in the jSR
d[Ca2+ ]jSR
itr − iryr
dB6ls
=
− 31000
dt
2F VjSR
dt

(C.148)
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3. Ca2+ concentration in the LSR
d[Ca2+ ]LSR
Icyt,serca − Ndyad itr
=
dt
2F VLSR

(C.149)

4. Diffusion equation for Calcium in the dyadic space

∂[Ca2+ ]dyad
=DCa ∇2 [Ca2+ ]dyad + Jryr
∂t

(C.150)

+ Jdhpr + JN aCa + Jbnd

5.1821 × 103
Jdhpr =
π∆2r ∆z



iN aCa,T T
2 × 5.1821 × 103
JN aCa,T T =
Ndyad
π∆2r ∆z


Nh Kh
Jbnd =
(Kh + [Ca2+ ]dyad )2


Nl Kl
∂[Ca2+ ]dyad
×
(Kl + [Ca2+ ]dyad )2
∂t


C.3.2

iCa,L,T T
Ndyad



(C.151)

(C.152)

(C.153)

Intracellular Na+ concentration:

1. N a+ concentration in the cytosol


d[N a+ ]myo
[N a+ ]dyad − [N a+ ]myo
=Ndyad
dt
τN a


IN a,b + 3IN aCa,SL
−
F × Vmyo


3IN aCs,SL
+
F × Vmyo

(C.154)
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2. N a+ concentration in the dyadic space
d[N a+ ]dyad
=
dt

C.3.3


[N a+ ]myo − [N a+ ]dyad
τN a


3iN aCa,T T + 3iN aCs,T T
−
F × Vclef t



(C.155)

Intracellular Cs+ concentration:

1. Cs+ concentration in the cytosol


d[Cs+ ]myo
[Cs+ ]dyad − [Cs+ ]myo
=Ndyad
dt
τ

 Cs
2IN aCs,SL
+
F × Vmyo

(C.156)

2. Cs+ concentration in the dyadic space
d[Cs+ ]dyad
=
dt

C.4

[Cs+ ]myo − [Cs+ ]dyad
τCs


2iN aCs,T T
+
F × Vclef t




(C.157)

Equations governing electro-mechanics modified (from
Rice et al. [1]) in the model

Regulatory Ca2+ -binding to troponin
dCaT ropH
=konT T nIu [Ca2+ ]myo (1 − CaT ropH )
dt
− kof f HT CaT ropH

(C.158)
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dCaT ropL
=konT T nIu [Ca2+ ]myo (1 − CaT ropL )
dt

(C.159)

− kof f LT CaT ropL
konT = 22.22 µM−1 s−1 ; kof f HT = 17.36 s−1 ; kof f LT = 173.61 s−1 ; (Rice et al. [1]).
dT nIp
= konT I ∆P KA T nIu − kof f T I T nIp
dt

(C.160)

konT I = 698.69 s−1 ; kof f T I = 80.0 s−1 ; (estimated from Roof et al. [214]).

T nIu = 1 − T nIp
∆P KA =

0.3 × [cAM P ]
[cAM P ] + 12.1

(C.161)
(C.162)

f appTnew = f appT ‡ × FcAM P,F orce

(C.163)

hf Tnew = hf T ‡ × FcAM P,F orce

(C.164)

hbTnew = hbT ‡ × FcAM P,F orce

(C.165)

gxbTnew = gxbT ‡ × FcAM P,F orce

(C.166)

FcAM P,F orce = 1.873 − 1.4 × exp(−0.192 × [cAM P ])

(C.167)

‡- Rate constants governing cross-bridge kinetics described in Rice et al [1].
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